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LESSONS

IN

HORTICULTURE.

has been in use
many years and it lias never

clogged. He finds drainage a
help to the
eitilitj of his land and also a good way to
Profs. Gowell ami Mon son Hold
Interesting
dispose of surplus stone.
Meetings in Northport.
Prof. Munson’s observations
The school of horticulture under the ausFriday evening were on flowers and
pices of the Maine Pomolgical Society in
fertilization, and
weie illustrated by about 20
charts showing
the Wood School House, Northport, was
the organs of various families
of plants and
held under the disadvantage of very uncertain weather.

It

stormy early in the
pack 3.
morning of both days, r nday and Saturday,
iiie Heart of Spain...Sermon
Writing... May 4th and 5th, followed by alternating
Fashions... Yachts and Boats.
rain, drizzle and sunshine,which kept those
pack 4.
w ho would have attended in a state of unobit nary... Northport News... The
Hie lnterseliolastic Base Ball League.
certainty as to whether or not to go. In
> Strike OIL
fact, one of the advertised speakers, Mr.
PACK 5.
( lias. S. Pope of Manchester, failed to ap<>f Belfast.
pear. Those who attended were amply rePACK.
paid by the information and instruction reWo k...Vniversity of Maine...Who
if !■Mine'.’...News Notes... In Swarming
ceived.
w
and Commodious Plant...Spring.
The opening feature of each session w as a
PACK 7.
new one in agricultural meetings in this secNews and Notes...Senator Likins* AclHann ...The Maine Bible Society...The
tion, and is called a lesson in observation.
flies...Farm Property Kates...Register
These lessons were given by Prof. W. M.
>.11*11 Vessels... Hard on Sailing Ship
nt Charters...Abner lMmtnn of Hope.
Munson of Orono, President of the PoinoloS.
P \CK
I gical Society. The lessons were given from
l.oeals...Ship News ..Markets..Births. the natural objects, from color charts and
..Deaths...Secret Societies.. Payson
blackboard drawings. Kacli point was. inWill.
telligibly explained, and the hearers were
invited to ask any questions that might ocUOR SELLING IN MONROE.
cur to them as the lesson progressed.
•
spondonee of The .lournal.
Friday forenoon's session opened with an
Mi:., May 7. 1000. This quiet observation on roots, in which Prof. Munis now somewhat excited over
son showed roots of various kinds, and
by
inestion. Since the enactment of dissection and drawing explained and illusw
laws,
the
ith
of
trated
their
and
structure
functions.
bitory
Foots
exception
there had been no open sale are without joints or leaves, while stems are
in Monroe until about one year
invariably jointed. Foots are constructed
••ii
George \Y. Miller of Brooks so as best to resist a pulling force and thus
Forest House, fitted up a bar in bold the plant firmly in the earth. The roots
ity style, and began the sale of in- provide the plant with nourishment from
liquors. The village school is the earth, and some families store up such
e the hotel and the school children
food for later use.
There are also aerial
_an to tell their parents of what
roots, which serve as supports for climbing
in the shape of drunkenness, and
vines', etc. The species of the tree can be
ranee people were aroused to acdetermined from its roots, as can also, in
•mplaint was made to the State many instances, the variety, as of the differs and
thej made several searches ent kinds of apples. In answer to a quesares, and at the September term of tion as to root pruning Prof. Munson an.ne of §no was imposed on the proswered that judicious root pruning is bene; the Forest House.
But the sale ficial in preserving the proper balance becontinued. Then the women of tween the
top and the roots. That the form
ige came to the front and organized
of the root is modified by grafting is believf F. with Mrs. Sarah B. Nealley
ed by many, but is yet a disputed point. He
b nt.
They called on Mr. Miller, also explained the structure <>f the leaf, and
;■:nmised to sell only to traveling illustrated it by a blackboard drawing of a
; that did not last long and matters
transverse section of a leaf highly magniis bad as
before. They then ap- fied, showing the cells, pores, etc. The How
*.lie selectmen to find out if the pro- of tile sap from the roots to the branches,
Hie Forest House had a victualer’s its return ami evaporation, were clearly ex• I loumi lie nau none,
a petition
plained. The roots are prepared by nature
un up anil signed by more than
to take up and send into the circulation of
the town's people; and then Mr.
the tree or plant the nutriment in the soil:
jan to see that the \Y.
T. I',
the trunk, limbs ami leaves make the useof
and
he packed up his bar it intended by tiature, ami if man
isiness,
provides
and promised the selectmen and the
proper conditions of soil and the correct
that if they would withhold the balance between root and leaf surface, sue-•ii a while
he would leave tlm
r-ess will follow.
: jive up the hotel.
N’t* one has
Prof. Munson opened the afternoon ses.jainst Mr. M iiler personally, hut
sion witli an observation on stems and
«*t like the business he has carried
lb* passed among the audience
leaves,
the wax he has carried it on.
newly cut twigs of gre\ and yellow birch
May' was the time agreed upon and willow' and show «*« 1 the differences in the
discontinue the sale of liquor
J ne stem is a jointed structure, w ith.
nark.
s;iill that Miller had been aslie explained tie* difa bud at eacli joint,
■nie of ili«
!aw\ers and oilicialsof
ference in herbs, shrubs and trees, of the
lx
’hat lie could not
driven out cellular and fibrous stems. atnl of the mark:.ess
long as he paid the lines
ings on the bark, lb* told of the different
ipon him : and the bar remained
forms and veining of leaves, and of the uses
-iid Mi. Miilei wn- arrested
of the various parts.
11 i> illustrations of
;
trial held in the Tow n Hall
tin- compound leaf, as in the cedar, pine and
iai ;ustice \Y. T. <
Kunnells of
others, were very interesting.
\ question
onstable A. I \\ ehh of
State
was asked as t" supply ing a tree with iron,
made the arrest, on complaint «»f
where a lack of that ingredient exists, to
'!
1’.. who are determined to
which the professor leplied that the pracin- of liquor in this village if po>
tice of driving nails into trees fur that pursummoned
•nut.'. SheriiV liowen
pose is wrong, but that if iron was placed
'••
Mr>. Sarah lb
ing witnesses:
upon or in the ground at- tin* roots the trees
evident of tile Monroe AY.
T. would absorb what it needed and no
more.
Nathan Stevensand Mrs. Will am
Prof. ( i. M. (iow ell spoke interest ingly on
*!> : Mrs. AliceGrant,who ownsthe
drainage and tillage, giving mun\ valuable
1
urtis ; Kdmund Jenkins, chairpoints. Contrary b> the generally received
l;e hoard of selectmen: Ldmund
idea, drained land will stand a drouth betHerbert IJttlelield, Christopher ter than undrained, brained land is warmre liowen and A. T. \Yehh. All the
er than umirained, as an excess of moisture
> testified
freely and ti n thfully, and keeps the land cold. Plants cannot thrive
Tements were not denied by the dein water and all the soil that can be used to
1 hose who had bought liquor of
advantage is that above the water. After
said so. and told when and what the soil is freed from water, whether
by
bought. Mrs. AYilliam Twombly, natural or artificial drainage, the air is
of the AY. C. T. L., said; “I went drawn in and warms it. The air
brings free
Miller and asked him not to sell
into the soil, an
which
was
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insects which have a part in the
fertilization
of vegetable life.
The charts show the
parts all highly magnified and colored true
to nature. The
was shown

strawberry plant
entire, with root, stem, leaf, blossom and
both
in
berry,
the staminate and pistillate
kinds. The various methods
by which the
pollen is carried from one plant to another,
such as the wind,
insects, etc., were explained, and illustrations were given of the

methods of artificial fertilization. Not
only
were flowers
proper taken up, but the
speakers included the various grains, fruits,
root crops and grasses.
Both Profs. Munson and Gowell spoke on this
subject.
Prof Gowell was obliged to take the

morning train Saturday, and as Mr. Pope,
who was announced to
speak that day, was
unable to attend, both meetings were addressed by Prof. Munson. 11 is forenoon observation lesson was on fruit, and be used
of the same charts that served for the
previous evening, lie explained and showed
from the charts, and from natural fruit of
various kinds, the structure of the different
kinds of fruit, the different organs, such as
seeds, pulp, stones, etc., the change from
the blossom to the natural fruit, and
many
other interesting points in fruit lore. Fruit
may be dwarfed on one side by a lack of
pollen on the blossom organs of that side,
as is often seen in the tomato.
An organ
which originally had a use in the economy
of nature, which under changed conditions
becomes useless, is gradually left out of nature.
The banana was originally a seedy
fruit, but successive years of cultivation
and propagation by other means has changed
it and it is now seedless.
A familiar illustration of this is seen in the potato which
formerly bore seeds in the “potato balls.”
The practice of propagating from the tubers
and cultivating for the largest development
of that part of the plant has worked a
gradual decrease in the seed-ball until now
one is rarely seen.
Maine possesses good
some

opportunities

ior me

orcnaruisi,

out

tney

MAIM:. THURSDAY, MAY 10,
for to get t fie best results. The soil for use
under glass should be more sandy than for
the same crop out of doors. An average
proportion is 2 parts line sand; 2 parts well
rotted manure and 1 part sandy loam. There
should be plenty of organic matter in the
soil.
Different plants require different
amounts of moisture, some more from
above, others more from the earth. The
gardener should read, study, observe the
conditions of his own place, and act accordingly. A temperature of 00° at night and
70 to 80 by day is about an average for hothouses.
lie begins planting in August for
Christmas fruit, and keeps it up at intervals
to keep a constant supply. At this point it
was announced that the speaker had barely
time to catch the :i.:so train at Belfast, and
the meeting adjourned.

High School Notes.
school last Friday on account of the storm, anil the first and second
divisions recited and rehearsed Monday.
The second and third periods were omitted.
There was

no

Miss Poor, '01, sprained her ankle last
week, and has been absent from school in
consequence.
Miss Sawyer, '03, has returned to school
after a short absence.

Principal Howard announced Monday
that as there would be no school next Friday the declamations for that day would be
postponed until Monday.
The score of the teams in the Waldo and
Knox Interscholastic League that played on
Saturday will be found in another column.
Next Saturday, May 12th, the Rocklands
and Camden’s play at Rockland, and the
Belfasts and Vinalhavens at Vinalhaven.
A few High School pupils accompanied
the team to Camden. Had it been a line
morning there would doubtless have been
more.
The Camdens gave an evening sociable in honor of the Belfasts, and a verypleasant time was reported by the excursionists.
.

Wedding Bells.

Yorng-FlktciieK. Arthur G. Young
have been neglected.
The nursery is the
and Mamie S. Fletcher of Lincolnville were
foundation of the orchard, and much better married in that town
Monday afternoon,
results are obtained from trees started right April Joth, by John T. Berry, 2d, J. P. The
than by those carelessly grown. Much of ceremony was performed in the presence of
a number of friends and relatives, and
the seed used by New York nurserymen quite
was followed
by an elaborate wedding dinfor seedlings is imported from France. ner. The groom is a son of Nathaniel Young
The professor gave in some detail the and the bride adaughterof Win. E. Fletcher,
all prominent in that section. The young
methods of the nurserymen in producing
couple have the well wishes of a wide circle
young trees, from the planting of the seed, of friends.
the budding, grafting, etc., until the tree is
ready for its permanent bed.
Seedlings
Moody-Pitman.
Albert II. Moody and
Lizzie M. Pitman were united in marriage
two years old are ready for the orchard.
March
l.»th.
Loth
are among Appleton's
The best land is a strong, clayey loam, rich
most popular young people, Mr. Moody beand well drained. The custom of fall plant- ing at present Chief
Templar of the Good
ing in orchards is growing, tbit trees to be Templar Lodge, and Mrs. Moody is also a
member
of
the
Good
and GoldenTemplars
set at that season should he well matured.
rod Rebekah Lodge.
They have the best
Trees received from a distant nursery wishes of a host of friends for their future
should have all their fibrous roots removed, prosperity. Congratulations. [Temperance
as these are dead, and useless.
The land Record.
should be well plowed. Trees should he
IIaskki.i.-Tiuui.ow.
AL ('. s. stuset from :;o to
feet apart, planted with
dents ami alumni will be interested in tlie
to
the
announcement of tlie marriage of Miss Bescare, carefully pruned
preserve
balance between top and root, and the earth sie G. Thurlow and Rev. Horace B. Haskell both of Stonington. Mr. and Mrs. Haspacked firmly about the base. The North- kell have gone to Mr. Haskell's charge,
ern spy is a reliable stock to graft on as it
Milliuockett. [Bueksport Herald.
is a sure grower, long lived and of even
News of the Granges.
shape. Seedlings are not reliable on account of the variation of size, shape, hardiness. etc.
Thorough cultivation of the
Saturday evening, May 12th, will lie chilorchard should he practiced, but hoed crops dren's day at Seaside Grange, with a special
should not be raised there. Old orchards
program for the young folks.
may be improved in various ways. The
South Branch Grange, Prospect, is nourland should be plowed, but not too deepishing and adding to its membership. A
ly, t-lie tops should be pruned a little each
very enjoyable program was given last Satyear. Hogs in an orchard are a good suburday evening.
stitute for plowing. Six or eight hogs to an
Equity Grange will observe its twentyacre will
harrow
and manure an
plow,
orchard in good shape, and also eat all the fifth anniversary with appropriate exercises
defective and wormy fruit which falls. at a special meeting May 18th. Tlie program
Young trees should be protected by screens and details will he completed at tlie regular
about the trunks or the hogs will destroy meeting May 12th.
them. The trees should he kept free from
Secretary Libby says tlie coming session
borers, and sprayed for protection against of the Maine State Grange in Lew iston will
the coddling moth, the tent caterpillar, scab be the largest ever held. “We are going to
and other ills. Spraying should he with a have tlie biggest class in the sixth degree
fine mist, forcibly applied.
The speaker w'e ever had,'' says lie.
“We never had
recommend destroying all injurious insects over 125, hut 1 predict a class at the next
nitrogen
ingredient
;* r
any more liquor, or buy any
costs 14 cents per pound w hen bought in the i whenever and wherever found, and also the annual meeting in Lewiston of 2no."
from him, as lie spent the money commercial fertilizers. The
Tlie grange can help the old home week
surface must I use of preventive measures. Better results
drink. Mr. Miller promised me be worked and drained
to best hold and are obtained by mingling the varieties of just where the work is needed—in tlie rural
towns.
The grange is an organization of
■: not sell him any more liquor or
give to the grow ing plants their proper apples in an orchard, for instance, two or tlie
farmers, their wives and their sons and
tiling more of him: but he broke food. He spoke of his first experience in j three rows of Northern Spy or Rhode Is- their
daughters. The effort of tlie grange
a* and sold him the same as before,
draining, when a boy on his father's farm. land Greenings, and one row of Baldwins, lias been to break lip the isolation of farBefore we had the grange we lived
rt’ei>nt times my brother came to It probably cost as much as the land would j for better fertilization. Care should be ex- mers.
more apart, and knew little of the
people
drunk, direct from Miller s, and sell for afterward, but it paid in the in- ercised in packing—each grade honestly by outside
of our immediate neighborhood.
as so drunk that my husband bad
In New Kngland, and itself, and sending the defective fruit to the Now we meet in our halls once in two weeks,
crease of
crops.
enjoy a good dinner and have a mighty
him home. My brother's wife, in especially in Maine, we are not working on evaporator.
good time. The grange hails are large, proITof. Munson and audience partook of
•nee, begged of Mr. Miller not to sell
worn-out land.
Our land can be made fervided with kitchen and dining rooms, and
'•and any more rum, and he told her tile by drainage and cultivation, lie would picnic dinner, and after a short intermis- barn room for horses, and can be used for
her husband at home: lie did not lay drains 'M feet deep, 4u feet apart. On j sion the afternoon session was opened. His public meetings in the country towns on tlie
week of jubilee. [Solon Chase in Boston
t<» come to his place.
Then she small fields would use 2-inch tiles, but on observation was on insects, of which lie had
Sunday Herald.
I wish 1 could, but, Mr. Miller,
two
cases of mounted specimens, one of in:d
would
use
or
4-inch
ones
larger
mains,
that when a man is addicted to with U or 2-inch branches. This would re- jurious and one of beneficial insects.
He
Clinton Creamery Cremated.
wife cannot always control him;
quire 53 rods of tile per acre, costing about told his hearers about some of the principal
began to cry. 1 then told Mr. Miller Sb. The increased cost of
of
His
talk
both
classes.
for
the
Tlie Clinton (/reamery and contents were
digging a ditch species
nine to see
him as a friend and
large enough to lay a stone drain, over a afternoon was on “Vegetable gardens in the burned to the ground about one o’clock last
and begged him not to sell my ditch
morning. James Whittaker, owner
for tile, would more than make up for field and under glass.’* The fear expressed Sunday
and manager of the plant, was founda short
any more rum. as they were poor the cost of tile pipe. In laying tile pipe he by some alarmists that the country will in distance from the
building unconscious. Beto be helped b\ the family. 1 asked
folds tarred paper above the joints to keep time become crowded to such an «xtent that sides tlie machinery and building there was
in tlie building at tlie time of tlie lire about
had a wife and child how he would the
food
cannot
he
raised
to
the
earth from entering. Water enters the
support
people, $300 worth of butter and
a ve them go hungry and not decenteggs, which would
pipes through the joints and not through he characterized as absurd. Intensified have been shipped Monday. The case is a
while the money they ought to the
substance of the tile. In changing the methods of gardening make it possible for a hard one for Mr. Whittaker, as every cent
for drink. He said he guessed
lie had was invested in the business.
grade sharp angles should be avoided, as small area to produce very large crops. Ho
Mr. W hittaker said, Monday, that lie was
not like it, and hoped he would
dirt collects at such angles and is liable to described some of the hot houses lie had at work in tlie creamery
packing eggs and
j seen in New York
from his place. Mr. Miller did
State
and
the
:>
in
An
incline
of
inches
inn
feet
elsewhere,
In his
clog
accidentally overturned a lamp.
pipe.
! Mat Me sold.
will run the water off. Small pipe is pre-i where from 8 to 20 acres of land are culti- efforts to extinguish tlie lire lie was so overcome by the smoke as to he able
\t witness was Frank Bardin, and
to
onl>
vated
under
in
one establishment.
ferable to large as it allows a deeper stream I
glass
reach tlie outside, where he fell in a swoon.
•I considerable amusement by his
The farmer can profitably unite the prowith the same amount of water.
He de'Tlie plant was valued at $2,000. Air.
a of the bar, and of what .Mr. Miller
scribed the digging of drain trenches by duction of crops under glass and out-of- Whittaker had an insurance of $1,200011 the
building and machinery and $500 on the
machinery as practiced in the west, where! doors. There is money now in tomatoes, stock on hand. It is estimated that it would
tonkins, chairman of the board of one machine, with three men and four lettuce, radishes and other early crops rais- cost
close to $5,non to build tlie same plant
j
>aid lie went to Mr. Miller and horses w ill
dig a mile of trench :> feet deep j ed under glass. Maine growers can by this to-day.
'<■
Air. Whittaker
that lie shall rebuild
stop selling to Some of the per day. While
plants do not thrive in wa- means compete in the home market with as soon as lie can saysliis insurance
get
adjusted
pie, as it was causing considerable ter a certain amount of moisture is neces- those farther
south, with the advantage of and tilings in shape so that he can go ahead.
1
promised me he would, but did sary to check evaporation, but it cannot having the produce fresh when wanted, lie
lie told me he could
p lii> promise.
wholly prevent it. Keeping the surface described the* method of making forcing
Dr. John F. True Dead.
the house open unless he sold stirred
keeps the moisture in the soil. The hills, cold frames, hot-beds and greenreceived a petition signed by man who is
independent of the drouth is houses. For small beds the simplest method
Ann us, Me., May 3. l)r. .John F. True
'• of the citizens of the town that
the independent farmer. The object of til- of producing heat is by the heating of died at his home on Drummond street at3.30
be required to take out a victuallage is not so much to kill weeds as to save manure below the surface.
Larger beds o'clock tliis afternoon, after an illness of little more than a week.
I went to see him and he prom-* moisture. In the
future the land for gen- and houses require furnace, hot water or
Dr. True was born in Deerfield, N. 11.,
hut up his bar, give up the hotel, eral
farming will he thoroughly drained steam heat. For a hot house not over 200 Oct. 13,1817. He had lived in Auburn 42
town May 1st.
would
feet
he
recommend
hot
and deeply worked. In answer to questions
long
water; years. Previous to coming to Auburn he
iMer witnesses gave substantially
Prof. (Iowell explained why drains running for larger ones, steam. A convenient size lived for a time at Exeter, Ale., where he
began in his own kitchen the manufacture
testimony. Some of them testified down the hill were better than transverse or for hot-houses is from 20 to 25 feet wide and of a medicine which has since become wideug at Miller’s place, and they did
diagonal drains. The chief reason was that from 100 to 200 feet long. An even tempera- ly known.
Dr. True was twice married, his first wife
shield him in the least.
they drain the land more evenly, a drain al- ture can be maintained in a large building
Bunnells found Miller guilty and ways lowering the water-level in the land to better than in a small one. He would build having been Miss Hannah Frost of Norway,
and his second wife Aliss Sarah Curtis of
the usual sentence, from which lie the bottom of the drain. Transverse
drains, hot-houses of lumber rather than of1 the Eddington. She survives him. The chilI and gave bonds to
appear at the being at different levels, leave the water more expensive materials. They should be dren by his first w ife are Mrs. Henry Lowell
: 'M term of court in Belfast.
boarded both inside and out to leave a dead and Mrs. Walter I. Parsons of Auburn and
level uneven.
Abram True of Boston.
art air has caused considerable exJ. R. Hurd of Northport stated that he air space, and sheathed next the studding
Edward C. True and J. K. True, sons by
f in
town, and there is liable to be has a side-hill farm of 45 acres, on which he with tarred paper. The comparative advan- his second wife, lutve been for several years
associated
w ith him in the business in Auil" Miller
says there are others in has about one mile of drain.
It is built by tages of benches or solid beds were discus- burn.
"ho sell liquor and he has to take all laying
sed
at
some
the
choice
a
wall
on
one
length,
with
flat
rock
depending
Airs.
up
True is dangerously ill.
side,
Mr. True
one for those who
get drunk, even if resting on the top of the wall and on the largely upon the crop to be raised. Differ- was one of the most popular and esteemed
of Auburn’s citizens, and his death will
M- not
the
ent
at
his
house.
floor
of
get
the trench at the opposite side, makliquor
plants require different amounts of sun- leave a
place not easy to be filled in the
H. R. D.
ing a triangular shaped drain. Some of it light, and this must be known and provided social and business life of the city.
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CITY GOVERNMENT.

The May meeting of the City Council, always one of the most important of the year,
was unusually so this year,
many matters
of public interest coming before it. Full
boards were present in both rooms.
Roll of accounts No. 2 was passed, containing the following amounts under the various appropriation:

Contingent.$606.

Highways and bridges.
Fire Department.
School contingent.

s#
IU2.02
11.00

05.11
General school purposes. 205.45
and
Repairs
insurance.SO
Free text hooks.
7.05
Free library. 140.02

short of a removal of all the old
piles, might
leave the poorest one of all.
To make the flooring safe, would
require a
removal of the whole of it. An
attempted
systematic repairing would probably develop many defects, ami result in an expenditure nearly equal to the cost of rebuilding, wiiile the result achieved would
not be nearly so
satisfactory.
I am firmly convinced‘that the most
rational thing to do with this bridge is to
entirely reconstruct the whole of it, only
utilizing the piles and timber that have
been put in recently and all known to be
sound, anil making the bridge uniform in
appearance anil construction; its whole

PERSONAL.
Mrs. Belle Sprague is visiting friends in
Belfast.
I>r. 1*. E. Follett of Rockland
spent Sun-

day in Belfast.

Mrs. L. O. Fernald visited relatives in

Stonington last week.
1). C. Davis and Jdrs. Hannah Whitten
Sunday in Union.

spent

Miss Daisy Taylor of New York is visiting Miss Maude Gannnans.

length.

Such a structure, or trestle, would involve an outlay of but a
comparatively
small amount, say $10,000 or $11,000, anil
with an occasional replanking last a score
T°t»l.$1,385.83 1 ol Ifyears. the
then,
city should decide, at a fuVoted to contribute $100 towards the exture time, to build an elaborate stone and
penses of Memorial Day observance.
steel bridge, on a different site, the loss
The City Clerk was instructed to adver- upon this bridge would not be excessive
tise for sealed proposals for collecting the representing but a couple of years interest
upon the cost of the more elaborate structaxes.
ture.
Respectfully submitted,
Alderman Perkins was authorized to re1’AIIKKR SPOFFOHl).
In the separate boards Mr.
pair Seaside llose house at an expense not
Spofford,
Elmer A. Sherman, li. 11. tenant and a
exceeding $100.
Geo. A. Gilchrest was granted permission representative of the Berlin Iron
Bridge
to occupy a portion of Front street while C'0. spoke.
building a vessel and T. W. Pitcher to occuThe bids for building the bridge, as adpy a part of Main street while repairing liis vertised for, were opened and read in the
store.
Board of Aldermen, but the hour
being late
Sanford Howard, Inspector of Buildings, the Boards adjourned before
they reached
reported that he had inspected 14 buildings, the Common Council.
as follow’s: new residences,
The following election clerks were
7; new bakery,
appointed: Republicans, ( lias. E. Fletcher,
1; newr stable, 1; addditions, 3; repairs, 2.
Proposals for keeping the poor for five W. B. Washburn, C. F. Cobbett, R. F. Russ,
years were received, as follows: II. W. Edge- C. B. .Stephenson; Democrats, W. M.
Welch,
comb, including the insane, $2,700 per year ; Frank T. Barker, F. A. Greer, S. A.
without the insane, $2,300; J. P. Wight, in- John Carr.
Chas. IE Sargent, Collector of Taxes, recluding the insane, $2,400; without the insane, $2,000; L. Hayford, including the in- ported that he had collected and
paid to the
Voted to accept the offer of City Treasurer on taxes of lstiii, $39,528.33.
sane, $2,000.
Mr. Wight.
An ordiance was passed establishing the
William L. Hall was elected a member of office of Auditor, defining his duties and
the School Committee from WTard 3, in place fixing his salary at $75
per year.
of Owen G. White, deceased.
Adjourned to Tuesday evening at 7o’clock.
Dana B. South worth was elected Trustee
The Boards met according to adjournment
of Grove Cemetery for three years.
Tuesday evening, but on account of the abM. C. Hill and B. R. Hamlin were elected sence of parties interested in the
bridge
weighers of hay and coal. Mr. Hamlin and matter, again adjouned, to Thursday even0. E. Frost were elected surveyors of lum- ing, May loth.
ber.
Alderman Shales and Councilman Keene
Waldo County Teachers' Association.
were appointed a committee to confer with
the City Solicitor and meet the representaThe spring meeting of the Waldo County
tives of the Belfast Hotel Co. to consult Teachers’ Association will be held in Liberwith them in regard to a settlement of the
ty Friday, May 11th, with the following
Co.* staxes.
program:
In a joint convention Mayor Poor gave the
.morning session.
following address on the bridge question :
10 A.m. Music.
Address of Welcome, ArGentlemen of the City Coi’ncil: As thur Ritchie, Supt. of Schools, Liberty : Reare
to
consider
a
matter
of
imyou
to-night
sponse S.(’. Thompson, Winter port; Nature
portance to the citizens of Belfast permit Study, W. R. Howard, Prin. of High School,
me to say a few words on the subject.
Belfast; School Discipline, John R. Dunton,
You are well aware that our lower bridge Supt. of Schools, Belfast; Discussion; Busiis in an unsafe condition, growing weaker ness Session.
each year, and it is your duty, in the inA FTE R N no N SE SSIO N.
terest of the city, to provide a safe and suiti*. m. Music; Teaching Exercise in Geoable highway across our harbor.
In many respects it would be of great ad- graphy, Miss Mary Brown, Liberty; DrawMiss Lena E. Cleveland. Camden;
vantage to locate the bridge at or near the ing,
foot of Main St., and several people have Intermission: Music; Essentials in cona Recitation. Prin A. E. Richardsuggested that a bridge similar to the pres- ducting
son, Castinc Normal School; Reading in
ent one be built at that place.
Common
^Schools, Miss Nellie E. Harvey,
While a low wooden pile bridge would
Castine Nonna! School; Question Box, conprove serviceable at the present location, I ducted b\
Hon. W. W. Stetson, State Supt. :
think that a high pier bridge of better
material and stronger construction to with- Business.
stand the action of heavy seas, and on acEVENING SKSSIOU.
count of its liability to damage, owing to its
7.:;o r. m. Lecture, Hon. W. W. Stetson,
Would
be
at
exposed position,
State Supt.: Music.
necessary
Main street.
The oflieers of the Association arc as folIt should be furnished with a modern lows: Pres. S. C.
Thompson, Winterport;
substantial draw, that could be handled Sec.. Grace A.
Lord, Belfast: Executive
quickly and easily both in summer and win- committee, Airs, Carrie AI. Ayer, Libertv,
ter: also w ith a draw -tender, who should be
Miss Bertha I. Bird. Belfast.
in constant attendance foi the accommodaThe Belfast teachers will start from the
tion of travel.
It seems to me it would not he good Supt’s ollice at 7 a. m. Friday.
policy to build so exposed a bridge and one
much used, for less than s.’»o,ooo, and as
j so
Transfers in Real Estate.
I much better as a city council might permit.
Such a structure would be a credit, and of
great benefit to llelfast. If you build a new
The following transfers in real estate
bridge, have a good one.
in Waldo ( ouut\ Registry
were recorded
ou also know that, with our present indebtedne.sN, it must be paid for by direct of Deeds for the week ending Alay !». turn:
during the year in which it is built. Avis II. Marr, et al, Palermo, to Edgar AW
|I taxation
It would seem a heavy burden to double j
Chadwick. 11 ihhard’s Gore : land and onildtax
rate, but such would be the case if
your
you follow this plan and build in one year,
ings in Palermo. Geo. E. Alay hew. Belfast,
as the usual amount already assessed each
to William E. AA’hitcomb, do.: land in Belis
about
w
It
ill
be
$f>,j,ouo.
year
necessary
fast. Ruth C. Clifford, Stockton Springs,
to get a permit from the War Department
for a change of location.
to Lillias N. Staples, do; land in Stockton
A bridge might be constructed upon the j
Springs. Lettie AL Clark, ct als., Chelsea,
plan of our sewer system, i. e., by an outlay to E. K.
Grant, Frankfort: land in Frank
of perhaps ten thousand dollars' each year
for a continuous term of years.
Of course fort. Joseph Gordon, Thorndike, to Frank
you will not be able to appropriate funds
Harding, do. : land and buildings in Thornthis year for a new bridge, as your earnest
attention is now called to repairing or re- dike. Blanche S. Harriman. Prospect, to
building our present structure, for which a AA\ AA\ Clark, Frankfort: land and buildings
large outlay will he required. It is your in Prospect. E II. Mosman, North Reading,
duty to be certain that the lower bridge is Mass., to B. O. Sargent,
Searsport; land in
put in a safe condition, to the satisfaction of
D. AI. Nichols, Searsport, to B.
your committee and an expert engineer, be- ’Searsport.
yond a shadow of doubt, for it must be used D. Sargent, do.: land in Searsport. Jas. G.
for travel until a city council provides somePendleton. Searsport, to Searsport First
thing better.
How best to arrange this matter you will ( ong’l. Parish : land and buildings in Scarsnow consider; whether it will be good judgrort. Geo. R. Stover, Belfast, to Frank A.
ment to repair moderately, or to accept a
AVhitcomb, do.: land and buildings in Belproposal to rebuild with sound material all
unsafe portions of our present lower bridge. j fast. Geo. I. AA’escott, Prospect, to Lewis
You will to-night hear the report of your A. Brown, Belfast; land and buildings in
engineer, Mr. Parker Npoll'ord, which state- Prospect.
ment, as he has given our bridge a close inspection during the past several years, may
Yachts and Boats.
help you to decide what is the best thing to
do.
L. K. McMahan is taking out the centreMr. Spoftord then addressed the convenboard of his yacht Bessie and is to put on a
tion as follows:
(Jenti.kmkn : I have been requested 'to tin keel, :< feet deep, with lead bulb. Heexgive you my opinion regarding the condi- pects to have her in commission about June
tion, and the advisability of repairing the 1st.
structure known as the “lower bridge.*'
To a certain extent the condition of the
Nichols]A Thompson of Round Pond have
bridge can be readily ascertained, but such just put overboard a handsome 25-foot
parts of it as are under water, or covered
with earth cannot be easily examined.I have, launch for J. F. Parkhurst, Esq., of Bangor,
on several occasions, made a careful
inspec- who will use her on Green Lake. The boat
tion of the bridge with results as follows: is fitted with a
Murray A Tregertha gasoIt is well known that on our coast piles are
in time destroyed by worms that operate line engine and on her trial proved very
near the surface of the ground.
1 found speedy. She is of pretty model and finely
many piles so eaten, just above the mud <-f finished.
the flats, that only a small core of sound
At the annual meeting of the Penobscot :
wood remained in the centre. This can
support but little weight and is liable to Yacht Club held in Rockland last Saturday j
break at any moment. There are many of
afternoon the following oflieers were elected
these defective piles above low water mark ;
how many more there may be below that for the ensuing year: Commodore, AA’m. 11.1
point I cannot say; but as the most defec- Gardiner of Camden; 'Treasurer, C. E. Me-(
tive piles are near low-water mark, it is Intire of
Rockland. Rev. AW (>. Holman, I
reasonable to conclude that the* worms are
who has been secretary of tin* Club for tin*
more destructive still in the deeper water.
Now there may be many defective piles
past few years, declined a re-election and
where they arc the longest and most likely Air. Gardiner was also chosen secret
1
iry.
to be broken by the action of wind and water. With this element of uncertainty ami Measurer, Air. Barrett of Rockport. 'Hu* j
weakness there can be no assurance that council and committee remain the same as !
any violent storm will not carry away a sec- last year.
tion of the bridge, for should one pile go,
others are sure to follow like a row of
bricks when the first one falls.
Concerning Local Industries.
Another source of danger is the roadway
of the bridge, which consists of cedar logs
Will Coombs is fitting up the old (leorgo
or poles, covered with earth, with the exception of some 200 feet,which lias stringers Wight blacksmith shop in which to do the
ami plank. Some of these cedars have been iron work for the new Pendleton schooner
in use a good many years; others were put
in Carter's yard.
in more recently. From below 1 could not building
determine their condition, but the fact that
The Iiueksport creamery plant has been
holes frequently appear in the earth road- sold to F. .J.
Co. of Dexter, manaGerry
way indicates that they are beginning to
fail. Any defect of roadway occurring at gers of the Dexter creamery and of the
night may cause serious disaster and large creamery in this city. Chandler Wilson has
demands upon the city.
been engaged as local manager at JlueksAnother threatened danger lies in the
weakness of the railing. The railing is pprt.
generally fastened to the large side timbers
(!. II. Foss of Dexter has succeeded A. I!.
which serve as guards to retain the earth.
These timbers are so generally decayed Fames as foreman at the creamery. The
that they afford no substantial hold for the business shows a slow hut healthy growth,
posts of the railing. In case of an emerg- with an increasing number of farmer paency the present railing might not have trons and a ready sale for all the products.
sufficient strength to prevent serious disIt Is proving a great convenience to our
aster.
Mow, taking the condition of the bridge housewives, as the grocery stores all take
into consideration, what is the most sensible orders for and
deliver fresh cream whenthing to do? To attempt to repair the present structure, would be a very unsatisfac- ever wanted, while the farmers find a ready
tory work. It would be difficult to know and reliable market for their cream and
where to begin and where to end. Anything milk.

Bayson’,

Maurice

Thompson

Saturday for

a

arrived from Boston
short vacation.

Melvin Parker of Warren visited

Mrs.

Lydia Hatch of this city, last week.
Mrs. Alice Thumbs returned last Thursa visit to South
Bend, Ind.

day from

Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement returned Sata business
trip to Boston.

urday from

Mrs. Freeman Cook, Miss Stella Cook and
Master Russell spent Sunday in Unity.
Joel P. Wood of Northport is to be census
enumerator for Northport and Belmont,
(filbert Miller and daughter Marion visited his father, George W. Miller, last week.
flames

a. Gammans of C

hicago

is

visiting

his parents, Mr. and Airs. Albert Gammans.
Miss Millett returned to Belfast
Saturday
from Massachusetts, where she lias been
several weeks.

Mrs. Frank Lee of Bangor returned home
a visit to relatives in
Belfast
and Belmont.

Saturday from

Mr. and Airs. C. G. Ferguson and children
have gone to Somes’ Sound for a
month, and
possibly for the season.
Airs. Abbie Pratt is in this
city for the
and has rooms in the Wm. ('. Marshall house, Church street.

summer

Airs.

F. L. llarmon returned home last
from a visit to her parents, Air
and Airs. Roscoe Whitcomb in Morrill.

Saturday

Aliss Emma Florence Newell left the Girls"
Home Tuesday to go to a new home in the
family of Air. and Airs. Page of Kingman.
Rev. G. S. AIills has accepted an invitation
to deliver the annual address before the V
Al. C. A. of Dartmouth College on the
evening of Commencement Sunday, June
24th.
Airs. Emma F. Latlin of .Jersey
City, X.
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Thomas
(bin
non.
Airs. Latlin was called lieie by the
sudden death of her mother, Mrs. Joanna
B. Alorse.

J.,

Aliss Zaidee B.

Carter

returned

home

Saturday from New ^ ork, where she was
employed as a stenographer and typewrite1*
in connection with the meetings of the
Kcumenical council.
Airs. FI la AI. Littlefield of Prospect was
in Belfast last week on her return home
from New Hampshire and Massachusetts,
where she had been to establish agents for
W. P. Zilgler ,v Co., publishers.
Miss Fthel Barr was at Inane from Water
ville a few days the past week. The ■school
board of that city allows each teache; one

day per term to visit schools in other places,
and Miss Barr visited the schools here Mon-

j day.

j

Dr. O. S. I-Tskineof Prank ba t. who went
Knglaml a few weeks ago. found 11;. fog
and smoke of London vei y tr\:ng. "j he\
brought on a troublesome cough, lie •,,\
ed at Paris April 2'ith, and will -ail f..> h-»n
May luth, health permitting.

to

.•

Henry R. Dawsoi. of Monroe wa.- n tincity Thursday to attend the meeting o! the
Waldo County Veteran Association, last the
•dorm prevented the meeting.
Mr. i law son
is still in the field as a candidate for the
nomination foi state Senator.
Misses Annabel Morse of Portland and
Alorse of Lowell, Messrs. Fdward
Morse of Boston and Frank Morse of hex
ter. eameto Belfast last week t*» attend tin*
funeral of their grandmother, Mrs. Joanna
B. Morse.
Mrs. Pauline Duncan of North
Haven. ;i sister-in-law, wa- also present
1 del hi

1* rank 11 < olle\, Psip, the well know n
and popular Portland attorney, has taken
°dices in the (»\lord lmihiing. Portland. and
will lie glad t" meet liis \ ork count \ ft lends
when in that city. Mi Colley 's oilice- are
newly retilteij with telephone conm-ction.
iind all the modern cm eum.-es wltieh an
necessary for an up-to-date law office. Bj,|
deford Record.

Miss Kftie Littlefield d W interport. To
whom the Elizabeth \ at *> N gives the re
eeption at the Y. M.
parlors tin- evening. is one of the most accomplished and
attractive of the young speakers <»[ tin
white rihhon order. s-lie has already made
many friends in this city at her former ap
pearanee in connection with the State convention of two years ago, and there
no
doubt that all w ho hear her address to-night
will receive something they would not him
been willing to miss.
Ikingor »'ommm-ial.
May 7th.
Mr

Win. Cottman arrived last week to
summer and lias r< ceived by rail
a tine 2.'i-root naplitba launch for use on t he
bay. Mr. and Mrs. .1. W liougan will come
from New York about the middle of the
month and occupy their cottage on the Nort h
Shore, Northport, and T (Jeorge Hodworth
and family are expected about the sane
lime. Wailei Aiey is now gei’.ing Mi. Hod
worth's yacht, tin Annie E. Spencer, ready
for use.

spend tiie

The American Inventor of May id bad ;i
half-tone portrait of \. Monroe Hopkins
and a view of his library in Jeller-on Place,
ami these illustrations
Washington, H. <
are accompanied by a sketch of his life and
work, in which he s spoken of as “one ol
the most promising inventors in Washington to-day." Mr. Hopkins was born in Port
land. Me., in |.s7::. but is a member'of Unwell known Monroe family of Holla-,, lit
has produced many valuable invent ini.s.and
has been unite a voluminous write; on
scientific subjects. The article in the Inventor is
copyrighted, so that we cannot reproduce it in full, as we would like to do.
..

The Wisconsin State Journal, of Madison,
has the following in its issue of April 27th
It was a most happy introduction t<> his
congregation and to other Madison people
that was given to Hev. E. \. (iilnimv and
family at the reception held in the I’nitai
ian church last evening. Hev. and Mrs. Lilmore wore assisted in receiving by
Mesdames W 1>. Met'lie. W !•’. Allen and s. 11
Moore. Mrs. Sarah (iilniore, mother of the
pastor, was also present. After an hour of
introduction and lively conversation refreshments were served in tin* church. Mrs.
Storm Hull and Mrs. K. K. Maurer pouring
the coffee. It was served by Misses John
son, Kosenstcngel. Cilft'ord, Sh-Cue, Pierce,
Harton and Herfurtli. The ladies' Monona
(juartett rendere(l some delightful songs
during the evening. A large crowd was
present.
The Western Union Telegraph company
has placed at their main and branch office's
in this city copies of the universal edition
of the Western Union Telegraphic code
hook for the free use of their customers.
The book contains over 175,000 code words
and is being extensively used by the telegraphing public. [Bangor News.
The Belfast office has also been supplied
with the code book.

I
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POLITICAL POINTS.

Republican State Convention
WILL liK'.HELI) IN

CITY HALL,

AT TWO

27, 1900,

O'CLOCK P. M.,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Govern n to In* supported at the September election; and transacting any other business that
may properh come before it. The basis of representation will be as follows;
Kaeh city, town and plantation will he entitled
to one delegate, and for each seventy-five votes
east for the Republican candidate for Governor
in lS'.o; an additional delegate, and for a fraction
of forty votes in excess of seventy-five votes an
additioual delegate.
\ aeaueies in the delegation of any city, town or
plantation can only be filled by residents of the
county in which the vacancy exists.
The State Committee will lie in session in the
room ol the hall at one o'clock 1*. m. on
the day of the convention for the purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates,
in order to participate in the Convention, must be
elected subsequent to the date of the call of this

from
Dreadful

The voters of Maine, without regard to past
differences, who are in favor of sustain-

bill.
It is quite evident that the Kentucky
Democrats hope to carry that State this

Mr. H. L. Damon, of 159 Division
St., Chelsea, Mass., is prominent In
Chelsea's fraternity circles. He says:

Skatti.1-:, W ash.. April 25, loon. Alaska is even a great way off after one
lias reached the Queen City of the North-Seattle-

the

acknowledged gate-

looked upon the trip as most forunder any
circumstances,
ih'-ngh the terrors ot lsoT and ’Os are
•vi

‘ami in their

place the comfortable
railway train over

steamers, the

down the lakes and river

-'Tt-ani'-i's
mv. son

City,

or

still further,

to

to the

even

'""ill’: of tin* might) Yukon, en route
i"i' the
new-found gold-iielfs ot ('ape
Nome.
W

d■'

hat

wonderful

a

people

is

ours

—to

op a terra incognita like the frozen
-'is ot A iaska all within t he brief space
d t \vo or three years. What a vast new
:e. !.! l
American enterprise lias been
led

d tor

m

able
in

is where the inventive genius of
ws-s set to
work.
Necessity- the

oi

m.*

:

■

cm'

of

invention—was

liar mother of that

the

one

the character of
fied.

a|

are

placed

ina

panandwith

water added the residue is

j

cradles will varelesslv drop a snoonfal
nt* gold-dust into a heap of dirt and
rocks, run it through the machine and
soon show you the original stuff in tlu*
bottom of the all-saving pail.
Most of
these rockers have self-pumping attachnts and some have a waterwheel attached in such a manner that water
from a Rowing stream passing through
i-:'

tails upon the wheel and thus keeps the
rocker in constant motion, while the
wintei-s.
And well her children have attendants are at liberty to attend to
the shovelling.
toiled and wondei ful the inventions proFew people at a distance can have
duced. I he first year or two brought
any adequate conception of the requirebull
rede am*, pr» posterous inventions, ments of a prospecting trip to Alaska,
some
them of no practical use and i and they can hut inadequately he instructed until they have reached Seattle
ig in m me cases th.ousands of doland taken a look around to see among
const met. ion.
■Steam snow and the varied appliances just what will
best meet their requirements.
h <• si. ds” wert- huilt, intended to
One
jmsli
?: e;\es and their loads over snow- thing may be found true—what they
can't find in Seattle for their uses isn't
baek and ieeiield -on. on. to Klondike. worth
looking elsewhere for. This, of
(
P‘ Vik> M ine of' tlu-m were called, course, is perfectly natural, because
nine-tenths of tin* Alaska travel departs
an-: devil a hit would
any of them go,
lrom Seattle, and her business men have
uder most iavorahle conditions
l’t
dealt with the trade of Alaska for the
-<•
a down grade and
slippery track. past 20 years. It is the nearest Ameri1 ••) lam all sorts ol
pushing gear, some can port, and no other city can approach
Seattle in competition along this lin.eof
v.•
big drums in the iear, like sternoutfitting—in quantity quality and
he*• steamers.
e

idve

■

1

portion of

humanity hound hy

uroiis

Arctic

•’

prices.

vay the practical'necessities are
tlm “iool things" having been
into

obscurity. Among the
>efu! and practical needs of the
Ab'iae eor.nl *y is a portable home.

"

1

b"

i;g

Utensils and a

gold rocker."
ideiice in Seattle in
fee portable houses art* of
I :*«111s.*‘11.
: ’11 portanc< and the all-wood
artiele
'•

v

e\

anufaetured here; other sorts are
^i1 i 1 itioia ali fitted
up in Alaska

ii
1

M

i.

1 hi

••■

*v

>

meiice

vent

ot

] oitaole house is a great
in a mining country, where.

“stampede"

a

to

some

better

b'ca'ion, ti house, as well as the lied,
ran
sickly lie packed on the sled, and
soon after arrival, the house and
home
is
ivady tor occupancy. Among the
oi the portable houses to
appear
e

II

made of sheets of aluminum,
int roduced by a Hoston
party. Its thin
Avas “He

met;;lie roof and sides would
naturally
ma ke mei n music
during a rain or hailsto)

Then came houses of felt, zinc
't iie r sheet metals, on wood or
pipe

la.

11 >!

coated with ru boro id on
fee
utside and hair insulator on the
biside. to protect from heat and cold.
rames.

W it h

some

small oil or gas stovt
generating gas Iron oil these houses are easilv
kept •. mniurtable. night and day, in the
;h ; ■' t Arctic winters.
The, stoves
a

:i:
ale

tioi;

il

wood
gas.
b I e

ut

or

m m-

A!a>ka la

the hahtest

u.-es

or

possible

“shacks"
const nic-

!.«-**t iron- and use either
oil from which is generated a

;n

giving an) degree of heat desired,
\ariei) el oil stoves shown is large

vi d iria h
l<
i;:t) is manifest in their
different const ruction.
!‘v "K!• ndike tent" is
among the
hiHi'l v ;iiKi «•:lirieiit portable homes offer-

cd ill prospector, and consists of a tent
w i111i 11 ,i tent,
allowing of.a liberal airspace and so nicely arranged that mosand black dies cannot possibly
find entrance when properly closed for

quito

>

the night.

Within the outer tent, surrounding the inner habitation, man’s

inseparable friends—the dogs—are domiciled when not in use.
These tents, or shacks, with folding
beds, table and chairs, and stoves which

Republican intentions.

But the Democrats will still be dissatis-

the edge of'the pan while the gold remains. entirely
separated from the
native earth. Then exhibitors of these

I
by

me.

ence will assure the Porto Ricans of

’'pandeftly shaken in such a manner
that the sand is entirely washed over

the gateway city, inelude a
"1 things foil id
ahsoiutelv

to success and comfort
l.o have experienced one or more
,, the interior of that
inhospit-

w

to Louisiana when that State was adA little experi-

ned''

;n

rv

h*

<

more

and to witness the truth of
only ne.ds to \ ;>it Seattle just
Klondike outfits," amply pro-

"'•c

v-‘b

tions.which

j

b

government provided for Porto
is far more liberal than that given

mitted to the Union.

the gravel.
After a while the carpet
and riffles are cleared of all accumula-

vt

'‘

vote.

Ex-Governor James E. Campbell has
been pleading for a divorce for DemoIlis grounds are
cracy and Populism.
logical, but the tribunal to which he appeals is prejudiced.

The free trade New York tariff reform
club, aided by foreign money, and serv-

different surfaces, someof coarse carpet ing only foreign interests, is opposing
stuff or other cloth, and again over the pending shipping bill.
plates of metal, riffles and obstructions
The Louisiana election was almost
which prevent the heavier particles or
possible nuggets from passing away with unanimous. Louisiana's disfranchise-

Pirns, and other rapid

White

knii'ii!'

Rico

small stones being carried by the water
down and out of the cradle and over

h»-\ond the former horrors of the

an

grand jury

The

Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale People
ire never sold by the dozen cr hundred, H)
but always in packages. At all d.uggis\s. IS
or direct from the Dr. Williams Medicine H
Co.. Schenectady, N. Y., 60 cents per box, fl
6 boxes $2.60.
Dr.

mula’ •!•■.

“•can

the

___

way for the Klondike and rape Nome
mining countries. So far away, indeed,
tha* many residents on the coast have

goi

by

Foreign lobbies against American
shipping interests ought to furnish a
striking object lesson for American
legislators.

Three years ago I was in a miserable condition, and suffered greatly
from the pain in my back and loins
In the region of the kidneys. I had
no desire for food, In fact I could eat
hardly anything. I sought medical
advice from several doctors, and st ill
found no relief.
An acquaintance
advised me to try Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills for Pale People. I took four
boxes, and i can truthfully say that
the only remedy that ever gave me
relief was Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for
Tale People. 11 is a really wonderful
medicine and I have recommended
It to many.”
H. L. Damon.
There appeared before me H. L.
Damon, and made oath to the foreWilliamM. Jkwett,
going.
Notary Public.
••

THE KLONDIKE TENT.

west

year

<

>. M. Moore.

!h spring tin* birds are singing
As tF \ huiid their summer home.
Blades of grass and buds are springing,
< der T he mead t lie cattle roam.
In the spring \our blood is freighted
W itli tin* germs that cause disease,
] I unioi s. boils are designated
Signals warning you of these.
It; the spring that tired feeling
Makes you every duty shirk.—
And \ou feel like begging, stealing,
Rather than engage in work.
Rut there’s something known will a
Man to health and vigor lead.
^ ou will find Hood's Sarsaparilla
Just exactly what you need.
The following item from the Boston
Fust will he of interest to the many
friends of ('apt. Otis Ingraham of the
steamer <’ity of Bangor: “In a class all
.by themselves are Captains Otis Ingraham of the steamer City of Bangor and
Jason Collins of the Kennebec. They
are the oldest skippers in
point of service at this port and have been running
in sidew heelers and propellers over 50
years. During the war one of the best
known steamers in the blockade and
transport service was the Oriental,
which ran here from Savannah subsequently, and was wrecked on Harding's iedge in the *70's. During the year
of 1802 the Oriental was in charge of

Fapt. George Gardiner, ('apt. Ingraham
was chief mate and Frank
Allen, now
connected with the linn of Adams, Taylor A Co. of State street, was
mate.”
'o

second

R

gilt to Ugliness
The woman who is lovely in face, form
and temper will always have friends, hut
one who would be attractive must
keep her
health. If she is weak, sickly and all run
dow n,.she will be nervous and*irritable. If
die iiifv condi pat ion or kidney trouble, her
inquire blood will cause pimples, blotches,
skin eruptions and a wretched
complexion.
Klectric Ritters is the best medicine in the
world to regulate stomaek, liver and kidneys
and to purify the blood.
It gives strong
nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety skin,
ri<*h complexion. It will make a good-looking, charming woman of a run-down invalid.
Duly 50 cents at R. 11. Moody’s Drug Store.
RELIEF IN SIX

HOURS

Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
relieved in six hours by ‘'New Great
South American Kidney Cere.” it is a
great surprise on account of its exceeding
promptness in relieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back, in male or female.
Relieves retention of water almost immedlately. If you w ant quick relief and cure
tins is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
lylti
A Card.

collapse at will, are possible of narrow
contraction, and do not cost a small
We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
fortune for freight space occupied in refund tlie money on a 50-cent bottle of
Green’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
transportation. Hut no outfit for Nome to cure your cough or cold. We also guaris complete without the inevitable antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
or money refunded.
(im47
“rocker,” and the variety is fully as AA.
W. 0. Poor & Son.
Howes & Co.
and
as
in
great
bewildering construction
as the much abused and widely dissemiIf troubled with rheumatism, give Chamnated washing-machine of this and past berlain’s Pain-Halm a trial. It will not cost
you a cent if it does no good. One applicaages. The principle of the gold rocker tion will relieve the pain. It also cures
is a box or receptacle into which the sprains and bruises in one-third the time reby other treatment. Cuts, burns,
golden sands are shoveled, and with a ?uired
rost bites, quinsey, pains in the side and
liberal supply of water added the cradle chest, glandular and other swellings are
cured by applying it. Every bottle
is rocked to and fro, the gold, if any, quickly
warranted. Price, 25 ana so cents. A. A.
to
the
bottom
and
the
and
&
Co.’s drug store.
sand
Howes
4m9 I
settling

ment process works

a

ity

in the House of

Representatives

•less.

has

quite prolific
olutions of inquiry. How about a little
prodding into his own business of private
publication of public documents?
arc

the opponents of the pending shipping
bill: the advocates of the shipping bill
were

of law courts is at hand. Folthe dates for the sittings and the
names of the judges who will sit: Middle
District, at Augusta, the fourth Tuesday of

87-6
87-7
87-8
87-8

87-9
87-5
87-2

few

new

books.

May,

A novel.'.

146.5

425.22

1899.

1213.30

Col. Watterson continues to

explain
explanations id why he proposes to
support a platform this year that made

Fruit Growing in Waldo

No other wheel w
are
convinced
ever raise the stake,

wear ; because it
SAVES TIME, STRENGTH.and COST of REPAIRS.

COLUMBIA,

Are

j

■

The Enterprise has always contended in
meetings w here newspapers were discussed,
that The Helfast Republican Journal was
unquestionably the nest local weekly in
Maine. The Journal is so highly appreciated in Belfast that no other paper can secure
a foothold in that city,
although several
have tried it at different times, and the
editor, Mr. Chas. A. Pilsbury, is showing
his appreciation by continually adding to
the many attractive features of his plant.
The paper has recently appeared in a new
dress of type, and will no doubt continue to
hold first place in the field of Maine local
newspapers. [Old Town Enterprise.
The Keeley Cure will run as long as there
drunkards to reclaim. This important
formula is known to the members of the
parent Company but to none others. Write
to Portland Keeley Cure for information
about the treatment.
I
Iy37

Ayer’s

Ail

Pills cure

EAGLE

and

EMBODY

EVERY

BICYCLEj
l)[

|

possible to the chain type.

..PRICES—$50.00, $35.00, $30.00, $25.00....
ovb

wishixg
IX

ESTEl)

to purchase a
OUR

$CRESCENT
•)

DEALER,

mOO.

j

...PIANO?...

t

FIRST CLASS GOODS.

(.•
•)
(•
•)

Call and look them

We have

on**

that will pay you to lo

over

and get

(•

PRICE, QUALITY,

catalogue.

a

TONE

•)

FINISH,

are ri.

4

--

WEKiEPa line stock of every kind of iroods in our line.
OPTICIANS. We test the eyes and guarantee to tit glasses

•)

^

the

60 Main

\

DO YOU WANT A

BICYCLES

MODELS OE

Street,I

HARDWARE i

JOHN W. JONES,

•)
(•

taxdem will re r

TERMS.

comolete line of SUNDRIES, NOVELTIES and REPAIRS.

||^p»A

WE REPAIR Watches, Clocks, Jewelry, etc.
SATISFACTION sxuatanteed in ail things Kiuc’ht

(•

( tteitast National
! Bank Building;,
( P. O. Square, Belfast)

7'

(•
•'

or

I

»

9

satisfactory.

repaired by

I

I

us.

I

H. J. LOCKH & SON
•

2

• 2 9

S'2

•

a

t mO 2 9 29.20 2 m.2m. S' •S'* S'*. S'

~

«

S
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a

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO„
MONUMENTS,
Belfast,

Maine,

We have the

There’s nothing new
about it.
Your grand’Twas
parents. took it.
an old Sarsaparilla before
other sarsaparillas were
known. It made the word
“Sarsaparilla” famous
over the whole world.
There’s no other sarsaparilla like it. In age and
“
The
power to cure it’s
leader of them all.”
bottle.

FILLY (il'AKAXTEEl>

PKOVEMEM

j

PENNANT,
and

Sanapana

a

f

HARTFORD,

iTORMER,

’/arcrs

$1.')0

j

MECHANISM IS PROTECTED from dust and

sick headache,
^/nausea,
'and general weakness of
the whole body.
You can’t have it a week
without your blood
being impure and your
nerves all
exhausted.
There’s just one remedy
for you-

County.

f

Holds the LEADING Pi.ACE among bicycles because its work on
track and road HAS NEVER BEEN EQCALED; because its

ryheavy feeling
the stomach, the
yrin
formation of

1212.38

j

ike;

Can

'WBr

From the Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]
Waldo.
The orcliardist's worst enemy
him desert his party in ism;,
it will be
is tin* Trypeta. The fruit that is not comrecalled that in lsnn the Colonel con- pletely burrowed by them has small corky
ducted his bolt under a “Xo <'omproniisc places around the blow end and half way
through the apple. Northern Spy ami BaldWith Dishonor" banner.
ITis various win are badly affected.
Will spraying do
explanations go to show that the Col- anything for these troubles:' .1. G. Harding.
Noth. Spraying is not a preventive of the
onel has not compromised.
His con- ravages of the
Trvpeta. Only preventive
nection with Goebelism has caused him measures can be adopted, and these consist
in keeping the windfalls carefully picked
to execute an unqualified surrender.
up and in removing all rubbish. The corky
conditions of the apples is undoubtedly due
Mr. Croker is coming home to make to some fungous disease, which could be
controlled by spraying.—Secretary, j
his X ovember collections.
Monrok. ] think that mulching and surface manuring will prove the most profitable
kind of work in the long run.
The object
Those who are opposed to the United of plowing and harrowing is to furnish
a
states acquiring any more territory line soil mulch: it serves no' other useful
or
manure be
purpose except green crops
seem to be under the impression that turned under.
Plenty of food for the tree
Columbia has had all the children she and the control of insect pests mean good
fruit. 1 lind the Spy the best for grafting
can take care of. and has lost her
ability the Baldwin on; with me they do better
than
to train up the little ones in the way
Enoch C. Dow.
seedling trees.
Morrill. Can you tell us anything about
they should go.
the Rochester spray pump which is said to
D. o. Bowen.
operate by compressed air .'
Notk. The Rochester Spray pump apIs it not about time for the Dempears to do good work on vines and small
ocratic party to call upon the country trees. We believe in the
principle of comto put them in power, so that they may pressed air. The Goss Spray Rump, illustrated in this bulletin, works on the same
reduce the dangerous surplus in the
principle.- Secretary.
I'mtv. lain satisfied that the orchard
United States Treasury?
That is one
should be cultivated. Next to plowing and
ot the few promises made by it that was
harrowing between the rows of trees, sheep
faithfully fulfilled, and in doing so, it may be pastured in the orchard with benealso reduced the surplus of almost every ficial results. We have pastured a young
orchard to slice]) for two or three y ears, and
citizen in the Union.
As a surplus have noticed that the trees presented a
reducer and a deficit creator that party thrifty appearance and the apples were improved. Have had a similar experinence in
lias a record that can not be successfully the
pasturing of hogs. Geo. \\ Varney
\\ nti:rport. Our land is a high ridge I
assailed.
gravelly loam, sloping to the southwest.
Fur fall, Gravenstein, Hubbardston ami
The free trade New York tariff reform
Starkey,ami for winter, Baldwin, Ben Davis,
club is now saying tliat the passage of King and Spy, are good varieties for this
W e keep the ground in lioed crops.
the shipping bill will cheapen the fare locality.
We wash the trees in dune with strong soap
of immigrants, and increase the number and water, for oyster-shell bark louse, and
spray with Bordeaux mixture and Raris
coming to the United states in order to green once before the trees blossom, again
stir up the opposition of the labor when the apples are the size of a bean, and
again in two weeks, using the Empire King
interests.
But as a matter of fact, the
spray pump. Our small fruits are set in
of
bill
will
the same soil as the apple orchard.
that
decrease
the
For
passage
strawberries,
prefer ground that has
foreign ships coming to this country, been planted we
to corn or beans and well
and thus reduce the number of immi- dressed with barn cellar manure the
previous
We set in the spring, in rows four
grants, at the same time giving increas- year.
ieet apart, fifteen inches in the row. cultivate
ed employment to our own citizens in with spike tooth cultivator, and lioe morning, noon and night. The Clyde, Glen Mary,
all parts of the country.
Brandywine and Jessie do very well for us.
Raspberries and blackberries are set in the
Now that civil government has been spring after the ground is well manured and
We trim out all old
plowed fine and
granted to Porto Rico, the Democrats and weak canes deep.
in early spring, leaving five
would have the country believe that a or six of the best.
We have Cutlibert and
Golden Queen raspberries, Agawam,
Snyder
great injustice has been done to that and Bangor
blackberries. [A. W. Hardy.
little island, when the truth is that it is
Brooks.
Some ten years ago I began
strawberries in a small way for the
to be granted the largest
possible growing
family table. At the present time 1 have
measure of self-government and edu- about one acre set for fruiting each
year, becated in American ideas of citizenship. sides nearly as much more from which
plants are sold. Two pieces of land are
Not one cent of tax, either direct or in- devoted to the plants for fruiting, one of
;
direct. is to be collected from there that which is reset each spring, alternately. Tlius,
one patch bears fruit each
year, while the i
will not be returned in the way of other is
growing plants to bear the following I
A bed is picked but one year, and as I
year.
schools, ports, roads, bridges, light- soon
as the crop is harvested, the vines are !
houses, and all those improvements that plo .ved under,
the land dressed with ten to j
mark the progress of a vigorous and fifteen cords of manure per acre, and reset
to plants the following"spring, one-half ton
growing people.
of commercial fertilizer being applied in the
drill or broadcast at time of setting. 1 preDemocratic millionaires are forming a fer to apply the manure broadcast during i
freezing weather, on account of
trust to buy at least one newspaper in insects that breed therein. When destroying j
dry enough
to work in the spring, the ground is harevery Republican and doubtful State.
rowed to a line tilth, and the plants set fif- !
The tune to be played on these moneyed teen inches
apart, in rows four or five feet |
organs of the latest Democratic trust apart, the runners later forming matted j
rows about two feet wide.
The horse cul-I
will be set to “free silver” music.
tivator is run between the rows once a week
during the entire season, and the ground between the plants kept carefully weeded. [A.
Last year’s coal production of the
B- Stantial.
United States was 258,539,050 short tons,
as compared with 219.974,007 tons in
Compliments from Contemporaries.

are

c

HH^know

gas,

<

11 $25, $26, $35, $50, $60.

Ik If you have it, you
it
You
k now
all
3 h 0 u 1 the

After years of«
We are for*-. ,; •'
That nothin*: h,
The “Cohunli!
For ease and l,.i
You may he an
In buying a
You are gettin

I

It never lost its sp *od.
And then again in ninetynine
The chainless took the

Court.

•)

tory and causes. 1900.
Timrod. Henry.
Poems. With memoir and portrait.

his

An Epidemic of Whooping Cough.
Last winter during an epidemic of whooping cough my children contracted the disease, having severe coughing spells. We
had used Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy very
successfully for croup and naturally turned
to it at that time ana found it relieved the
cough and effected a complete cure.—John
E. Clifford, Proprietor Norwood House,
Norwood, N. Y. This remedy is for sale by
A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists.

ty-six
Columbia had the lead.
ninety-seven and ninety-eight

In

1900.

1848.

1893, the coal product averaged almost
102,009,000 tons each year, dropping off
to 152,000,000 tons in the Democratic
year of business stagnation, 1894.

In the fast work of nine-

87-14

Willis. Nathaniel Parker.
Poems of early and later years.

the opponents of the Wilson tariff.

1898, and 180,000,000 tons in 1897. This
was an increase of more than 40 per
cent, within two years. In 1892 and in

are

May, Wiswell, Haskell, Whitehofi.se, Strout,
Savage and Powers; Eastern District, at
Bangor, the third Tuesday of June, Wiswell, Emery, Whitehouse, Savage, Fogler
and Powers; Western District, at Portland,
third Tuesday of July, Wiswell, Emery,
Haskell, Whitehouse, Strout and Fogler.
The Maine Bar Associations recently formulated plans for a change in the law regulating the holding of the terms of Law

an

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

season

lluim, ('. E. and lhiiley, L. H.
The amateur’s practical gardenbook.
Containing directions
for the commonest things about
the house and garden. l'.*oo- 6.3.5.11
Ireland, Alleyne.
The Anglo-Roer conflict. lt> his-

in the matter of res-

The friends of the Wilson tariff

The

lowing

Haggard, Henry Rider.

smoothly.

The leader of the Democratic minorbeen

The Law Courts.

The State is now divided into three
Districts, witli Law Courts in each once a
87-10
In this District the meeting is in
year.
Bangor in June, hence a ease sent up'at the
men. C 87-1
September term cannot be argued for nearly
Sweetheart travelers.
A child’s
a year, and are
frequently pending nearly
book for children, for women,
another year before a decision is rendered.
and for men. 349.22 The proposed
plan is to abolish the Districts
Doyle, A. Conan.
and to hold three terms per year at intervals,
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.. 1)77-7
ail cases to be presented to the next term of
Desert drama: being the tragedy
the Law Court, wherever held, and all pendof Korosko.D 77-10 ing cases to be
finally decided at the JanuThe great shadow. A novel.D 77-4
The schedule of terms as at
ary term.
Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes.D 77-8
present proposed is as follows: in Augusta,
Micah Clarke: his statement.1) 77-1
the 1st Tuesday in January; in Bangor the
The refugees. A tale of two con4th Tuesday in May; in Portland the 2nd
tinents. D 77-3
A committee of one
Tuesday in June.
Hound the Red Lamp. Facts and
member from each county has been appointfancies of medical life.D 77-9
ed to ascertain the sentiment of the memSign of the Four, or the problem
bers of the bar of the State, and prepare a
of the Sholtos.D 77-5
bill to be presented to the next Legislature.
Study in scarlet .D 77-2 R. F. Dunton. Esq., is the member for
The White company.D 77-6
Waldo County.
Merriman, Henry Seton (Hugh S. Scott.)
Dross. A novel.M 55-8
Working the Slot Machine.
Flotsam: a study of life.M 55-3
j Two smooth-looking men appeared in AuFrom one generation to another.
gusta recently and visited the places where
A novel.M 55-7
nickel in the slot machines are run aifd
played them pretty freely. It was discovThe grey lady. A novel.M 45-4
ered later in the day that the visitors instead
In Kedar’s tents. A novel.M 55-5
of using nickels played pieces of sheet iron
Roden’s corner. A novel.M 55-6
of the size and thickness of live cent pieces.
It is estimated the strangers took about £100
The sowers. A novel.M 55-1
from the machines. From one sis was obWith edged tools. A novel.M 55-2
tained. Owners of the machines went to
the police and asked them to apprehend the
Ward, Mary Augusta.
men whom they said had swindled them,but
Helbeck of Rannisdale .W 21-6
as the machines are gambling appliances ami
History of David Grieve.W 21-2 run
contrary to the laws tin* officers refusMarcella. A novel. W 21-4
ed to take any action.
Robert Elsmere. A novel.W 21-1
Sir George Tressady. (Sequel to
Marcella.).W 21-5
Story of Ressie Costrell. W 21-3

ent session as one in which to pass that

political

ing President McKinley and his administration;
who believe m the present gold standard ; in whatever legislation will restore American shipping to
its former rank in the world: in favor of the
Nicaragua Canal; a Pacific cable; national honor
at home and abroad ; who believe in free popular
education; in the promotion of the cause of temperance; in just and equal taxation; in ail economical and efficient administration of State affairs. are invited to unite with the Republicans in
the selection of delegates to this Convention.
Per order Republican state Committee.
J. 11. MANI.KY. Chairman.
15YRON P.OYD. Secretary.
Augusta. Maine, May t. I'.mhi.

to the

pending shipping bill aligns free
traders and foreigners in opposition, and
protectionist Americans in advocacy.
That is why Congress regards the pres-

Pain

LIBRARY.

Arab of the city.
His progress and adventures....
The gray man. A novel.
Lad’s love. A novel.
Lilac sunbonnet. A love story...
Lochinvar. A novel.
Men of the Moss-Hags.
The raiders. A novel.
Red axe.
The standard bearer.
Stickit minister and some common

The

reception

Convention.

Cleg Kelly,

present it has not occurred
to Mr. Pettigrew to introduce a resolution making inquiry concerning the Republican gains in South Dakota.
I'p

FREE

Some Popular Novels.
Crockett, Samuel Rutherford.
Bog-myrtle and peat. Tales chiefly of Galloway. C 87-4

The smokeless factory smokestack
was one of the leading features of the
last Democratic national administration.

Relief

BANGOK,

June

Wednesday,

BELFAST

and

are

sonable

prepared

town of

to do all work in our line

granite and

ir.

promptly and

prices.

Call
see

largest stock in

at our

works, Front street,

near

steamboat wha:

FIUTCFIINS BROTHERS N

samples.

\V/E

have received
other lot of

TESTED
Nickel Plated
SEEDS,
* *

druggists.

constipation.

•‘After suffering terribly I was
induced to try your Sarsaparilla.
I
took three bottles attd now feel like
a new man. I would advise all
my
fellow creatures to try this medicine,
for it has stood the test of time and
its curative power cannot he excelled.”
I. D. Good,
Jan. 30, 1899.
Browntown, Ya.

We have

a

Copper Goods,

well selected stocl, “i’

Writ* tho Doctor.
If you have any complaint whatever
and desire the best medical advice you
can possibly receive, write the doctor
freely. You will receive a prompt reply, without cost. Address,
Dr. J. C. AYER, Lowell, Mass.

Tea Kettles, Syrup Pitchers

in ■ tip

in

Water Sets, Coffee Pots. Tea Pm-

Field,

THOM-: I \

N I: l.Ii OF

Oil Stoves,

Garden

Oil Heaters

.\ N I)
HRS. POITS

SAD IRONS,
TUBS, either Wood, Fibre

Flower

vanized Iron,

or

\'
or

any KIT^HI

LAUNDRY WARE,

...Seeds,..

will do well to examine
stork before

A. A. HOWES & CO.

I

A perfectly pure, unadulterated blend. Its moderate
will permit
25c.
price
you to enjoy good coffee
without charging yourself
with extravagance.
Your
grocer sells it in 1 lb. labelled tin cans. Ask for it.
—

I

[inrebasini:

Mitchell&Trussell

NOTICE.

!-' 11ri i.i i>. M.
Mairli _'4. moo
|
Whereas. OKIMSI'N ill RRILl.nf Fairfield. in
the County ot Soim-isct and Stale of Maine. !•>
Iiis mortgage di ed. dated ilie-.'stli day ot Deem
her, A. D. is; if.. and recorded ia Waldo lounfv
conveyrd t" j
Registry ot Deeds. book JiT. Page
me. theundersigned. certain pieces or parceis of |
real estate situate in Palermo, in tlie County of j
Waldo, and Somerville, in the County ot i m•
White’s Chainless.
bounded and described as follows. i/. one on- !
divided half of a certain lol of land, situated in
Chain Wheel,
$35
be
of
Waldo,
the town of Palermo, in the County
Record
ginning at tin* town line between Palermo and
$25
Somerville; thence westerly from tin* road leading from Creeley's Corner in said Palermo i->
Somerville ; thence northerly on the eastern side ]
of said road to land of David 1. Hall: thence
easterly on said Hall’s land to said river; thence
down said river to the place of beginning.
Also, one half of another parcel of land in said
Palermo, described as follow s
beginning at town
Tin* Standard 1'iivs of tin* \\
line of westerly side of said road; thence westerran In* found in our stork,
ly on said line to land occupied by benjamin Turplease call and see them
ner, bordering the Turner Mill Pond; thence 1
purchasing rl>r\\ lie.r.
northerly on said land to land of David I.. Hall;
thence easterly on said land to said road ; thence
of
on
said
road
to
the
beginning.
place
southerly
Also, an undivided half of another parcel of
land, situated m Somerville, in the County of
Lincoln, beginning on town line between Palermo
and Somerville at the road aforesaid: thence
southerly on said road to land occupied by N. .1.
& Lat. Rust; thence westerly on said land to land
of beni. Turner; thence northerly to said town j
line; thence easterly on said town line to the
Situated in Unity 2 1-4 miles south
place of beginning.
Meaning and intending to convey the same ; village, containing'225 acres, eonvenie:
premises deeded to me this day by said S. T. ed into tillage, pasture and wood land
Lawry by his (juitclaim deed. And whereas the the homestead farm of the late N’athai
condition of said mortgage has been broken, now hurst. Also another piece of land kn
therefore, by reason of the breach of the condi- Mill Place (situated near above menti
tion thereof 1 claim a foreclosure of said mort- containing 153 acres, mostly woodlai
about ten acres. For further particularS. T. LAWRY.
owl!
gage.
on premises of
tf 14
MRS. S. E. l*ARlvH<
..

—

BICYCLES

|

Bicycle,

0|

Chichester’*

Eafliiii

Ciiauunu ‘iranfl.

Pennyroyal

pills

Hartford Tire-

a
urigiaai ana »»nij wrnumr.
lapses auk
always reliablefor Chichesteps English Ilia
Brand Id Ked ami Gold metallicvaJO^
WBiSIboxes, scaled with blue ribbon. Take Vlf
bUIbo other. Refute dangerous suhstitu- V
Cions and imitations. At Druggists, or seal Mm.
_•W ia stamps for particulars, testimonials and
ltellef for I-ad lea,” in Utter, by retara
o
fF Mall. 10.000 Testimonials. Wmass Paper.
Cfclch eater Chemical Co.,M ad!boos B«aara
rlllLABA^ * A
Bold bj all Local Druggist*.
V

^
aA
Druggist
safe,

GEO. T. READ, V’

Worms?
a

child

ia

ailing don’t neglect

(If

to

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR

If worm* are present they will be expelled. A harmless
vegetable tonic, making rich, pure blood. At your druggists. 35c. l>r. J. F. True A Co. Auburn, Me.

Farm for Sale

Farm for Sale

test^^

I

B

B

^B

or

to Let.

The BRACKETT FARM, so-called, 3* miles
from Belfast Fostoffice on the Hall’s Corner road,
consists of 40 acres of land suitably divided into
woodland, tillage, pasturage and orchard; is well
watered and tno buildings are in good repair.
It is offered for sale or rent.
Enquire on the
premises or at the store of W. H. McIntosh, Main
street, Belfast.
GEORGE R. STOVER.
3wl7*

FOR SALE.

Village place for sale: three-quarters of an acre
of land, buildings in four tenements and always
rented, close to factories, P. O.. stores, etc. Rate
of taxes last year, .014, a good location for a busiman, or tor business.
For further particulars apply to
0EO. F. OLIVER,
3wl5eow
Warren, Maine.

ness

|

TO LET.
A

cottage house containing 8 rooms.
street; stable couueeted; city water
G. W. BlTHKK
lights, Enquire of
Belfast, April 5,1900.—14
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THE HEART OF

THROUGH

SPAIN,

nail of Don Ouixote. La Mancha’s
i>. Tlains. Toliasco, the Home of the

i'i

o*l»e*enouffh-a«lmired[
iml-rnills, the Wineshops, the Inn,
Dulcinea.

.-t

Cervantes Described
liailwayover the Sierra Morena

fit

\\

\! 1

r»\

as

orrespondence of The Journal.)
si*ain, Aprils, woo.
We
gone direct to Toledo, rvitliliange of cars, by tlie regular

a \ e

Cordova and Madrid, had
.ant fancy led us this roundvecu

the trail of Don Quixote.
he orthodox tourist would

iv on

i

'sited Grenada next

capital,

it is

as

only

a

after the
few hours

the south-eastern corner of
province: but we decided to
the greatest show-place fora

in

a

our

desultory wanderings in

the way hack to the Meditereoast.
n

ng

left Cordova very early in the
train that creeps slowly
■ea utit id A ndalusia town rd the
on a

Morena. you feel "the joy
as seldom before.
Spanish

ra

1

do move than creep, at a
ab an active person might casino on his own two
legs: but

'ever

slbeir slowness when
k cm Southern Spain.

turning

Nature
very best in spring attire
aging, poppies and daises daunt
tbe lields amid a multitude of
■

Mowers,

rilliant

ling the air with

plantations of
fragrance, and

mg creepers liming over every
mil and hedge-row.
The dark,

green and

golden

fruit of lemon

mge orchards, alternate with the

foliage

peach, pear and aps. now past their hlooming-time:
iere and there a
royal palm lifts
med head high above in truly
pride. Cacti and prickly pears.
erywhere for fencing fields and
r

of

■

■

grow
the

wild

in

dense

masses

railway embankments,

over-

All the
gorgeous nasturtiums.
roads are guarded by "Spanish

%

ts”

bristling with formidable
and gigantic aloes, the highly
.uive plant of Spain, with its base

i...Jl
Don’t forget
to use Doctor
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
for that backache.
Don't forget
that over half
a

million

women

have been cured
of women’s ailments by the use of
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
Don’t forget, that
"Favorite Prescription cures diseases
of women in their
advanced and
chronic forms; cures
often when all else
has failed.
Don’t forget that
you can consult Dr.

is
Dr. R. V.

Pierce, Buf-

forget to write to Dr. Pierce
if you are sick from diseases
which afflict women.
”/ wrote for advice February 4. 1896. writes
Don’t

to-day,

Mr?. Lena Halstead, of Claremore, Cherokee
Nat.. Ind. Ty. MI was racking with pain from
the back of my head down to my heels. Had
hemorrhage for weeks at a time, and was
unable to sit for ten minutes at a time. You
answered my letter, advised me to use your
valuable medicines, viz.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite
Prescription. Golden Medical Discovery,’ and
Pleasant Pellets,’also gave advice about injections. baths and diet. To my surprise, in four
months from the time T began your treatment I
was a well woman and have hot had the backache since, and now I put in sixteen hours a day
hard work.”
4

bound edition of Dr. Pierce’s
Medical Adviser free on receipt of 21
one-cent stamps to pay expense of rnailonly. Address as above.

Paper

aspect.

Most

of

tion of

the

people

is

the

herding

of

charge

of

two

recumbent, but

alway

smoking, swine-herds.
he orchards that cluster around
Farther up the foot-hills, the whole
i. and form such a
prominent
scanty population is given over to tlie
m Siiutbem Spain, are very anraising of sheep. Hut the flocks do not
uaiiy of tlu-m planted long lie
e
Pilgrim bathers sought Amer-

I.

veiyI

1

Tree

-re

i11 re

dy

has henul of the moil
\ ice. w hich is said

near

than a thousand years old.

trunk is tueutyahree feet in cirnee at
the height of a man's
■

aid whose
Mali il
no
m.
■

yield in its prime was
pounds iif oil per annum I

doubt its euuutbrpart could
many t inn over, in Andaluug t In :Heritable exaggeration

Kaeh
wan■nng-plaee tradition.
ias
its guard,
w'lio tends it
the year round, occupying a

Pique I)reRed and Green Linen Cos-

the flocks of

dot tile

landscape with peaceful white,
F.ugland and America: they only
intensify the prevailing reddish-brown
with restless shadings of deeper hue.
The ugly brown sheep are tended by
shepherd boys or rather by shepherd
dogs, which do the actual work while!
as

in

their lazy masters “loaf and invite their
souls." with the aid of the siesta, the

guitar,the cigarette and the garlic-pudding. Farther up. great docks of goats
browse among the cliffs and along the
brinks of ravines, where it looks im-

AS THESE

with such tremendous violence as to
make so plain a mark:
skeptics may
incline to the belief that the stone has
been worn away in the course of centuries by the constant procession of animals led up to drink. But it would
do to hint such heresy here! All

never

Spaniards regard Cervantes' romance as
Holy Writ, to “swear by,-’ and the
more ignorant classes believe its
every
detail to be strictly true.
W

e

find I.a Mancha almost as wild

and uncultivated to-day as in
Quixote’s
time. The railway to Merida lies along
a plateau, two thousand feet above the,
sea, where towns are few and people
fewer. The native Manchegan wears
the same

fully

sheepskin

served his

■

warettes and tlie power of conthe drudgery of others,
ring the northern border of

:ur
ii

ideal lurking-place for knights of tl*

point
through a wild and savage gorge, named
Ilespenaperros, "Pitch the dogs over.”
d with vineyards, far as the eye
Doubtless the singular title was bestowThis is the famous Valde
ed in memory of some desperate but now
region, which gives its name to forgotten struggle between Moors and
the liest. though commonest,
Christians, in days when these mounof Spain.
It is richer in color
tains formed a partial harrier between
net. with more body and sweet- the two races.
umewhat resembling the unferDescending the other side of the Sierv rape-juice made in New
Jersey ra. we come at last to the desolate plains
xtensively used tliroughout the of La Mancha, familiar to the reading
States. much adulterated.1 for
world as the region where Don Quixote
u
road.

At

one

the

train

runs

sia, you find ttie whole country

e

ion

■urse

mix

purposes.

Valde de Pinas

fermented, hut the natives
water with it and

rarely

much, though a wine-skin
elding a quart or more, costs only
too

cuts.

Water costs as much in
parts of Spain: but the poorest
who cannot afford water enough
•'Ii his face in, buys it to adulterate

rode his

raw-boned steed.

While

eon-

prison of one Of its secluded
villages, Miguel de Cervantes-Saavedra
-thegreatest literary genius that Spain
ever produced, wrote his immortal satire
oil the foibles of a decaying age of chivalry. Better than a guide-book to this
part of Spain, is a copy of Don Quixote,
which you may buy in any Spanish shop.
lined in the

ne.
Drunkenness is not a Spanish Cervantes sketched from
nature, with
though in every peasant's bag the art intensely realistic. Except in the
skin keeps constant company with character of the-Don
himself, which no.
-Milic-pot. At every stopping-place doubt fitted those times to perfection,
t rain, female
water-carriers, each every detail of the story, written in the
an Arab alcarazza poised lightly
last quarter of the sixteenth century,
head, approach the car-window can be
distinctly traced and verified at
'leal out tepid water to ready cus- the
present day. Such an accurate penrs at the moderate
price of a penny artist of local scenes was he, and so lit-ill.
Innumerable small villages, tle has the
country changed in four hunmhowered in green, are scattered dred
years, that you may easily follow
the Andalusian levels.
Their tlie
footprints of “the Knight of the

Second Parish

Congregational church,

j

1

1

isihle business appears to be

"■’‘••t

con-

As

sorrowful countenance.”

Here is To-

exclusively by women, at open- basio, the home of the “never-to-lie"staurants, to supply passing trav- enough-admired Dulcinea.” Yonder is
rs with drinks of
fresh milk. Each the Yenta de Quesada, where the mad
d.uirant consists of a rude bench, or
Knight received the accolade. The lakes

FURNITURE

*

mode, tan, slate, white

or

black. The

Keynier mousquetaire glove

is very elepique with

m

gant, and those in suede

we will duplicate any article sold or take orders for
not in stock at WHOLESALE PRICES, but cannot order at prices
which we are selling the goods bought before the rise for.
This sale at

ready

lar with

butterfly
with

or

or

Rubber Syringes, both Hull) and
Fountain, right from the factory. Will sell same very low.

Roger

large line of trimmed and

,P Gullet, Alfred Wright's,
Fulmer's, and others.

Solon

by purchasing your

KiBBONSand N< VELT1ES
In all the

hew

HU VEER'S CANDY.

TOURISTS, SAILORS,
and

Then come the
bows of silk, lace or chiffon,
without trimmed edges.
An

Toilet Articles altvays oti hand and I shall be
pleetseel to have you call and

description.

LADIES’ and
CHILDREN’S

of

A full line

INFANT’S

HATS and BONNETS
of every

“PIERCE” CUSHION FRAHE
CHAINLESS,

Re me tuber I am agent for

designs and styles.

F. A. FOLLETT’S.
I have the agency for some <>f the best wheels
made. The celebrated

GOODS

LACES, CHIFFONS,

simple
jabot attached.

THE “PIERCE” CISHION FRAME
CHAIN,with Morrow coaster brake.
THE “AN’DKE” and “HI D50N.”

look at goods any time.

Ronn£ts
DonneLS

Sun

WILSON, Proprietor.

ED.

to order at short notice.
NEW GOODS arriving daily and prices
invariably the lowest possible, and with

All are from the largest factories and
fully guaranteed, tires ami ad. Prices

CITY DRUG STORE,

constantly on hand, and if you cannot find
just what you want we can make you one

they

are

<

Increased Service to three

Boats.

to select from at

15 Main

trips

Steamer

Jlty

of

which I shall sell

Bangor”

now

on

the

at

TACKLE,

LOWEST PRICES.

F. A.

5treet,(J{l^;^»s asy)

*

49“Bicycle Sundries.cheap.

route

%

.NEW STOCK of.

FISHING

a

week•

by first-class makers, we feel sure
Don’t forget that you
we can please you.
will find the largest assortment in the city

Assisted

are

SPALDING BASE BALL GOODS

j

Miss Florence Wells, Milliner.

art

Asll.

Call anti see them,
beauties. I also have a full line of

HKillT t<>r

.aim

shoulder capes with any number

3uil4

FOLLETT,

51 Church Street,

where

we shall be glad to see all our forcustomers and as many new ones as
will favor us with a call. We also carry a
full line of

Belfast.

mer

..human

Steamer ‘‘City of Bangor” will leave Belfast as
follows:
For Camden, Rockland and Boston, Tuesdays,
Thursdajs and Saturc ays at about 6.00 p. m.
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hampden and Bangor, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 7.30 a m.

Hair Switches..

IN ALL SHADES AND PRICES.

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
r

RETURNING

From

days

FAIRBANKS]

STANDARD

FREI) W. POTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l. Supt., Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL. Gen’l Manager, Boston

1

SCALES.
;

!

j

j
1

1
?

;

SHIRT

COMPANY,

(

at

h

PULLEY
AND

j

once

BELTS.

and make

good selection.

Lancaster&West
Have

on

sale at tlieir

Sale Slio, Bwot Slreei,
the first carload of.

RS

IOWA HORSES,
bought personally by
Dr. West
raised.

complete line of

CO

The undersigned, having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge of Probate for t he County of Waldo,
on the second Tuesday of April, A. I). 1900, commissioners to receive and examine the claims of
creditors against the estate of EMILY PEIRCE,
late of Belfast, in said County, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
months from the date of said appointment are
allowed to said creditors in which to present and
prove their claims, and that they will be in session
at the office of W. P. Thompson, in Belfast, in
said County, on the 26tli day of May, A. I). 1900,
at nine o’clock in the forenoon, ami the 20th day
of October, A. I). 1900, at nine o’clock in the forenoon, for the purpose of receiving the same.
Belfast, April 23.1900.—3wl7
W. P. THOMPSON, \ romp.
U,mls'
A. P. MANSFIELD,

or

oine

Also

Commissioners’ Notice.

For Sale

j

WAISTS

YORK^S

may be found here at all times.

ET
S

Mr. Lancaster and

the farms where

they were
carefully

These horses have been

selected, especially
trade, and will be

for the Waldo C'ountv
sold with

guarantee, for every horse
as

Dr. W. L. WEST

on

represented

or no

Terms-Cash

our

must

usual

be just

sale.

or

Good Notes.

Has finished the

post-graduate course at McKillip
Veterinary College and taken special work in
urgery, and can be found
fast Livery Co., or at his
street, Belfast.

Telephones:

}

at

the office of the Bel-

residence, 17 Congress
atf

Lumber for Sale.

to Let.

The subscriber offers for sale or to let the William Carter place, so-called, on Nortliport avenue,
l£ miles from the city. There are 4 acres of pasture and 4 under cultivation, with 75 good bearing
apple trees. The buildings are all in good condition. Rental price $100 per year.
E. H. KNOWLTON,
4W16
Commonwealth Hotel, Belfast, Me.

...HORSES...

HAVE A LARGE LINE OF

42 PEARL STREET
BOSTON. <
311 BROADWAY
NEW

1

i

I!. A. FRE.\ni & CO.

FAIRBANKS’VALVES,
Railroad, Mill, and Store Supplies.
THE FAIRBANKS

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

at 5.00 p. m.
From Rockland, via Camden, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 5.00 a. m.
From Bangor, via way landings, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays at 2.00 p. m.

f

•

do it

can

AT.

Also Toilet Welter of all kinds.

varieties, beginning

I ■■
A

You

..Bicycles..

FRESH

HATS, FLOWEKS,

silk or satin stock col-

1111

SAVE MONEY

FEU FUMES,

'<H,I,Alls AM) TIES

“I consider the cake of White
I Glycerine Toilet Soap which I find in each package of
\ Ivorine, worth even more than both together cost me.”

POOR &. SON.

NEW

Don't decide upon your NEW HAT until
you have visited our store and seen our
extensive stock of everything'pertaining to

We carry a very
untrimmed

Bottle.

a

good, safe and paying business, we are
a grand business opening for somebody.

MILLINE RY!

CHILDRENS

/Powder

Only 25c.

Come and get the first selections.

'To any parties who want a
to talk business, and it is

LARGE

EVERT CASE.

R. H. COOMBS & SON,70 4 72 street.

There* was recently launched from the
Marblehead yacht yard a 22-footer named
Nancy, for Richard M. Iloe, to be used at
Seal Harbor, Me.

ll Ik

at cost.

A

IS GIVIAG

A AD

SATISFACTIOA IA

Everything going—Straw Mattings,Oil Cloths,Bedding,Couches,
Easy Chairs, Children’s Chairs, Dining and Parlor Furniture, etc,, all going

HA VIAG

SALE

is for CASH, goods sold on the instalment plan will be at REGULAR prices and NOT at COST prices, but for cash you can SAVE “good
money” by buying of us and at once.

tage.

with tlie

IS

cost

large buttons put on silk tape through
an eyelet, which is an especial advan-

in a thousand

Cure

1

DURING this sale

ing glove of a similar make is of
cheivrette with outside seams and two

are

Cough

j

anything

four buttons are in grays and also range
from pale tan to dark brown.
A walk-

I

Compound

intend to retire from the furniture business, we shall close out at
our entire stock.
This sale will continue until everything is

we

To any and all parties wanting Furniture of any description now is the
time to buy.
Our stock was bought BEFORE the recent rise in Furniture
and we shall sell it at cost. This will mean a great
saving in price to those
who want new furniture.

---I--—--

I Many housekeepers say,

OUR IMPROVED

COST

with or without

The Ellsworth yachting fleet is larger
than ever and all the owners are having
their craft put in condition for the summer.
1*. E. Hamlin's Mystery, the largest of the
fleet, is on the marine railway and will
orobably be put in the water this week. .1.
B. Redman’s Wave Crest is also on the railway and will be put off at the same time.
The Lorelei, owned by V. S. Lord and J. W.
Nealley, has been newly painted. The Annie Lee,
ojvned by W. E. Whiting, was
brought from winter quarters at Bass Harbor, Wednesday. She will be repainted.
The Thetis, which was sunk iq Surry bay
a rapid
speaker, hurrying from one last winter, has been repaired and a new
stepped, j. M. Grant’s Madella will
thought to another, but always holding mast
the attention of h:s audience until the be repainted shortly. B. T. Sowle’s Old
Comfort is as usual the first to go out, Mr.
last word is uttered.
Sowle leaving in her Monday of last week
It is customary for Mr. Hack to make for a short
business trip among the islands.
use of his notes in the Sunday morning The Ellsworth
yachts are all good ones and
service, but in the evening his remarks you can look for some fine races this seaare always delivered extemporaneously, i son.
[Ellsworth Enterprize.
"Speaking of newspapers,” said Mr. ] The sloop yacht Lamont, which is being
Hack the other day. "I never allow Sat-' fitted out in Borden's yard at the
pumping
urday afternoon newspapers to deter- station, will be put into commission in
mine the topic of my next Sunday’s ser- about lo days by the owners, Messrs. Edwin A. and Sidne\ E. Shuman of the firm of
mon.”
"1 was unable to find time to voice A. Shuman «Vr Co. It will be remembered
that Mr. Edwin A. Shuman was recently
"Iny opinion on the “Sheldon newspa- elected rear commodore of the South Bosper,” but that does not prove that 1 did ton Yacht Club. Extensive alterations to
not have my ideas on the undertaking. the Lamont have been going on for the past
It was just simply impossible for me to four weeks. The cabins have been thoroughsee wherein my congregation would be ly remodeled and refitted, and among other
benefited by hearing my views on the innovations by the Messrs. Shuman the
transoms in the main cabin have been armatter."
ranged to pull out, making double berths.
Mr. Hack makes it a point to deliver The
yacht was built at Deer Isle in 1898 by
a somewhat extended sermon on the
Capt. J. W. Green, from designs by the late
second Sunday of January each year. Edward Burgess, and has proved herself
The object of this sermon is to bring fast and able as well as comfortable. Her
before his auditors a few interesting owners have enjoyed many cruises in her,
are looking forward to the coming seapoints in the history of the church for and
son with pleasurable anticipation.
[Bosthe year past.
ton Globe.

P

0F^

*

front breadth and two side

Yachts and

|
j

CODGH CORE

CLOSING OUT SALE

inexpensive waists are the loose
aguimpe, and the
Eton
style, both open to fanciful
adaptations, but constructed on that

ettes

]

SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA. GA.

gores, which also form the back, and are
called “circular skirts.” Either hand-

a

"

>

Address,

Portland has another minister who is of chiffon frills, and, in addition, exgiven to using notes or speaking extem- quisite fichus of crape or chiffon.
poraneously, as occasion demands.
Vekona Claiike.
Mr. Hack is liberal in his theology,
unfettered in his utterances, having no
fear of breaking some tenet, half obscured in the dust of ages.
It is his
purpose to keep abreast of the times,
and he considers the minister who
writes and delivers a sermon to-day in
the same manner in which the sermon
would have been handled 10 years ago
as a man who will shortly be called upon to resign from his pastorate.
Anecdotes are seldom used by Mr.
Hack, but similes are frequently taken
up. The selection of the theme for his
Sunday addresses depends largely on
the mood in which he finds himself, the
circumstances in which lie works, and
the effect he desires to produce.
Mr. Hack's sermons usually last
about half an hour, and he is considered

of

™

army of ties follows—lace, chiffon with
lace appliqued ends, fringed silk, crepe
was
a
visited
former
of
the
narrow ledge, bottles of wine and goatspastor
de Chine, or soft silk varying from an
niilk are set for sale, and overhead, in North church in this city. The Express
inexpensive affair to wide, long ones,
nets, hang oranges, grapes and garlic. says of hint:
with lace insertions, leaves or figures'
Iii
Kev.
Hollin
T.
Hack, pastor of the or embroidery. Then there are collarAnother sight, more frequent and less

shimmering tint which can
as moonlight green,
ciiish-silver- if you can imagine
agreeable, is that of wooden crosses,
>;ch a color might be. The crop
each surrounded by a cairn of stone,
ly harvested by young women: and marking the scene of some poor
en the sombre orchard is a
picnic traveler's murder by banditti.
all day long, for Spanish girls
Tbe scene grows wilder and grander
their labors into merry-making,
as you approach the sunset.
The Sierra
-ed trunks form an admirable
Morena divides the valley of the ffuad•mild tor the rainbow hues of
alquiver from that of the Guadiana.
costumes, and the air is musi- The
railway is a line specimen of ensnatches of song and the tinkle
gineering. English. 1 believe): often
key hells: while the overseer, climbing along a shelf of rock overhanged on a grassy bank in the sun,
ing dizzy precipices, winding ill and out
louble enjoyment in his interininamong fantastic cliffs and caverns, an

....

JjlK,
£rh?oh

tant changes in sleeves, and as a matter
portunity or capacity for enjoyment; of course, the flare cuff remains in favor.
hut happily, the good Lord has gagued
Kelts embrace all widths and many mato their conditions the ideas of races
terials. the advent of the Eton being the
that have always been poor. A Manche
probable cause. Scarf sashes tied at one
gan family feast like kings on a crusty side are
very graceful, with their knotloaf and a handful of onions : and the
ted silk or fringed ends, and a lesser
head thereof can imagine no greater adscarf on the corsage just above, lends
ditional luxury than to bask, half asleep,
additional charm. Wide fancy ribbon
all day in the sun. smoking cigarettes sashes will be
largely worn with plain
that cost half a cent the package. The organdies, and about four
yards is the
women do the little work that is done,
requisite quantity.
and the children, enveloped in a thick
Till HIGHEST TVl’K
coating of dirt that enables them to dis- in silk gloves is represented by “The
pense with clothing, fraternize on chumTormosa,” with double linger tips,
miest terms with the long-necked pigs
brought out exclusively by Lord A
that form an important part of each doTaylor, and is lirst as regard elegance
mestic establishment. All the inhabi- and
durability. These admirable gloves
tants of I.a Mancha, old and young,
come in white, tan, mode, black and
seem to cherish an
hydrophobic aversion two shades of gray, fastened with three
to water, which is indeed a fluid too
pearl buttons. A frame-made glove of
precious to he used for lavatory pur- twisted black silk with hemstitching
poses. having to he brought on donkey- around the thumb seems to defy everyhack to tiic villages from springs and thing like wear, and to meet all
tastes,
wells, often miles away.
It comes in all fashionable hues.
Lisle
Fa n nik U. W a mi.
gloves showing a suede finish are shown

■

x

daughter was an infant she had a severe case of Scrofula, for which she was under the conphysicians for more than two years. She was worse at the end of that time however and
d«P»ired of her life. A few bottles of Swift’s Specific cured her completely, ks it seemed to
c
of th e
tro-ubI' 1 do not believe it has an equal for stubborn cases of blood diseases
a“.s,'
which f
are Kthe
the power of other so-called blood remedies.
beyond
8.1. Brooks, Monticello, Ga
Our medical department is in charge of
experienced physicians who have made
Scrofula and other blood diseases a life study. Write them about
your case, or any one
you are interested in. Your letter will receive prompt and careful attention
We make
no charge whatever for this.
THE SWIFT
•tant care

basis. A "make-believe” cuff at the
elbow, or tucks below with the upper
part plain, bring about some unimpor-

■

described

FABRICS ARE LIGHTER

A

wy ^•rVd°n

disposed of or the business sold to parties wishing to carry it on. To the
right parties this is a GRAND BUSINESS OPENING. I intend to give my
whole attention to the UNDERTA KING BUSINESS, and shall make a
specialty of everything pertaining to it.

front,

■

e

aPPet^te»

..

h™rifie

E«t

some or

■

purified

f?rCfS

these materials are made in three

pieces,

a.

bo.

UtiPPlffl

PLAIN SKIRTS
in

Disease of

In many respects Scrofula and Consumption are alike : thev develon from the Kflmp CTPtl.
B B
MM
eral causes, both are
hereditary and dependent upon an impure and imV.
povished blood supply. In consumption the disease fastens itself upon
tte lungs; in Scrofula the glands of the neck and throat swell
and suppurate, causing ugly running sores:
the eyes are inflamed and weak; there is an almost
continual discharge from the ears, the limbs swell,
bones ache, and white
swelling is frequently a result, causing the diseased bones to work out through
the skin, producing indescribable
and
pain
suffering. Cutting away a sore or diseased gland does no
good tue blood is poisoned. The old scrofulous taint which has probably come down
several
through
b
generations has polluted every drop of blood.
Scrofula requires vigorous persistent treatment. The blood must be
back
to
a
brought
healthy
condition before the terrible disease can be
stopped in its work of destruction. Mercury, potash and
other poisonous minerals
usually given in such cases do more harm than good ; thev ruin the digestion
6
and leave the system in a worse condition than before.
°“ly medlcme .tbat can reach deep-seated blood troubles like Scrofula. It goes down to the
At
very roots of
Of poison out of the blood. S. S. S. is the
known
only purely vegetable blood
eyerZ.
The roots and herbs from
which it is made contain wonderful blood
purifying properties, which no poison, however powerful, can
long resist. S. S. S. stimulates and purifies the blood, increases the
MWMC TP1I l" #|giii
aid» the digestion and restores health and
W ML
M MWML
strength to the
MWm
enfeebled body. If you have reason to think vou have Scrofula, or
,,
11 to develoP> but
at
once
of
the
use
S. S. S. It is a fine tonic and the
begin
walt.for
blood P
d
fi
d bl d b>nl<ier known, as it contains no
poisonous minerals. S. S. S. is pre-eminently a remedy for
Children

they are more elaborately made up; a
particularly stylish green linen costume
having a bounce set on in plaits, with a
row of fancy white braid as a heading
and a second at the lower edge. The
skirt is in line cluster tucks, and the
loose waist is also tucked with guimpe
to match, and large sailor collar, edged
by braid. A red linen dress is made with
tucks, minus a flounce, with similar
waist, wide linen lace on the collar, and
at the left side the lace is brought down
A black and white fancy
to the belt.
pique skirt is laid in knife plaitings
from top to bottom, with Eton jacket
in similar style, and around the neck
are four Hat bands of black cloth,
stitched at both edges. Drown linen is
not ignored; at the same time there is
no novelty about it.

The ancients believed that rheumatism
possible for the tiny “oofs to lind a footwas the work of a demon within a mail.
hold. They are closely followed by short- Aii\
one who lias had an attack of sciatic or
a tolled hut
under the trees ill
skirted shepherdesses, as fearless and inflammatory rheumatism will agree that
t i11:e and a sort of burrow, or
the infliction is demoniac enough to warrant
sure-footed as they: but the girls are!
tin* belief, it lias never been claimed that
winter.
During the harvest shod with
non;sales, ulueli are not
lutmbei Iain's l’ain lialm would east out
I watch IS
kept up all night, as
hut it will cure rheumatism, and
slippery lik«- boot-leather, ami cling demons,
hundreds hear testimony to the truth of this
;> day. for an expert thief—and
A frequent statement,
better than bare toes.
line application relieves tile
re many in
Spain- might easily
and this quick relief w hich it affords
sight is that of some rascally peasant, pain,
ae entire orchard in a lew hours.
is alone worth many times its cost. Foi
who one longs in beat, helping himself sale
by A. A. llowes .V Co., Ilruggists.
-ie vig<irun.- shake dislodges everv
the weary upward trail by holdalong
d berry trmu the l.irauelies, which
SERMON WRITING.
ing fast In his donkey's tail, as the poor
noiselessly loaded into ]>anniers little
beast, always loaded to the limit Where and How Ministers Obtain
their
As harvest-time
'mg donkeys.
Themes.
of endurance, scrambles tip the zig-zag
aiies. the olive trees exchange
The Portland Evening Express called |
steps. At intervals little booths tire
melancholy gray for brighter met. built in recesses of the cliffs that on a few of the Portland clergymen reThe ripening fruit varies in tint
border tbe mountain pass, like cup- cently to gather ideas as to how they
vid green to gay reds and lovely
boards hewn out of solid rock. On a prepare their sermons. Among those,
while the willow-leaf foliage,
restless and quivering, assumes

SCROFULA

Waists.
Belts.
Gloves.
Skirts.
sheep tended by shepherds,and the windtunics.
Neckwear.
mills swinging their
mighty arms as they
The Journal.]
[Correspondenceof
guild the coni, just as in Cervantes’ day
So many pretty, serviceable summer
In changing cars at
Manzanares you dresses in the way of piques, linens or
have a couple of hours to wait
in the
cottons are shown, that one
immediate vicinity of Quixotes’ most mercerized
before
deciding, unless fortuhesitates
famous exploits. Here is the inn
where nate
enough to have several. Corded
he was knighted, and
before its door a
dresses are usually made in a simswineherd, who nfay be a lineal descen- pique
ple manner, a few tucks on the skirt—
dant of the warder of the
story, still
with machine stitching
winds his horn. Its old, old well con- perfectly plain,
as the sole ornamentation, or insertion
tinues to afford water to
vagrant mule- is let in on the front, oftentimes in
teers, successors to the unfortunate
points. In colored piques, insertion each
whose head was broken for
disturbing
side of the front breadth adds greatly
the madman’s vigil.
Upon the edge of to the general effect, and the Eton
the well is a deep
indentation, believed
is trimmed to match. Dark red or
to have been made by the armor of Hon jacket
green linen possesses the advantage of
Quixote. The stone must have been colors that are not easily soiled and

suit which has faithancestors for two or
three generations. His home is a mud
table, set by the wayside, a few mugs, hovel which a
respectable American
and a goat, or cow, tethered near,—the mule
would refuse to enter: and from
lacteal beverage being always “on tap." rue cradle to the<
ampo Santo, his vision
This border-land soil is red as that of
is greeted by the same dull, monotonous
Virginia, and the grass grows so sparse- landscape, void of verdure and
glaring
ly that the color of the ground shows with sand and nitre. Yet
his
despite
through, giving a sun-blighted look to poverty and unattractive
surroundings,
the landscape. The farmers' huts are he is one
of the merriest of mortals.
built of red clay, and their clothing is
Finding extreme difficulty in keeping
of the undyed wool of the brown sheep
his thin body and cramped soul together,
of the Sierra Morena. To add to the one
would hardly suppose that such a
prevailing russet hue, the one occupa- miserable being would have much
op-

sword-like leaves, its tail, slenthin brown pigs on the bare brown
mk rising twenty or thirty feet,
plains. It is said that these hideous
-broad candelabrum of crimson
swine derive their color from feeding
Creeii meadows'and low hills
exclusively on the big brown beetles
'ered with cork trees; and foiwhich abound in the soil. Fancy eating
lin'country is clothed with olive
pork fattened oil bugs! You count
as with robes of
monkish-gray, droves of pigs by scores, each drove in
ally giving way to isolated trees
and solemn

wine-skins,

teers and the

softer than it is now. or his armor wonhard to have been thrown down

falo, N. Y.
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derfully

Pierce, by letter,
Tell your
free.
Stoiy frankly. All

correspondence
private. Address

of Buydera and the cave of
Montesinos
still the same; and so
are the mule-

are

The subscriber has for sale sixty
thousand spruce logs at the mill in
Liberty, three hundred thousand cedar
shingles, and eight thousand cedar
boat boards.
WM. H. MOODY.

|

Liberty, Apnl 3,1900.

tf!4

Native and second-hatul
horses taken in exchange.

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Furnished for balls, parties, ete., on all
occasions. Address
JOSEPHINE KNIOHT, or
riARY McCORRISON,
Bo* 80.
ltitf
Scarsmont, Me

OBITUARY.

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

Died in Morrill April 21st, of tlie grip,
James L. Woodbury, eldest son of Israel
and Deborah (Thomas) Woodbury, aged 39
years, s months. The funeral services were
held at the church in Morrill April 24th at
one o’clock i\ m.. Rev. J. M.
Leighton officiating. Deceased was a man whose loss
will be deeply felt in the community in which
he lived.
He had a large circle of friends,
for his genial, sunny disposition endeared
him to all those with whom he came in contact. either in business or social relations.
A man of sterling integrity, industrious,
honorable and upright in all his dealings
with his fellow men, his memory will be
cherished in the heartsof all who knew him.
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starch trust is the latest.
prices may be expected.
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“Cleanliness is

Stiffer

|

reported, and generally believed, that Aguinaldo is dead. “Ilis
it is now

is run.”

iic

iiiamcu

ocvcittijeaisasu,

v

arne, uaugn-

of Thomas Ke> nolds of Knox, who, with
one little son,
survives him.
He leaves
ter

besides,
mother,

their loss, a father and
two brothers and t\vo sisters, Frank
has
The Portland city council
appro- and Andrew’ Woodbury and Mrs. Hattie
priated #5,000 for the celebration of Old Paul of Morrill, and Mrs. Isa Wentworth of
Waldo.
His illness was of short duration
11 onie Week.
and the bereavement falls with crushing
Boston’s big brewery strike is off: and force
upon the faithful, devoted w ife, the
schooners will continue to pass, night loving father and mother who so
sincerely
and day, as usual.
mourn the loss of their first born, and the
brothers and sisters, who w ere bound to him
It is said there will be more hemp
by the strongest ties of affection. Friends
raised in Kentucky tins year than for and
neighbors vied with each other in doing
many years. Jt is evidently more need- all that loving hearts could suggest, or hands
ed, for home consumption.
do, to soothe his last hours on earth. He
was a tender, loving husband and
father, a
The Boston Herald says of Gov. Pinfaithful, dutiful son, an affectionate brother
"he
of
that
is
give
Michigan
opinionat- and a kind and obliging friend and neighbor.
ed. egotistic, cantankerous and ambi- Although called upon to part with one so
In other words, Gov. l’ingree endeared to them by every tie of love, yet
is."
sorrowing relatives and friends can but feel
■buiks he is no small potatoes.
that their great loss is liis eternal gain, and
Tie Knglish troops are forging ahead that, far beyond all earthly pain and care in
ni South Africa.
Winburg is occupied, the beautiful city of God he waits to welitulvits is at smaldeei, and the Boers come them home, forThere is no death, what seems so is transThis may or may not
retreat.
ition.
an that the end of the war is in sight,
This life of mortal breath :
out probably th.eie will have to be at is but a promise of the life elysian,
Whose portal w e call death.v*
least one big engagement before the
The floral offerings were very beautiful,
Boors recognize the inevitable.
and included a pillow of choice flowers
from tin' family, cut [lowers from Mrs. Sum\t tin annual dinner of the royal litner Poland, pillow of
flowers from Mrs.
2d
fund in London May
Mark
an
George Paris, cut flowers from Mrs. Kphtwain, responding to the toast to liter- raim Howe, calla lilies from Mrs. Millie
mire in a humorous spe-eh, said that
Place, cut flowers from Mrs. Henry Thomo.w
he was on the way to his own as. basket of white geraniums from a friend
he intended to run for the presi- whose name we are unable to learn, j:.
leney. because there wort* not enough a. w.
race

to mourn

■

-andidates yet ill the lield
The cable- I
Mis. .Ioanna I». Morse died very suddenly
gram which conveys this information I
interjects the word ‘‘laughti r:" I at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Thomas
now let us all laugh.
1 teney is out- Gannon, on Congress street Thursday mornbig, May .;d. She had spent the winter with
iune.
in i' daughter, Mrs. Tallin, in
Jersey City,
N. J., and arrived here April -Jstli, to spend
to
'sun
the
the
ot
census
According
the summer with Mrs. (bunion and at her forntmre of illiteracy in New Kngland
mer home ;ii >earspoi t. She had been in her
Maine. -1.27: New Hampshire, (i.M; umuiI health and
spirits and had assisted
vumnh uui;
0,22:
Massachusetts,
j about the housework every day. WednesL'ii-'di island, u.Td: and Connecticut, day night she had a
slight attack of stomach
The only States in the Cnion trouble, to which she had been
subject all
wiins percentage was less than that of ht-r lile, and alter the usual remedies were
Muim- we:'-: Iowa, bull: south Dnkata, given she felt easier and was soon asleep.
.Vebraska. :!.!!: Kansas. :}.}«•: Wyo- At <;o’clock the next morning Mrs. Gannon
looked into the room and seeing her
ming b.t 1: <
It is believed
appar4.14.
■

iregoii.

that the census of p.ioo will
still better

give

ently sleeping quietly decided

not to awaken
her. At about s o’clock Mrs. Gannon went
into the room intending to call her mother,
hut found life extinct. A physician decided
that she passed away peacefully and had
been dead several hours. Mrs. Morse was
born in Searsport, a daughter of John and

Maine

standing.

much spruce has been cut down
t hat it is said Maine must now spruce
so

in other words, handle the spruce
i. rests more tenderly if we do not wish
u.

Charity Sargent,**ind had lived in that town
t
A. M. Carter, all her life. Her
lose Them altogether.
mother died very suddenly
Ih-rlin Mills Company expert, he- nearly .»n years ago. Mrs. Morse was the
o
b
li
will lie better for the timber l widow of Joseph Morse, a native of MontT-is to be in the hands of-the large ville, but who went to Searsport when a
rporations. The smail owners have young man and passed the remainder of his
'■

st

rip

life there.

their lands ill order to get a fair

pi bit. but the large concern that owns
w
oh- townships can cut a little here
md there, and leave the smaller growth 1
develop into good sized saw logs. All

'o

iret

operators, he

savs.

realize the

1

—uty of investry protection, and |
cutting with more and more dismination.
taik to tl.i- students at the State

;

ersity.
I'rut

\.

Madison.
I'

:u.

k

c

Wisconsin,
lit si 11 ger

re-

;

indulged!

>!iiring critieisin of Hamlin 1
>nd and Edward Markliam.
(if:
luniu-r l.e said:
'Hamlin (iarland

M.nie
■.
c

fas
K

written
nls

a

book—Main

dealingwith farm

He died in years ago.
The two
daughter.", Mrs. Elizabeth Gannon and Mrs.
• nima E. Tallin, survive her. also
eight
grandchildren and four great grandchildi eii. She also leaves one brother, Samuel
^ Sargent of Searsport, and two
sisters,
Mrv. Margaret S. Logan of Philadelphia
and Mrs. Mary B. Haskell of Garland. Me.
Mrs.- Morse was for in \ears a faithful and
earnest working member of the Methodist
church ol Searsport, and her life was in full
aeeonl w ith her profession. “She did what
■-lie could."
Brief services were held at
Mrs. Gannon’s Sunda\ forenoon b\ Lev. 1!.
1. ( apen. after which the remains were
taken to Searsport and funeral services held
in the Methodist church, conducted h\ Lev.
H. W. Norton.

Traveled

life in west-
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Next to Godliness/'
If

you would

be

really

clean, begin with your blood.
A-mottled skin cannot be
washed away,

eruptions will

continue unless the blood is pure. Hood's
cleanses the blood by disintegrating and dissolving the bad germs.

Sarsaparilla

Hood's is the royal road to real cleanliness, both inward and outward.

Impure

Blood

"My face would
from impure blood,

—

be covered with scabs
ever since I have taken Hood's Sarsa-

but

parilla, my blood seems to be perfectly
pure and I am strong and in good health."
). Hartstenn, 760 Grand Street, BrookGet only Hood’s, because
lyn, N. Y.

Jfbcdfo SaMapaiufh,
Hood’s Pills pure liver ills: the non-irritating and
only cathartic to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla,

factory, of which firm his father is the
enior member.
His wife, formerly Miss
Ella Hoe, survives him, with one son, Ralph,
a student in the Belfast High school.
Deceased was an industrious and skillful workman, and looked well to the department under his care.
He was of pleasant, social
disposition, kind and considerate for the
welfare of his family and those under his
direction in the factory. He leaves many
friends.
Mrs. Sarah 11. Jones, wife of Nathaniel
Jones, who died at the family home on Middle street, Rockland, April 27th, was born
in Searsmont, March 1,
She was one
of a well-known family of live sons and
four daughters, the parents being the late

Theodore and Rebecca Woodcock.
Of this
family three now survive—Harrison Woodcock of
Portland, Oregon, Marlboro P.
Woodcock, ex-Mayor of Belfast, and Mrs.
Emmeline Hemingway of Waterville. Mrs.
Jones came to Rockland at the age of 17,
chiefly for the purpose of pursuing scjiool
studies, and was for awhile a pupil in the
private school of the late Sophia Spotford.
In October, isr»4, she was married to Nathaniel Jones, and they had two daughters,
Mrs. E. J. Wardwell of Boston and Mrs.
W. O. Fuller, Jr., the latter of whom died
in iS!»o.
Thirteen years ago Mrs. Jones,
while on a visit to Portland, sustained a
slight paralytic shock. From this she rallied,
but her healt h never was so good as formerly
and gradually declined, though it was only
during the past- year that she failed rapidly.
Her decline was unattended with pain and
her last days were surrounded with every
comfort and luxury. Mrs. Jones was a lady
of high character and refinement, quiet in
her tastes, and shining most in the atmosphere of domestic life, .she was endowed
with qualities that implied an artistic temperament, and in middle life she took up
the study of painting and ceramics, in which
she discovered marked abilities.
She was
greatly interested in the modern progress of
women, and it was through lmr initiative
that the Methebesee club of this city was
founded, and of which she was subsequently elected to a life membership. Mrs. Jones
early turned her thoughts to religion and
under the pastorate of the renowned Amuriah Kalloch united with the First Baptist
church, of which she continued a faithful
and for many years active member. The I
consolations of a religious faith sustained
he through the closing months of sickness,
and the text of Rev. W. <>. Holman, the officiating clergyman at the funeral, was from j
a verse of the Psalms which she had specially indicated her desire to have used, as embodying her Christian faith and hope—Ps. j
17-1.'..
The funeral Sunday afternoon was !
largely attended and there were many floral
offerings from friends, notably a beautiful 1
piece from the Methebesee Club. The bearers were S.
M. Bird, W. T. Cobb, 11. X i
Pierce and F. J. Simonton.
The interment I
was at Acliorn cemetery.
Those in attend-!
ance on the funeral from out of town were
Mr. and Mrs. F. J. Wardwell and Louis E. j
Wardwell of Boston, M. P. Woodcock of
Belfast. Mrs. Emmeline Hemingway of j
Waterville,and Mrs. A. E. Stearns and Mrs.
Annie Waldron of Camden.
Courier-Hazette.
Mr. and Mrs. Janies 11. Jones of Bangor j
have the heartfelt sympathy of their many
j
ITm uds in town in the death of their babx I
box. Saturday. The interment was at Mr. ]
Jones' ion,n r home in West Brooksv'dle. !
Bucksport Herald.

j

j

The Interscholastic Base

Balls League.

northport news.

The Churches.

Rev. R. T. Capen will preach at Saturday
Cove next Sunday at 2.45 p. in.

Services at the Unitarian ehurch next
Sunday will be as follows: Morning service
at 10.45, with sermon by the pastor; Sundayschool at 12 m.
The Unitarian State conference will be
held in Waterville June 12, 1:1 and 14. A
large attendance is expected and a committee has already been appointed to look after
the entertainment of the visitors.

Charles O. Dickey is to do the trucking at
the Wesleyan
Campground this season.
Will Sellers is budding a house and barn
his lot on the road from the Wood schoolhouse to Belfast.

on

Mrs. X. H. Rhodes of Rockland will open
her cottage at Temple Heights for the summer about
May goth.

Mary A. Boynton of Rockport has
opened her summer home, Cliff Cottage, at
Temple Heights, for the summer.
Mr. and Sirs. Henry W. Brown arrived at
their cottage at the Camp Ground last
Thursday from Boston, to remain through
the season.

12.05 p. m.
Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday will he as follows: At 1(1.45 a. m.,
public worship, with sermon by the pastor,
subject, “Christian Unity;” at 12 in., SunRoad Commissioner Hurd will begin work
day school; at 6.15 p. m., Young Peoples’
on the Little River
bridge next Monday. meeting, subject, “Our Church.” A cordial
The bridge will be closed to travel for three invitation is
extended to all to unite with us
or four days.
in these services.
ine quarterly conference of the M. E
Landlord French of the Northport Hotel
is expected next week to prepare for the church will be held Saturday evening, Preseason’s business.
He has a large party siding Elder T. F. Jones, presiding. A love
feast will be held at 9.30 o’clock, Sunday
booked for June.
| morning, and quarterly meeting at 10.45.
Other services for the day will be as usual.
Building and Kepaihs.
Mrs. C. A. The
pastor, Rev. G. E. Edgett, will preach
Wiley has sold her house on High street, re- at Poor’s Mills at 2.30 p. m.
cently damaged by fire, to (/apt. John W. i The North church Y. P. S. C. E. will have
Jones, who will repair and rebuild it. J. G. 1 a Dickens Party at Memorial hall Friday
A pleasant program
Aborn is doing the carpenter work. Mrs. evening, May 18th.
will be presented, consisting of readings and
Wiley has bought, and w ill occupy, the San. tableaux illustrating
some of Dickens’ masford Howard house on Union street_R_ terpieces. Home-made candies will be on
sale during the evening, and ice cream and
Emery Cottrell is building a large addition cake
will be served during intermission.
to the barn at the rear of his house, N'o. ‘JO
Admission 25 cents.
Northport avenue... The old chimneys on
At the annual meeting of the Unitarian
the Hiram Chase house, Church street, have church last
Monday the following officers
have been taken down and rebuilt in their were elected: Moderator, Calvin Hervey;
clerk,
Joseph
is
in
which
with
the
Williamson; collector, Miss
original form,
keeping
Inez E. Crawford ; treasurer,W. II. Duimb.t ;
colonial architecture of the house.... Walter
Albion
II. Bradbury and W. U.
assessors,
Aldus is building a dwelling house in the (Juimby; standing committee, Calvin Her(
Robbins’ neighborhood, East Belfast. vey, has. B. Hazeltine, Wm. B. Swan, Win.
C. Marshall and L. F. McDonald.
Fred A. Tibbetts has built a baj window on
There will be a missionary meeting :it the
his house on Waldo avenue, finished the two !
North church this. Thursday, evening, at
remaining rooms on the second floor in North 7.80. Several interesting
papers will be
Carolina pine, and made other improve- given regarding the recent Ecumenical Conference
in
New
York.
ments.
Sunday morning the
j
; pastor will preachat 10:45. Sunday School
j at 12 m. The Endeavorers will have a praise
meeting at (l.30 p. m. The pastor will give
! the third lecture on “The After Resurrection Scenes in the Life of Christ” in the
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RED ROUGH HANDS
PREVENTED BV

_

make a

STATE

most effective skin purifying and
soap in the world, as well as
purest and sweetest for toilet, bath, and
It strikes at the cause of bad
nursery.
complexions, red, rough hands, fal’ing
hair, and baby blemishes, viz the clogg'-,^
irrtafed. inflamed, overworked, or
ugs •!
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Skirts!
Did you know that
carry a line of custom made White
Pique Skirts? If we have none to tit you
leave your measure and have one made at
a day’s notice.
These are all made with
welt seams, tape stitched in hack seam
to keep the shape.

*
I#
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CARLE & JONES’ »

*

NEW STORE.

4f (Next Door to
4i

Crockery

Store.
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SPRING
OVERCOATS
SLK OUR

Coverts and

of

PRISON * WORK.

The

Quincy

Strike
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and
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$12, $l5, SI8
WILLIAM A. CLARK,

LOOk

rianufacturing Clothier,
""'^^'Phenix Row, Belfast, Maine

^

Shirt Waists Sets.

New Kineo

OVER FIFTY DIFFERENT PATTERNS.
NO TWO ALIKE.

Choice 25c per Set.

A RLE & JONES’ NEW

Range,
Pearl Range
Alpine Rang

Our

STORE,

XKXT I)ooi; TO (’iiorKEIiV Stoke.
»**««**••»•*•**•
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HARRY W. CLARK’S.

Kineo Coal Furnaces

!

Kineo Wood Furna

A

SATURDAY. MAY 12.
■

On

that day

we

shall show

a

line line of

for the little fellows.
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NOYES & NUTTER

♦

...

UANGOU,

MPG.

W. CLARK,

DR.

the Old Hickory Gold Mining Company:
•■Tlie geology of tlie part of this district in which your properties are situated is identical m
character witli that of Roasland, 11. (I. tin which he Roy is located). I know of no other mining
property in the district where tlie ore samples so well or is more deserving of thorough development.
Tlie yielding capabilities of such a property as the 'Victor' ledge can scarcely be estimated.
“Tlie ledge is 30 feet wide on tlie surface and extends tlie entire length of the property. Assays
ROBERT .J. HAMER, M. E."
made by myself show a gold value on tlie surface of $58 to tlie ton.
"March 12,1900.”
Per Ton
Assays from Victor by B. T. Martin, Superintendent .Gold $380.78
U. S. Assay Office, New York. Silver 134.23

Off.

515.01

York.Gold $384.00
Southall,
By Bergmann
.....Silver 42.00
New

than two months ago, when the manu$420.00
facturers refused to grant a reduction in the
hours of labor and the establishment of a
For the purpose of continuing development more extensively and placing the Company on a
minimum rate of wages demanded by the dividend basis, the Directors have authorized the sale of 100,000 shares of Treasury Stock at the low
Cutters’ Union, after an all night session of price of TWENTY cents per share.
It is the expectation that with the coming season’s work the richer ore bodies will be reached,
conference committees last night, has ended
in a compromise, and the agreement covers and the stock now offered will be worth many times its present price per share.
All
subscriptions for stock should be made to
a period of five years.
The manufacturers granted the demand
&
for an 8-hour work day, but agreed to an advance of 14 per cent, on the bill of prices
schedNew
cutters’
Fine
York,
The
7
onion.
Fiscal
Street,
the
Authorized
Agents,
presented by
ule called for an increase of about 16 per
and drafts should be made payable to them.
All
checks
cent.

more

DENSLOW, WARD

CO.,

CO

MAINE.

X R. P. STICKNEY, Agent,

|
|

a

A I.I.

improvements of the Best Mate

Late

j

CLOTHING

&

~

$

A

""

.0*i

Pure Silk Lined Venetians,
Coverts and Homespuns,

WORK...

The Old Hickory Gold Mining Company.

Quincy, Mass., May 5.' The strike of the
granite cutters of this place, which began

riixtures,

good

a

| HARRY

Follett.
The features of the game were the playing of Martin and Fernald, who made a
star one-handed catch. Wentworth had his
thumb broken open by a foul off the bat of
McMahan in the third inning, Eells taking
his place._

Oxford

v

Belfast.

DRA KL E

’

B

VEGETABLE-*

..Headache

Powders..

SICK and NERVOUS HEADACHE
and NEURALGIA.
Are

FUR sale AT

safe to

use

CITY

*

ami

are

KKPOKT OK

BELFAST

Bank,

At Searsport, in tin* State of Maine,
close of business April ‘1(5, 1900.

at

flie

!

At

Belfast.

opiate-,

STORE

«>t

rfIIK C'OM)lTIO> OK 7

BftNK

NATIONAL

the Stateot .Maine, at
liiiHiness \ )>i*i 1 •»<;. 1 '.MXi

in

KKSOIKCKS.

Itl' vil Ki IvS.

Loans and discounts.$101,481
88
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured...
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
4L\uoo
Stocks, securities, etc.. 1*5.707
5,00*'
Banking-house,furniture and lixtures
Due front National Banksomt Reserve
8,000
Agents)..
Due from approved reserve agents.
Checks and other cash items.
1,284
Notes of other National Banks.
1,332
Fractional paper currency, nickels and
cents.
442
Lawful Money Ilescree in lionk, riz
8,74 7 *52
Specie..
0.747
Legal tender times. 3,000 oo
Redemption fund with U. S. Treas1,890
urer, 5 per cent, of circulation.
..

Total

no

WILSON, Propi-iotoi

KKI’OKT OP TIIK CONDITIO* OP TIIK

National

guaranteed to contain

DRUG

EDMUND

Searsport

—

and where to end.
Anything ards of Newton, Mass. She was kind heartshort of a removal of all the old piles
ed and thoughtful for the wellfare of others,
might leave ttie poorest one of all.” It
is evident, therefore, that no accurate intelligent and refined, and a regular attenestimate can he made as to the cost of dant and faithful worker so long as her
repairs, and they may equal and possi- years would permit at the Unitarian church.
bly exceed, the amount for w hich con- Iler pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, spoke w elltractors are ready to build a new deserved words of
eulogy at the funeral,
bridge, good for a score of years. This which w as held at her late home Wednesday
work can he done without increasing
taxation or incurring suits fordamages; afternoon.
and looking to the interests of all the
Frank 0. Critchett died suddenly at his
citizens this seems to us the best course
home on High street yesterday morning. He
to pursue.
had been in poor health for some time, but
Democratic District and State Conventions. had worked until Tuesday forenoon, when
he was taken with a chill and other grip
The date for the Democratic State and
Third District conventions have been de- symptoms and was carried home. He grew
cided. The State convention will be held in rapidly worse and died about 5 o’clock next
Lewiston, July 11. The Third District con- morning. Mr. Critchett was the only son
vention will beheld in Fairfield, June 6. At
He has
this time the formal opening of The Gerald, of Oliver G. and Mary Critchett.
Amos F. Gerald’s new hotel, will be held been for several years foreman of the cutbe the headquarters of the
, and that will
ting room in Critchett, Sibley & Co.’s shoeDemocrats at that time.

^

=

All Wool Coverts and

....

apt. Henry P. Waterman died at his home
»o i.
W isconsin.
The author pictures with his
X
Top Coats,
son,Henry A. Waterman, in North/in
people there as somber, elieerless, port, May :id, after an illness of but four
Waists,
ground down with toil. Now I know days, at the advanced age of 87 years. He
life there," said the professor, "and 1 was born in Lincolnville, but moved to
Knee Pants, X
I to riot believe that Northport in early life and had since made
know he is lying.
his home there.
He had always followed
Sweaters, &c. X
lust because a man does hard, long
The Vinalhavens played the Koeklands
the sea, was for many years mate in deep
in Rockland May 5 and were defeated by a
anil shall sell them at
•
days’ work, he is miserable.” Of the sea vessels on
foreign voyages, ami later a score of ll to a.
author of "The Man with the Hoe,” lie
captain in the coasting trade. He was well2
SPECIALLY LOW PRICES.
saal. after reading the opening verses known
The Belfast and Camden High school
along the coast and had a host of
-if the poem: "That, too, is a lie. Work friends
the
latter
in
Camden
teams
5tli,
May
those
who
down
to
the
sea
played
go
among
and in addition on THAT DAY ONLY' 4
rioes not brutalize. The great men in in ships, as well as among his townsmen. winning, 23 to 10. Following is the score:
•
we shall give a DOUBLE NUMBER of
BELFAST.
mi
senate, yes and the strong men in j Ilis wife was formerly Dorothy Herrick of
trading stamps on all Boy’s wear—that 2
B.I1. P.O. A. E.
Northport. She has been dead eight years. Fernald, s. s. 1
our faculty, are those that come close
l
4
2
is, T\Y<) stamps instead of one for every T
o
0
o
Work gives vitality. They leave three sons, Nason F. of Belfast, Sibley, 1. f.(>
from the soil.
2
2
1
A. and Thomas of Northport.
He I leering, 2b. 0
It gives Henry
Work makes men efficient.
1
3
1
TEN CENT PURCHASE.
has has one brother, Mark, who lives in Wood, 3b. 2
1
2
n
7
them nerves and real thought.”
McDonald,
p.
Bashan, Wash. (’apt. Waterman was a Harmon, ( ., lb. 2 14 0 5
o
2
1
r. f. u
t
bridge question is one that inter- member of Passagassawaukeag Lodge of McMahan, m.
o
l
o
<>
Belfast, w hich existed from 1844 to 1817, but Clements,
ests. or should interest, every citizen: ;
<>
4
1
0
c.
belonged to no other societies. The funeral Hannon, B.,
and particularly every taxpayer. While, i
My Clothier,
was held at his late home Sunday forenoon,
Total. 7 24 19 10
is M ayor Poor said in 11is address MonLev. C. 11. Bryant officiating. The interCAMDEN.
•
Hain Street, Belfast, He. «
in
o
veiling, many would like to seen! ment was in the East
i
o
Wadsworth, 1. f.
Northport cemetery.
1
0
4
o
u idge located at or nearer the foot
Martin, s. s.
new
()
1
4
Kirk, 2b. 2
ot Mam street, there would seem to he
o
o
Mrs. Agnes C. Richards died at her home, Wentworth, e. o
1
1
7
1
0
c.
and
financial obstacles—to say the old Salmond homestead on Northport Fells,
legal
2
1
1
Watson, r. f. 1
noli: ng id practically shutting off the Avenue, Monday forenoon after an illness
o
»
0
Sides, .. o
1
1
2
ii.-st parti l our harbor—that, at least, of three weeks of the grip. She was born Rankin, 3b.2
o
3
o
in the home in which she died and which Benson, p.. l
ii111si prevent immediate action in that
incorporated under the stats laws op Arizona.
2 13
0
0
lb.
had been her home through life.
She was Brown,
<i rection.
What then is to he done?
a daughter of the late William and Mary
Shares, $1 00 each.
3
Capital stock, $1,000,000.
Totals...13 27 14
lie present bridge is ailinitedly unsafe,
Jane (Ladd) Salmond, and w idow of
1 2 3 4 5 <> 7 8 9
Innings.
Paid
and
yon-assessable.
Full
and cannot he left in that condition.
—23
( apt. Joseph Richards. He died in Ma- Camden.5 l I 15 o l 0 0
Belfast.0 0 10 0 2 1 4 2—10 Property consists ot The Old “Hickory,” The “L. C. Kidd,” The “Uenslow,” The
It must he repaired or rebuilt at once.
tanzas, Cuba, while in command of a
Runs made by Wadsworth, 4; Martin, 3;
The bids for building a new bridge on vessel, about 40
“Victor” The “New York,” The Ward.”
Mrs. Richyears ago.
Kirk, 2; Wentworth, 1; Eells, 2; Watson,2;
the present site are surprisingly low, ards was with him at the time.
six full claims, 1,500x000 feet each, located in tlie famous Kettle 1! iver counThey Sides, 2; Rankin, 3; Benson,!; Brown, 3;
while as Parker Spoffovd, <’. E., said at had no children. She leaves two broth- Fernald, 1; Peering, 3; Woods, 2; McDon- try, in tlie northeastern part of Stevens County, State of Washington, near the
Base on well-known “REPUBLIC
1; McMahan, 1; Clements, 2.
Mine, and directly south of the “LEROY," "WAR
the meeting Monday night: "To at- ers, William W. of Boston and Edwin ald,
ball, Benson, 10; McDonald, 7. Struck out, EAGLE” and other Bonanza mines in the TRAIL CREEK country.
tempt to repair the present structure of Belfast, and two sisters, Mrs. Eunice 1L by Benson, 8; McDonald, 3. Passed balls,
MINING ENGINEER'S REPORT.
would tie a very unsatisfactory work. Giles of Belfast, with whom she has lived Eells, 3; Harmon, 3. Umpires, Beverage of
Tlie following is from tlie report of Col. Robert .1. Hamer, M. E., who examined the properties of
It would he difficult to know where to for several
Camden and Capen of Belfast. Scorer, L.
years, and Mrs. Lavinia A. Rich-

begin

Stylish Home-

spuns,

\
,\

...

is manufactured.

MOTHER’S DAY

|

POPULAR PRICED

HENRY C WARDEN.

£
%
£

t
*

in_^

convinced call and see me.
~jp"To
Repository rear of Windsor Hotel.

ree

we

Perfection

be

ISkirts!
| Skirts!
4t
4f
4$
4t
41
4f
4t
4£

! For

„

...WESTERN

»vi

»•

specialty

I also have as

J'oiifn.
-i-

Remember the Price 49 Cents.

1 have just received the liKST LINK
of CAItlilACKs I ever had.
I

beautifying

gish

one of the bese corset values eve r offereel in the
anil will pay you to see them. .....

HARNESSES.

fiLtiCHJ}
TSOAP >

seventy-five pair*

This is

city

p. m.

I CARRIAGES

FALLING HAIR

The

at 7.30

just

Anyway!

received three hundred and

Corsets that sell for se venty-five cents a
pair. We closed out an entire line aent
lire in ei position to sell them at

!

BAD COMPLEXIONS

Sell Themselves.

They

Following are the Baptist church notices:
Thursday evening Scripture, Acts l:l:i:s-4:s
Friday evening at 7.15 the chorus rehearsal.
On Sunday morning worship at 10.45 and
evening worship at 7.50 o'clock. The pastor’s young men’s Sunday social class at

Mrs.

The third game of base ball was played
at Fast Boston bal! grounds, Vinallntven, I
Tuesday afternoon, May 1st, High Schools
vs. Beds. The settle 11 to 9 in favor of High
school. The High School nine are doing
fairly good work and it is hoped they will
make it lively for the Koeklands Saturday,
The line up for the "Highs" is as
May
follows: Guy Snow, catcher; Harry Sanborn, pitcher; Oral Dyer, first base; George
Sprague, second base; John Lowe, third
base; Joe Kittredge, centre tield ; Leon Sanhorn, short stop; Carl Peaslee, right field;
Will White, left field; J. Herbert Carver,
substitute; F. E. Briggs, manager; ILL.
Sanborn, captain; J. A. Davis, Umpire.
[Rockland Star.

1

Tohnson.

39

Loans and discounts.
.^
Overdrafts, secured and unsecuicd
I
S. Bonds to secure <• iivuLi: imi...
Stocks, securities, etc.
Banking-house,furnii u iv mil tixtun
internal Revenue stamps.
Checks and othercasli items.
Notes o| other Nati«>nai Bank'
Fractional paper currency, mckel-.
and cents.
m Ilxtnh\
<:
I.'iir/n/ Wmo’ij /.'» >va
1 4 IKf. m
Specie.
l.e*ial tender notes.
:t,4TT» *m*
Redemption fund with C.S.Tr«-a>ur
er o’» per cent, of eirculation

01
oo
oo
oo
oo
i;t

25
oo

52
82
00

Total.

.$205,904 01
Capital stock paid

LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in..

25,000 00

Banks.
Dividends unpaid.
Individual deposits subject to check..

expenses

and

outstanding

20,015 07
37,797 60

paid.
National Bank notes outstanding....
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
taxes

>

in.

fund
Surplus
L’miivided profits, less
taxes
paid
National Bank notes

50,000 00

Surnlus fund.
Undivided protits, less expenses and

s.

LIABILITIES.

Due to|other National Banks.
Due to State Banks and hankers
Dividends unpaid
Individual deposits subject to cheek.
Demand certificates of deposit

1,709 48
1,104 00

...

70,218 60

Total.

Total.$206,904 01
State

of

Maine, County

of

Waldo

ss.

I, CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of inv knowledge and
CHAS. F. GORDON, Cashier,
belief.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th
day of May, 1910.
,-.
CHAS E. ADAMS,
l.8.
Notary Public.
'-‘ Correct. Attest:
JAMES G. PENDLETON,)
GEO. F. SMITH.
Directors.
JAMES P. BUTMAN.
)

|

}

[

I

State of Maine, County of Wai
I.C. W. WKSCOTT, Cashier of the albank, do solemnly swear that the ah.
uient is true to the best of mv knowled.
lief.
C. W. \VESCOTT
Subscribed and sworn to before me
day of Mav, 1‘JOO.
JOSEPH WILLIAM"
Notan I
Correct —Attest:
JOHN
BROOKS,
WM R. SWAN.
TIKIS. W. P1TCHEK, )

WANTED.

WANTED.
Girl wanted to do general l'ousework in a small
Enquire at
THE DINSMOKE SHOE STOKE.

family.

Belfast, May 3,1900.-13

A capable
small family.

girl to do general hous. "
Apply at
13 CEDAR STI5I--1

Belfast, May 10,1900.—19tf

The

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.

assessors

census

Clements shipped

I

tons of old iron

27

Mass., Monday.

,-ster,

Clifford is painting the scenery for
presentation of Pinafore,
M. Leighton will give a talk on
of our City Streets before the
ub Monday evening, May 14tli.

i.
l

Water Co. had the stand-pipe
cleansed and painted and the
iad the hydrants hushed last week.
Hast

I;,

_i

session of the public
to morrow, Friday, that the teachers
•t-i»d the teachers’ convention in
will be

no

ho recently had a laundry
;i\ Row, and left rather suddenly,
in Rockland and lias reopened
:• r! \
dr) in that city.
Tom,

■

w

>
Maiden has sold his colt by
Wilkes to Whitman Sawyer of PortMi. Maiden returned Saturday from
i-toii w ith a lot of new carriages.

oombs brought to this office
Katie
a bouquet of wild flowers which
the hepatica, anemone and the
specimen of the honeysuckle fani(

Hi ow n put in a new style of compile at their market last week. It
at a glance w ithout adjustment the
and price of any article placed
\

sheriff Frank (J. Norton went to
Hand last week to take to the Refrom Palermo a young man
Maiden, who had been sentenced to
at ion for larceny by Trial .lust-ice
-o*l

last
to return Horace Maiden, wlio
>
ip<d from the jail in that city.
ved a short sentence in Waldo
and was afterwards sentenced
uiths in K»*nnebec jail, both senAbout two weeks
horse stealing.
tped from an officer who had him
Norton

-•

went

to

Augusta

sheriff Norton was notified,
Sheriff l\ B. Norton arrested
Preedom. May 2d.

;k.
ut\

idar quarterly session of Wa do
! ..ilgeB. 1 .will he held withSebasMgc. No. loi, at Burnham, May
:• the routine business, an interest:iiii has been arranged by the local
I !e- address of welcome will be by
d.ii y Pinery
response by District
11. ii
The M. (
P. 1.. Bartlett.
one fare the round trip on old
It is hoped that every lodge
a
full delegation. P. L. Brackett,
1

A mi i..
The month of
the warmest April ever reMr. L. 11. March in his records of
ami the rainfall was very light.
•;a
temperature for the month was
list 47.40 for April, ls***», which
a very warm month, and ia.su for
The highest
age of 41 years past.
on the 21st and noth,
!ire was 77
M Mi. Mill' ll has ever recorded in
l ie-lowest was an on the nth day.
i, !• days, with a total precipitaW

a i;m

was

iiches.

There

on

days, hut

■-11 < 1 w

were

not

very

slight

enough

to

p\ 1 u. /‘urs<>$ tjnnrante?d.
meeting of the trustees of
Bounty \giicu1tural Society was

lit.

1 !

\si

..ul

the

court

house

.Saturday’afternoon

It
important action was taken.
I to gnaiantee the trotting purses
The treasurer and W. 11.
were
authorized to execute the
1 i»• 1 forward the necessary fees to
•a
under national rules. 'The

ee*

was fixed at 2.' cents for m-m :
carriages: ladies tree. a. 1
■1. !>. 1
Breenlaw and Wm. Beckappointed a linance committee.
dent was instructed m arrange for
rates on the railroads and steamourned m Thursday. June 7th, at

fee

n

for

\

1

e.

w.

••ling of the Waldo ouniy Yetereiatioii, aniiounced to ho held in
Ilaii. Belfast, 111 ii 1 sday. May ad,
II uu*d on account of the storm.
■•••id attempt to hold a meeting
this sprin
Both were prevented
utlier. A few members of Thom'.11 shall Post. B. A. B.. and one coni■!;
Winterport met in the hall at the
'• d I line, and tin* visitor said he came
ii the visit of the Belfast mail who
only one from out of town at a
of the Association in Winterport
•ars ago.
The boys told a few stories,
el an excellent dinner in the hall.
It
eeided to hold the next meeting at
Island Bar, Thursday, June 7th.
■■•

-•

■

fKiiY Heavy Stokm.
The storm
prevailed last Thursday, Friday and
of Saturday was unusual in several
■•■is.
A heavy rain set in Thursday
ag and in 4K hours the rain fall was
lies.
There were two peals of thunue of
which rattled the dishes, stove
windows, etc. The lightning was
•tv brilliant.
During the day Tliursnd Friday the clouds would blow
sun come out lor awniie, ana
would fall.
Saturday morning
-'as a fall of snow and hail, that
I the fields in some sections a little
mii the coast.
The roads were bad"•‘•1 and some culverts that were unarry away the water were washed
I 'M) ou the Perkins' road were danibadly that the road was closed until
could he made. The George Ucii! iu Northport was badly washed
n t of it was fenced out.
The Little
m idge, below Saturday Cove, was
damaged that the mail stage and
.mis were obliged to go around by
Knights’ Pond.

mu tne

tin

St k a m bo at M k n
C apt. ()tis
of steamer City of Bangor has
ln-d Tin* Journal with a brief record
steamboat men who may well be
i veterans.
Capt. Jason Collins beamboating on the steamer New Kng!nuing between the Kennebec river
in 18:5b. He is now captain on
'’••amer Kennebec. Capt. John Thomp-an in 1844 on the steamer Frank on
m
John route.
He was transferred
11
Unit line last year to the Steam Packrunning between Boston and I’ort1
||i. is I1()W [n command of the line
‘"■ship Governor Dingley. C'apt. Otis
-!
‘bam began steamboating in 18.i8onthe
o' er Daniel
Webster, running between
oid and Bangor, and is now captain
steamer City of Bangor of the BosomI Bangor line.
Capt. W. A. Colby
"i the steamer Falmouth between
'"u and St. John in 1870 and is still on
one route in command of the State of
1:1
Mr. John Long began as a steam""iitmaii in 1844 as wheelsman on the Bos"" a"d St.
John boats. In 1807 he began
1,1 tlle
Boston and Bangor line in the steamwith Capt. Ingraham and is now quarter'“a-ster of the City of Bangor.
i;an

mid

■

<

You

1252

1

They

last year.

have finished the school
find 1267 scholars,
against

Clara J.

Gilmore, Belfast, $12.
Chief Engineer W. R. For.l has
made arrangements with Isaac Staples to haul the
lire apparatus at night
alarms, and gives
notice that the first suitable team
appearing
in ease of a day fire will be
employed and
* paid Sl.no for each fire.
in hot
*
A meeting of the local
physicians and
but you can take it and diothers interested in
establishing a hospital
it as well in summer as g in Belfast was held
*
Tuesday afternoon.
in winter,
it is not like the # j Plans were discussed and Dr. S. W. Johnson was instructed to take
measures to form
cod-liver
.<£
which is
a corporation.
Several available sites, with
1
? difficult to take at any time,
good buildings, have been offered, but no
decision will be reached until the
If you are
»
preliminaries are arranged.
and >'
you are
Dr. Luce is having extensive
repairs made
you need
in his office at the Opera House and when
completed will have a suit of three connecting rooms as finely fitted as any in the city.
Hard pine floors have been laid in the
private office, a private closet with set washand must have it to
bowl connected with city water, all
up
newly
If £ painted and papered. Stickney has charge
your flesh and
of the plumbing and McDonald the carpenter
it and
you have been
work.
on it, don’t fail to
Samuel Adams has furnished the class
continue until you are thorpins and rings for the Castine Normal School
*
and well.
if class of ltioo. The rings are 14k oval gold
* m
bands, with the figures ’00 in sunk raised
oo. all druggists.
5°-. and
letters, and a scroll at either end. The ini£ SCOTT \ H "A \ Chemists. New York.
tials of the owner and the class motto,
“Crown the Heights," are cut on the inside.
A new ten-cent public carriage appeared
The pins are white and heliotrope enamal,
on the streets Tuesday, George A. Beckett,
surrounded by a wreath of gold with the
proprietor and driver.
letters “E. S. N. s. '00" across the face. The
The Bendix concert has been postponed to class numbers (ill pupils, the largest that
ever graduated from a normal
a date in .Tune to be decided later, in order
school in
Maine.
not to conflict with Pinafore.
s

|
|

%

| ^

$

need not lose flesh in summer
if you use the
proper means
to prevent it.
You think k
you can’t take SCOTT’S

|

EMULSION

weather,

plain

oil,

HAS

JUST

RECEIVED

|

§

gcst

|

GEORGE W. BURKETT

Pensions have been granted as follows:
Benj. F. Neddo, Belfast,
.?8; original
widows, etc., Urania G.
Hadley, Belfast:

-HIS SPRING STOCK OF MILLINERY GOODS*

J

f

losing flesh,
losing ground

^

|

^

| Scott’s Emulsion ^j
keep
strength.
taking

£

|

5

|
J

prospering

oughly strong

W"Our Prices

|

are

very much less than

regular Milliners prices

Below Find Styles of Suits from $15.00 to $37.00

5

f

Ready

Suits

Made

SUITS ARE MADE OF

on

hand ready for immediate
delivery,
values ranging from

.,

WOOL CHEVIOTS,
THIS

CAMELS HAIR,

SPRING,

we

have given great attention to this department
and '.ou will tind in our

COViRT CLOTHS,

PiN AFcuti:. As promised in The Journal
last week we now print the cast of Pinafore,
asstock a very
and can announce that the opera will be
*
from.
These
are ...
to select'
The annual meeting of the Belfast flu- j given in the Belfast Opera House Wednesmane Societj
will be held in the office of day and Thursday evening, May 2nd and
1 Minton iV I Minton next Tuesday evening at 24tli. The costumes, scenery and music will
SPLENDID STYLE,
be first class, and the following cast speaks
we
100
7.:io o'clock.
for itself:
11
I.ocke
has
the
on
hand
bought
Sperry
have now
interests
Mrs. K. 1’. Frost
of A. 11. Voik in the New Lunch rooms on ; Josephine.
Mrs. K. S. J’itobor
NICELY MADE,
Buttercup,
Common street. Waterville. Mr. Locke has j Hebe.
Miss 1 sabol (linn
for
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II.
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watchman, I. D. Sears; steward, Freemanweek when tin* bridge will be again open.
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visiting her brother,
100 Dozen Black
Leslie Bean, and her sister, Mrs. James A. arrived Frida) with general cargo from
Boston
Sch.
P.
M.
arrived
Bonney
Nickerson ...Mrs. Mary A. Nickerson is on
May
the sick list. ...Frank Herrick returned -d from Yinalhaven, making the round trip
b. ourselves and worth
home Ma\ '2nd from a winter's cruise to and disposing of a general cargo in three
A beautiful a .sortmenf of
days... ( apt. Ralph W. Pattershall has
South \merica.
We shall sell at
37jC..
sold sell. Paul Seavey to Gardiner parties
BLu k Lisle
Accid.-n >.
James II. Cunningham fell
25c.
and bought sch. Sarah L. Davis of his
on the sidewalk Saturday night and receivfrom
father, Capt. George W. Pattershall. The
ed injuries which have since confined him
If these goods were imported toSeavey is at Gardiner, and the Davis reto the house... Miss Lillian, daughter of H.
day they would retail at 50c,
sailed for New York in command of
F. Mason, fell while hanging May baskets cently
( apt. John W. Ryder, formerly of sell. Fanthe evening of May 2nd, and broke both
nie & Edith
The New England shipbuildbones of her left arm near the wrist.!
Lewis Wentworth fell from his carriage at ing Company launched at Bath May 1st one
200 ROLLS OF
of the largest barges which has ever been
Poor’s Mill while riding home to Knox from
constructed. It was the Georgia, built for
this city Tuesday afternoon. He was taken
the Coastwise Steamship Company of New
up unconscious and carried to Hr. Pearson’s
York at a cost of about $60,000. She is 237
in Morrill. The extent of his injuries canfeet long, 43 feet beam and 20.5 feet deep.
not yet be fully ascertained, as he was probPrices from
to 62fc
She was nearly ready for sea when launchably injured internally, lie received a
ed. She will be commanded by Capt. Rufus
few bruises on his head and hands, but no
...IN...
llarriman of Prospect Ferry....Sch. Eliza
broken bones.
60 different
will
.1. Pendleton sailed yesterday for Brunsi.i
stock
In
fact
have
we
A young woman appeared in the garden
many
wick, (la., to load lumber for Reedy Island
and
be found in
will
our
at the rear of the jail Wednesday evening
Delaware Bay. She had slight repairs in
not space to mention on
Oil
Cloths.
and
when
the
her
May 2d,
turnkey accosted
Belfast.... Sch. Harriet Rogers loaded wood
#
be found the
assorthand.
she gave such strange answers that lie de- and other material for
Seal Harbor Wedever
ment we
cided she was insane and sent for the po- ;
nesday— Sch. Henry Whitney arrived
2oo HASSOCKS
lice. She gave an account of herself, say-!
Monday from Bangor with lumber for New
ing that her home was in Rockville and that York... Sell. A. IV. Ellis, Ryder, arrived at 15 WINTER
BUY A PAIR OF OUR
she had latch been at work in the family of 1 Camden
marked down to 42c
Sunday with coal from Perth Am1
on
sold
an aunt in Thomaston, giving her name.
boy.
Sheriff Norton telephoned to Thomaston
j Nkw Aiivkktishmknts. Carle A Jones,
10
Who wants to take
Lace
and learned that no such person lived there.
17 to 21 Main street, have something to say
them? Your
The woman was given food and shelter by
at
and a beautiful assortthis week to up-to-date buyers. They are
the sheriff, and word was sent out to the ofat cut prices, nickel
will be found in abundance.
00
ment of
ficers of neighboring towns. As the weath- j ottering paper hangings
plated ware, tin ware and kitchen furnisher was stormy the woman remained at the
| ings at marked down prices, two tables of
jail until Saturday, when word was receiv- |
useful .7 and 10 cent goods, and a great vaed from Rock port that she had escaped
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO ENUMERATE STYLES IN OUR DRESS GOODS DEPT. YOU WILL FIND IN BLACK AND
of other articles—See wliat William
from the almshouse in that town. She was riety
COLORED DRESS GOODS, SILKS, ETC., A VERY TENPTING DISPLAY.
A. Clark, manufacturing clothier, Plienix
sent back on the Boston steamer Saturday
Row, has to offer in the line of popular
night.
priced spring overcoats. Prices range from
100
A Birthday Party.
OF THOSE STEEL ROD
A very pleasant Ss to Sis
Shirt waist sets and fancy
...THE
attended
some
party,
by
fifty young people, hosiery at Carle & Jones’ new store, next
(
invited guests, was given in the Belfast door to
See statements of
crockery store
Opera House Wednesday evening, May 2d, Belfast and Searsport National Banks, and
in honor of the loth birthday of Miss of the
Peoples National Bank of Belfast_
Mamie Slaxfield, daughter of Sir. and Sirs. See notice of C. W.
Frederick, agent, concernCharles H. Slaxfield. The program opened
ing bills against sch. Fannie & Edith_
with a three act drama entitled IndependMARKET.
George C. Seavey gives notice that he has
AT
CENTS EACH
ent, with the following east of characters: removed his restaurant from Custom House
Lenora
Slamie
Slary Reynolds,
Slaxfield;
square to the Stickney building, Church
Slurray, Lillian Spinney; Sirs. Slurray, Inez street, and greatly improved it. Meals furOur
sale on them
in two
lot was
The
Bob
Sir.
llanson;
Slurray, Clarence Hall;
nished singly or by the week, and lunches
Bouncer, Slauriee Towle; Sirs. Bouncer, at short notice.Dr. Drake’s Vegetable
Bessie
Charles
SleSIahan;
Ingraham, Headache Powders, safe and sure, at the
Ernest SI. Jacobs. The stage was arranged
a
City Drug Store, Edmund Wilson, propriewith the usual furnishings, and every detail tor. ..Corsets 411 cents at Fred A. Johnson's,
was given attention as for a professional
Masonic Temple_Henry C. Maiden has
performance, and the young folks acquitted at his
store is
and are anxious to sell. We have made
full of
we .do not want
repository in the rear of the Windsor
themselves finely in their respective parts. Hotel a line line of
carriages and harnesses.
that will start them
and in return fo^ your money we
is
Your
During the intermission between acts He makes a speciality of State Prison work,
Slisses Slaxfield and Hanson gave a banjo and has also the best of western work.
will
A. A.
Howes & Co. are agents for the
you
solo with piano accompaniment. After the
Cooper Sheep Dipping Powder-Capable
play the main floor was cleared and dancing girl wanted to do housework in a small famand playing games were enjoyed.
Sliss ily. Apply at 13 Cedar street—Saturday,
will be “Mother’s Day” at Harry
Slaxfield received many costly and beautiful May 12th,
W. Clark’s, 83 Main street. He will on that
presents and her guests had a most enjoy- day show a line line of clothing for little
folks at specially low prices.
able evening.
.lames i\ Wight has begun on a dwelling
for the poor at his farm on the Lineolnville
road. It will be JUxoO, two stories high.
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GEORGE W. BURKETT,Odd Fellows’ Block.

LITERARY NEWS AND

NOTES.

SALESWOMEN

Lady Broome's “Bird Notes” in The
laving Age l'or April zl, and the Quarterly Review's paper on The Wild Garden
which forms the leading article of the
same number, are charming and season?

keep going

able.

great deal of interest in being manifested among Colby men in a book of
"Colby Stories" that is being compiled
by Herbert C. Libby, 'til. Among the
more recent contributors are W. S.
iKnowiton, ’(>:>, principal of Monson
Academy; Asher C. Hinds,'s:l,secretary
to Speaker Henderson; (). I.. Ilall. '(>;!,
editor of Rockland Star: Geo. E. Googins, Esq., 'sti, of Bar Harbor.
A

lose their

place.

WOMEN
WHO EARN
THEIR LIVING

quote:
“I had been in poor health for some time,
my troubles having been brought on by standing, so my physician said, causing serious womb trouble. I had to give up my work. I was
just a bundle of nerves and would have fainting spells at
monthly periods. I doctored and took various medicines, but
« got no relief, and when I wrote to
you
d I could not walk more than four blocks
d at a time. I followed your advice, takI mg Lydia E. Pinkham's Blood Purifier
in connection with the Vegetable ComS pound and began to gain in strength
i from the first. I am getting to be a
M stranger to pain and I owe it all to your
V medicine. There is none equal to it,
*■
for I have tried many others before using yours. Words cannot
be said too strong in praise of it.”
Miss Polly Frame,
Meade,
| Kan., writes:
“Dear Mrs. Pinkham—I feel it
my duty to write you in regard to
what your medicine has done for
1 cannot praise it
_me.

|

In view of the fact that the American

Unitarian Association is about to celebrate the seventy-lifth anniversary of
its founding, the New England Magazine gives place in its May issue to a
history ot T'nitarianism in America,"
a careful and thorough study of the
mou mi nt by Rev. (leorge Willis ('ooke,

;

wings.

painful
f<jr nearly

j

Dewey"

One of the warmest political friends
of the late James (1. Blaine was Stephen
B. Elkins, Senator from B est Virginia.
Their friendship began this way. Early
when Air. Elkins was a

territorial delegate to Congress from
New Alexico, privileged to speak, hut
This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O, not to vote, he wanted to make a speech
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared upon a subject dear to the hearts of his
in two minutes.
No boiling! no baking!
add boiling water and set to cool. Flavors: constituents. Air. Blaine was Speaker
—Lemon. Orange, Kaspberry and Straw- of the House and Air. Elkins was anew
berry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
lylO man and, being unknown, was without
influence.
He determined to he heard
Ouilty. Lawyer. “Did the defendant, to nevertheless, and
planned to meet the
your knowledge, ever incite another to per-'
.jury .'*’ Witness. “Yes. 1 once heard him Speaker privately. As luck would have
it, one night while Air. Elkins was dinask a woman her age."
Chicago News.
ing in Welker’s restaurant Air. Blaine
Concerning Seattle. Puget Sound. Wash- walked in and took a seat near him.
ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
all formality, the young memInformation, Seattle, Wash., <> M. Moore, B'aiving
ber introduced himself and laid his case
ltf
Secretary.
plainly before the Speaker.
“That deaf-mute guide seems t<> be very
"All right," said Air. Blaine, when he
well posted on the institution," said the vis- had ended.
"As soon as you get your
itor. “Yes, indeed," replied the superinI'll recognize you and you
tendent. “lie has every thing at his fingers* j speech ready
shall be heard.”

"Why

Passed."
The "Review of the
Month" as usual opens the magazine,
and gives an abundance of exact information with pungent editorial comment. covering the progress of affairs
abroad and at home, tiie political situation. Porto Rieo legislation, difficulties
ot xune of tiie big so-called “trusts,”
tiie new Carnegie Company, the Croton
strike, rapid transit in New York. etc.
'11.1 departments of editorial crucible,
<■
ic and educational notes, hook review-. letters from correspondents,
question box, etc., are complete as
usual.
was

Table Talk for May is an unusually
good number of this excellent housekeeping magazine. It opens with an
article entitled “Our Nursery Tales, Today and Yesterday." by Nora Archibald Smith, one of tiie most popular
juvenile writers. It is a valuable contribution and will interest all women in
their homes.
"Traveling Hints" is a
timely article written by one who has
made many trips abroad and is an old
and experienced traveller. There are
so
many persons going to Europe this
summer- -many of them for the first
time that such an article will he most
helpful. H is instructive and practical
from the beginning to the end. Among
other good articles may he mentioned
"The
Hygiene of Drinking:” “Tiie
spinster’s Solace;” "Some Household
Inserts:" "Spring Breens for Salads:”
"Mending in the Home." The regular
departments of "All Through the

Year:" "Housekeepers’ Inquiries,” etc.,

re as usual, full of helpful and practical information for the home. Table
l alk spares neither pains nor expense
to furnish the
best information to
housekeepers, bur readers can obtain
a sample copy free by addressing Table
Taik Publishing Co., Philadelphia.

Saturday Evening Post.

The Rising Poet had recited several of
his efforts to the Pair Young Girl, and, as
Rising Poets usually do, he paused for comment. “Truly," said the maiden, “you are
the best specimen of llomarus Americanus
I have ever seen." The Rising Poet was
even more visibly proud than usual until he
looked in the back of the dictionary, and
learned that “llomarus Americanus” was
the scientific name for “lobster.” This is
the result of allow ing our daughters to read
the classics, and talk slang, too. [ Baltimore American.

NERVOUS PROSTRATION.
Have You These

...

It

Symptoms?

“The Green Comma differs from the
others of the species of l’oiygonia bv the
greater apparent raggedness of the outer margins of the wings, and by the considerable amount-of dark green deckings
outlie undersurface, particularly noticeable in the males and on the outer half
of the wings. The centre of the hind
wings is adorned beneath with a silvery
comma-like mark.
It is seldom
found far from the woods."
The IIop-Merchant is another 1’olygonia. "having a silvery comma with
expanded tips in tlie centre of tlie hind
wings beneath. The butterfly frequents
roads, especially in damp places, or collects in some numbers oil damp stones
by forest brooks, not crowded together,
but scattered about in close
hood, with wings outspread to receive
full benefit of the sun.”
“Xo one who
looks for the
earliest hepaticas and violets in the
spring but will have noticed, fluttering
about the thickets or near the streamlets in the woods, a liny blue butterfly
like a violet afloat: and if be lias
caught one under Ins hat. tie cannot fail
to have observed the delicacy of the
gossamer wings, which bis rude handling lias quite spoiled. The Spring
Azure is the earliest of our butterflies
to come from the elnysalis of the same
season, and ushers in the spring."
"Tlie Cabbage Bntteiily lias an expanse of about two inches'; is of a dull
white color above, with the extreme
tii> blockish, a round black spot just beyond the middle of the tore wings and
another at tlie front edge of the hind
wings; tlie female lias also a second
spot on the fore wings below the first:
beneath, the wings are washed with

neighbor-

habitually

yellow and more or less flecked, especially on the liitul wings, with griseons,
and the markings of the upper surface
are repeated in part.
They arc
fond of flowers, and have been thought
to show a special predilection for those
of their own color."
The Clouded Sulphur is a "yellow butterfly commonest among our Northern

species."

"The Gray Comma is the least brilliant of all ti:c I’olygonias, and is called
the Gray Comma from the nearly uniform dark ashen-gray tint of the under
surface, caused by the covering of a
light brown ground with a web of
slender, wavy black threads having a
general transverse direction.
This species is further characterized
by having tlie silver spot in the centre
of tlie bind wing in the form of a
straight-sided I., instead of a curved
C.
If startled it quickly snaps
it spread wings into an erect position."
"Tlie American Tortoise-Shell differs
markedly from every other of our butterflies.
Although a Northern insect,
there are three broods annually, both
the butterflies and tlie chrysalids hiberThe butterfly hibernating.
nates under stones found in piies, or in
bam lofts or similar places.
It
is found almost throughout New England. but is extremely rare in the southern portions, the limit of its commonness being near tlie northern line of
Massachusetts.’’ | Boston Transcript.
...

Are you nervous? Are you fidgety? Are
you irritable? Are you changeable in your
moods? Is your appetite capricious ? Does
your mind wander? Do you change your
mind often on the same subject ? Is it hard
for you to concentrate your mind on any one
subject? Are you fretful? Are you sleepItch on human cured in SO minutes by
less? Do you have flashes of cold or heat ?
This never
Are
you troubled at times with palpitation? Woolford’s Sanitary Lotion.
Jell-O, The New Dessert
Do you have cold sweats? Do you have fails. Sold by A. A. llowes & Co., Drugpleases all the family. Four flavorsLem- spells in which you surely think you are go- gists, Belfast, Xle. lyrl'.i.
on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At ing to die? Do you have strange, roaring,
your grocers, locts. Try it to-day.
lylO
buzzing sounds in your ears? Do you suffer
Farm Property Rates.
from Paralysis, Sciatica, Locomotor Ataxia ?
Touching Consideration. “That burglary
If you have these symptoms, Dr. 1 hillock’s
was the most satisfactory affair I have ever
j Wonderful Electric Pills for weak, worn-out.
The New England Insurance Exchange
heard of." “What do you mean?” “They nervous
people should be used at once. They has just made a very radical change in the
went through my daughter's 700 wedding will
restore you to perfect health rating of farm
positively
property throughout this
presents and carried off only the dupli- ; and give a buoyant spirit with nerves of
State, and the new rating goes into ert'ect
cates." i Chicago Record.
steel and completely cure all of the above very soon.
Following is the revised schedTwo million Americans suffer the tortur- symptoms. Give them a trial.
ule:
Eartn property occupied by owner,
Sold at drug stores,
a box;
0 boxes, minimum rates : dwellings and contents and
ing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. Bursufficient
to
cureimM
obstinate
cases.
dock Blood Bitters cures. At any drugstore. ;
•?“»,or barns and contents, when barn is not more
sent direct from laboratory, prepaid, on re- than :«)() feet from
dwelling, and written
There's been quite a change in old Back- 1 ceipt of price. Advice on all diseases, from with
dwelling, one year, do cents, three
bite, hasn't there?" “How so?" “lie has specialists, Free.
Address HALLUCK years, 81.50; barns and contents more than
taken to riding a wheel." “I can't see that DRUG CO., llo Court
st., Poston, Mass. :ioo feet from dwellings, when written with
that's any change. He'll still continue to Established is4s.
dwellings, one year, SO cents, three years,
run down his neighbors.”
82; barn and contents when written without
[Philadelphia;
Record.
dwellings, one year, 81; three years 82.0O;
Volcanic Eruptions
tenant
farm property, dwellings and conto
foreseean
Not
imaccident.
Impossible
Are
but
Skin
rob
life
of
tents and barns and contents, when barn is
grand,
Eiuptions
possible to be prepared for it. Dr. Thomas’
Buck
leu’s
Arnica
Salve
cures them;
not
more than two feet from dwelling and
•Joy.
Kclectric Oil—Monarch over pain.
also Old, Running and Fever Sores, Ulcers. written with dwellings, one year no
cents;
A Boom.
“The undertaker is very jolly Roils, Felons, Corns, Warts, Cuts, Bruises, three years 82.25: barn and contents more
this morning.” “Yes. Three hundred new
Burns, Scalds, (’happed Hands, Chilblains. than :i(>0 feet from dwellings when written
doctors were graduated last night." j Har- Best Pile cure on earth. Drives out Pains with dwellings, one year, 81; three years,
and Aches. Only 24 ets. a box. Cure guar- 82.50; barns and contents when written
lem Life.
anteed. Sold by R. II. Moody, Druggist.
without dwellings, one year, 81.20; three
Coughs and colds, down to the very boryears 8a _; farm buildings occupied by man
derland of consumption, yield to the soothj
or superintendent id’ farms are not "to be
ing, healing influences of Dr. Wood's Nor- !
A Powder Mill
Explosion
considered tenant farms and no farm
way Pine .Syrup.
Removes everything in sight; so do drastic property shall be written for a longer term
In the Menagerie. The Elephant: “Pro- mineral pills, but- are mighty dangerous. than three years.
fessional life w ould not be so bad if it were Don’t dynamite the delicate machinery of
not for the long jumps." The Kangaroo:
your body w ith calomel, croton oil or aloes
“Gh, I don't mind them.” [Baltimore pills, when Dr. King’s New Life Pills,which
are gentle as a summer breeze, do the work
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND
American.
perfectly. Cures Headache, Constipation.
Scratch, scratch, scratch ; unable to attend Only 2f)C. at R. II. Moody’s drug store.
to business during the day or sleep during
the night.
Itching piles, horrible plague.
The Maine Bible Society.
Doan’s Ointment cures. Never fails. At
any drug store, 50 cents.

Life was Saved.
I
F. Lilly, a prominent citizen of
Hannibal, Mo., lately had a wonderful deliverance from a frightful death. In telling
of it he says: “I was taken with Typhoid
Fever, that ran into Pneumonia. My lungs
The Motive: “I will ask you now,” the atbecame hardened. I was so weak I couldn't
even sit up in bed.
Nothing helped me. I torney for the prosecution said to the w itness, “if the defendant in this case conexpected to soon die of Consumption, when fessed
to you his motive in shooting the de1 heard of Dr. King’s New Discovery. One
bottle gave great relief. I continued to use ceased.” “Hold on!” interposed the attorfor
the defence. “I object.” “I only
it, and now am well and strong, 1 can’t say ney
too much in its praise.” This marvellous want to find out whether—” “I object!”
medicine is the surest and quickest cure in Legal wrangle for half an hour; “The witthe world for all Throat and Lung Trouble. ness may answer,” ruled the Judge. “Now,
I will ask you again. Did or did
Regular size r>o cents and Si.00. Trial bot- then, sir,
tle free at R. II. Moody’s Drug Store; every not the prisoner confess to you his motive
in
the deceased?”
“He did.”
shooting
bottle guaranteed.
“What was it?” “He wanted to kill him.”
Tribune.
I consider it not only a pleasure but a [Chicago
duty I owe to my neighbors to tell about the
Beware of Breen Fruit.— Now in the
wonderful cure effected in my case by the heated term
people should pay attention to
timely use of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera their diet, avoiding unripe fruit and stale
ami Diarrhoea Remedy. 1 was taken very
which invariably bring on
vegetables
badly with tlux and procured a bottle of this cramps, cholera morbus, or diarrhoea. Chilremedy. A few doses of it effected a per- dren are particularly subject to complaints
manent cure. I take pleasure in recom- of this
kind, and no mother can feel safe
mending it to others suffering from that without having a bottle of Pain-Killer.
dreadful disease.—J. W. Lynch, Dorr, W. It is a
safe, sure and speedy cure. Avoid
Va. This remedy is sold by A. A. Ilowes
substitutes, there is hut one Pain-Killer,
& €o., Druggists.
Perry Davis’. Price 2fic. and BOc.
IIin

Mr. J.

•

|

with a
the bind

bark.”

What Shall We Have for Dessert?

uiting

on

is fond of pitching
with closed wings, head down, on the
trunks of large trees, when the colors of
tlie under surface of the wings render it
difficult to distinguish it from the gray

for May, from its frontispiece
by Frederic Remington to tile last page
oi' its monthly Review, from the pen of
its editor, teems with matters of interest tu sportsmen of ail degrees and
I
last-s. Whether they be devoted to the
Rod or Cun. to the Thoroughbred, the
Trotter or the Bull Dog: to the Cruising
Yacht or the Canoe: to Coif or to Cycling, .11 to Athletics at home or abroad.
thc> will lind abundant interesting and
helpful mattei in its pages; and should
their penchant he the reading of others’ I
adventures and hair-breadth ’scapes “A
shotgun Episode.” by Frederic Remingends."
Baltimore American.
ton. -Tie Professor's Scar.” “With the
The speech was
j And heard he was.
( ulorado
Cowpuncher 011 a Round-up,” RHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY
in a sniaM way Air. Elkins' political be•■The Hybrid Wolves of Coslieu Hole,"
hut
it
was
of
even more imginning.
“Mystic Cure’’ for Kheumatism and Ncir: portance to Air.
and The Hood Bad Lands and the Bad !
Blaine, for the young
cures in ! to
Its
acralgia
radically
days.
I tad Lands of the West.” provide excitetion upon tlie system is remarkable and man promptly pushed himself into a
ment galore. A widely interesting symmysterious. It removes at once the cause commanding place in national politics
j
nt
on
The
university opinion
I><i-,in11
and the disease immediately disappears. The and soon aftenvard married a daughter
Fnivi-rsity Social Problem in its Rela- first dose greatly benefits! 7f» cents. Sold of Henry (1. llavis of West Virginia.
tin'! tn Undergraduate Athletics has ! b\ A. A. Howes A Co., Druggists, Belfast.
He became a Senator from that state.
hci-ti gathered.
The contents of this :
T. F. Anthony, Kx-Kostmaster of Promise From the date of that speech until ]S!I2,
;
u.ier. coming from more than two
City, Iowa, says: “I bought one bottle of when Senator Elkins marshaled the
dozen of the best-equipped authors of ‘Mystic Cure’ for Kheumatism, and two forces of President Harrison at Aliiinethe day. show that the new management doses of it did me more good than any other
he was among the foremost
medicine I ever took." Sold hy A. A. Howes apolis,
is justifying its claims.
champions of Air. Blaine’s Presidential
A Co., Druggists, Belfast.
candidacies.
Dr. David Starr .Ionian. President of
The Cornfed Philosopher.
“When the j
|
General Harrison had delayed naming
J.eland Stanford. .)r.. University, con- joke is on you." said the Cornfed
Pliiloso-J
Mr. Blaine was the leadtributes to the May number of Cun- plier, “do not let it stay there. Laugh it Ids pieinier.
ing name mentioned for the place. In
ton’s Magazine an aide article on "The off."
Indianapolis Press.
December
Air.
Elkins wrote to the
Control of the Tropics.” The "Shabby
President-elect saying that nine-tenths
For Over Fifty Years.
Salaries of Our Public Officials," a disof the Hi publicans throughout thecounAn
and
Wi:r.i-Thiki, Kkmkdv.
gracefully neglected matter, is ably discussed with ample data by Mr. Adel- Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been try would he greatly disappointed if the
hert II. steele. The interesting work of used for over lift\ years by millions of giving out of Mr. Blaine’s name as Secthe City History Club of New York is mothers for their children while teething,! retary of State were delayed much lonwith perfect success. It soothes the child, ger. This letter w as mailed from a post
set forth by Mr. Charles Burr Todd, ausoftens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind box
uptown in New York, and two days
thor of a history nt the metropolis. colic, and is the best
remedy for Diarrhoea. later, to the assembled reporters in InThe editor. Professor Cunton, contrib- Is pleasant to the taste. Sold
by druggists'
General Harrison announcutes a strong and suggestive article on
in every part of the world.
’Twenty-live i dianapolis,
"Expansion the Doom of Protection." cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be i ed that Air. Blaine had accepted the
and
shorter
articles
011
"Admiral sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing post of Secretary of State in ids Cabinet. The letter had had its effect. [The
and
the sherman Law Syrup, and take no other kind.
1

margin,

half, with a sometimes indistinct, slender. white L in the middle of tlie hind

and

seventies,

the front

wing) near the tip. Beneath they are
excessively variegated, but, in general,
brown on tlie basal, ashen on the apical

Senator Elkins’ Account with Blaine.* j

she: “We're going to organize a society.”
lie: “What Daughters of the Revolution l'”
She: “Oh, no; it's only going to be a sewing
circle, with a little gossip if we want it.”
He: “Ah, Daughters of the Revelation, is
in the
it .’” [Detroit Free Press.

next

smaller white bar (largest

five years had suffered
with falling of
the
womb, and whites. Also
had ovarian trouble, the
left ovary being so swollen and sore that I could not move
without pain. Now, thanks to your wonderful medicine, that
tired feeling is all gone, and I am healthy and strong.
“Difficulties give way to diligence,” and
disease germs and blood humors disappear
when Hood’s Sarsaparilla is faithfully taken.

Abner Dunton of

j

Hope.

SHIPS.
A Knnarkithle Man with an Honorable I
“Everv-Day Butterflies” Samuel
Hubbard Scudder teaches us that it is
Abner Coburn, M L Park, at Hiogo March
History.
high time to be on the lookout for but- 15 from New York.
Mr. Abner Dunton of Hope, who visited
A G Ropes, David Rivers, arrived at
terflies.
Of those that hibernate we
relatives in this city recently, is a remark-1
may expect to see the Mourning-Cloak, Honolulu April 15 from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, C 31 Nichols, arrived at able man in
the Compton Tortoise, the Green Commany respects. He is oa years
14
from
Nagasaki April
Philadelphia.
ma and the
Hop Merchant. Of those
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New old and retains all bis faculties. Up to a
that come from chrysalides there are York
year ago he frequently walked from ten to
April 20 for San Francisco.
soon due the
Bangalore, sailed from Newcastle, NSW, fifteen miles in a day, but is now suffering
Spring Azure, the Cabbage
Butterfly, the Clouded Sulphur, the Feb 21 for Honolulu.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, arived at Hono- from an injury to liis knee, which renders
Gray Comma and the American Torwalking troublesome, lie frequently walks
toise-Shell. Mow let us consider Mr. lulu March 22 from San Francisco.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived four or five miles a day, and when he
Sc udder’s descriptions of these nine vaKaliului
at
April2 from Manila (01 days); came here walked four miles to
rieties of diurnal Eepidoptera.
Linwill load for San Francisco.
I “The Mourning-Cloak is our earliest
Emily Read, D C Nichols, sailed from colnville Centre to take the stage. For a
its
winter
from
Port
Gamble
2:>
for Tacoma.
butterfly, venturing
April
few years after he was so years old he read
Gov Robie, I* F Colconl, sailed from New
quarters with more freedom than any
without glasses, but put them on again beYork March 21 for llong Kong; spoken
other
kind.
Everyone
hibernating
fore he was no. lie is the oldest ex.-County
knows it, this large, purplish-brown but- April 10, lat P N, Ion 28 W.
Henry B Hyde, T P Colcord, arrived at Commissioner in Maine. He has held that
terfly, having a spread of three inches or Honolulu
3Iarch 20 from Norfolk.
office by election in two different counties,
more, with a broad buff-yellow margin
arrived at New
Josephus, P R
to its wings,near the inner edge of which, York Feb. 15 from Gilkey,
and is probably the only man living who
llong Kong.
on the darkest groundwork of the wings,
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived has done so. He was a member of the
is a row of pale blue spots seen only on at New York April is from Hong Kong.
Waldo County Commissioners from 1847 to
31 ay Flint, arrived at San Francisco April
the upper surface; while, beneath, the
185.", including the time when the present
wings are brown, cross-threaded minute- 10 1from Seattle.
uritmi, A N Blanchard, sailed from Sail court house was built, and worked on the
ly and tremulously with black, the buff Francisco
Nov 2 for Hull.
jail and jailor’s residence. His associates
It
margin paler than above.
R 1) Rice, C V Carver, arrived at Honolulu
as
loves to return to a place whence it has March 17 from Y'okahama.
County Commissioners were Josiah
flown.”
Reaper, sailed from Newcastle, NSW, Staples, father of T.. M. Staples, Ksq.,
“The Compton Tortoise is the largest March 15 for Honolulu.
of Washington; Alva'i
Maiden; Otis
S R Carleton. Amsbury, arrived at Honoof our butterflies with ragged-edged
llarriman; and Mark S. Stiles, father
lulu
.March
2(5
New
York.
from
Ladies and r: v'It Ins !••••.<•
wings. These have an expanse of l-g
St Paul, K W Treat, at 11 iogo Feb 28 for of ex-County Commissioner M. S. Stiles
that Madame Yu,.
inches or more. They are of a tawny
ixjpelsior Hair Ton
New York.
of Jackson. After Knox county was in- first rid 0111 riv kn.. to cliv
ground color above, much marked with
found to b* a g- rune hair spe it:.
I
St Nicholas, arrived at Port Townsend
lu
was
elected
Comcorporated
County
bars and blotches of dark brown, espec- March from Ilonolulu.
affinity for ilie human hair for tic:.i shing

ially

my girlhood
1 had been troubled with irand

Vessels.

■

Since

regular
periods

Water

<

j

enough.

Deep

Madame Yale’s

—

lit goes back in his account even to the
1’urban days, since many ot’ the fundamental principles of the Unitarian beThe
in-1 were tints early to be found.
many pm,traits which accompany the
article include men eminent in various
have been loyal adherents of
fields wl
this faith.

of

In

nam rrom wnicn we

The Living Age for April gsth prints
the hitherto unpublished letters between
Thomas Carlyle and Robert Chambers,
which first saw the light in a recent
number of Chambers’ Journal. Inthe
same number of the magazine, A. T.
Quiller-Couch discourses feelingly upon
The Tragedy of the Minor l‘o»t.

out-who is at all familiar with the
scope and extent of the institution
known as the National Soldiers' Home
will never charge the United States with
ingratitude toward those who have ottThis
ered their lives in her service.
home for disabled veterans consists of
at
Central,
seven branches.—the
Hayton. Ohio: the Eastern, at Togus. Maine;
tlie Northwestern, near Milwaukee,
Wisconsin: the Southern, near Hampton. Virginia: the Western, at Leavenworth. Kansas; the Pacific, at Santa
Monica. California; and the Marion, at
An interesting acMarion. Indiana.
count of the National Soldier’s Home,
fully illustrated, is contributed to the
New
England Magazine for May
by Mr. Emerson O. Stevens. This describes the various branches of the work:
dealing particularly with the Central
Home, which is literally a city, complete
in itself, occupying a lovely spot just
west of Dayton.
At the present time,
when nearly two hundred thousand
more volunteers have become possible
future inmates, this article should have
especial value. [Warren P. Kellogg, 5
Park square. Boston. Massachusetts.

or

on

To these Mrs. Pinkham’s help is
offered. A letter to her at Lynn,
Mass., will bring her advice tree
of all charge.
Miss Nancie Shobe, Florence,
Col., writes a letter to Mrs. Pink-

Register

THE FIRST BUTTERFLIES.

understand what torture la.
their feet whether well or ill.
Compelled
to smile and be agreeable to customers while
dragged
down with some feminine weakness. Backaches and headaches count for little. They must

Constantly

j

|

j

The HOtli anniversary of the Bible Society
of Maine w as held at State St. church, Portland, April 21)th, Bev. Dr. A. T. Dunn
of Waterville presiding. The exercises partook largely of the nature of a memorial of
the late Rufus II. Hinkley, who was for
many years the faithful treasurer of the society. Dr. Dunn, in his brief resume of the
work of the society, said that during the
year 38 towns have been visited, visiting 21,108 homes, of which 0,300 were self-confessedly the homes of non-church goers,persons
who
by their own voluntary statements
have absolutely no religious preferences.
Rev. Prof. II. H. Neil of Amherst College
made the address of the evening on “The
Literature of the Bible.”

HinXilhr
THERE IS NO KIND OF PAIN OR
ACHE, INTERNAL OR EXTERNAL,
PAIN-KILLER WILL NOT RE-

THAT

LIEVE.
LOOK OUT FOR IMITATIONS AND SUBSTITUTES.
THE GENUINE BOTTLE
BEARS THE NAME,

PERRY DAVIS & SON.

PILES!

PILES!

1
1

f

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the
once,

itching'at

#100.
Dr. £. Deletion’** Anti Diuretic

acts as a

May be worth to yon more than $100 if you
have a child who soils bedding from incontenence of water during sleep. Cures old
and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
once. $1. Sold by A. A. Bowes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me. Iyrl9. |
...

poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Wil
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared
only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and noth
ing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by drug
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS' M'F’G CO.,: Prop’s, Cleveland,Ohio
For sale by R« H. Moody.

missioner and served

State of Maine. I.. A. Colcord. arrived at
New York April 20 from Hong Kong.
Tillie KStarhuck. Khen Curtis, arrived at
Honolulu Feb 2(5 from San Francisco.
Wm 11 Macy, Amsbury, sailed for Port
Angeles Dee 17 from Vancouver for Delagoa
Raw
Wm 11 Conner..! '1' Risk ine, sailed from
Singapore April 28 for New Yonk.
W .1 Rotch, Sewall C Lancaster, arrived
at Port Townsend April 8 from Manila.

one

lie

term,

was

in

ABSOLUTE
SECURITY.
Genuine

Leonora,

.1 11 Monroe, at New York April
from Brunsw ick.

Carter’s

.SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey. W R Gilkey, sailed from
Brunswick April 20 for Portland.
Henry Clausen, dr, Appleby, sailed from
Savannah April 28 for Bangor.
Gladys, 11 B Colson, sailed from Perth
Amboy April 27 for Brunswick.
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COUPON.

•

Name of paper
This coupon maybe exchanged for o:
of Madame Yales celebrated books <•
health, grace and beauty. Please cut
coupon and mail it to Madame Yale wit
request for a book.
Madame Yale mav be consulted by rr
free of charge.
Address all commuiu
tions to her, 189 Michigan Blvd. Chicag
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7
7
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7
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NOTICE OF SALt
Pursuant to a license from the Honorable
of Probate for the County of Waldo, i >1.
at public auction. <>n the second day of .In
I) land, at ten o'clock in tin* forenoon,
meinises, all the right, title and interest
Hickey, late of Swanville. in said
of Wa Ido. deceased, had in and to the m!
desert bed real estate, viz: The homesiead :
said Wilson Dickey, situate it swanvii
Monroe, in said County of Waldo, on th
leading from Swanville town house io
Hart shorn's, very pleasantly lo-ated ami
mamling a good view of Swan Lake; cm,
"f ninety-eight acres of land, divided int<>
g"‘>d pasturage and a good wood lot. with
story bouse, ell and shed also a barn and
a
small orchard and well of good wan*
bandy to bouse and barn. Said farm p
about twenty tons of hay yearly and eu.
he made to produce iromthirtv t> fortv i.
Saiii homestead farm is more partienia
scribed in four separate parcels. as foilow
1.
A certain lot
or parcel of land, w
buddings thereon, situated in Swanville
ning.it a stake and stones in the west
the road leading tram Swanville Mdis.
to Monroe village
..north lifti n a:i
fourths degrees west. I>v the road se\.
rods and seven links to laud formerly m
Picket!; theiiei south seventy four
fourths degree-- west by said Picket!'
bundled ami eighteen toils; them e snuC
and three fourths d« give- east.
-i
.gh
and sixteen links to ilie road thema- .'-a
said road io ilie place of 1m ginning
six t\ 1 hree acres and sixty -four rods, mm
A certain parcel of land situated in
and bounded as tollow S. t,. Wit: < Ml til.
siiuili by iaud bumm'lv «>t Darius Pirkmi
ast by land formerly occupied b\ M--.
•1 b d mi 11
north hy land I'm n i* rl \ * t I lei
< urtD. eonta,niiig ihii len
a.a
nim
A eeriam parcel
land situated
v ilie. beginning at a muke
n the w all m.
sal "I the road at the southwest emm.
ovy lied by W il-.a I 'irkm at the turn
this pare,-|. thence uorth sevi ntia u 0.UtlieiV-two rod' oil the West, line of -aid !
land a
that tiim-. to the souibwest cm
Iionie 1:11 forme D of D iriu 1'irkeii mb
sev elitv -foul degrees West .in
-t
1 lie dividing hue bet we* n said Pmi1 >iei<e\
land in I In '-mini
road l<
Sw auv i I Ie Mills
«•«
Villa g*
tin
by sa <| road loth, •otinf
1 >"V. n- '' place to S aru. i!!. tow
ho
easterly, hy said ro id to th }.I.i.*.• m
eontamiug I'nteen an-es. nime m less,
i. A -ertain lot or pai eei of land in
id
beginning in ae e. nbn ot the oad !■■;
the lloii.se formerly of Wilson |
east eol Her ot lot ot lloliis P e:
seventeen d"g>e( s *•:i -1 on said |Vav. v
line thirl v-tom and mie half rods to a ei-.1
theiie:- north, eighty < iglii degrees oast
and three-fourths rods by the wall to
stake thence north forty-thit e and one
e. dal
a
glees e ;1 s I t VV» Ul\ -live rodthe west side "f tbewai Oil tie west -i.|
orchard; thema north twelve degrees u>
tv six and one half rods to the eentei
aforesaid ; thence south eighty-three ■!«■_■
lolly rods hy the cent re of said road ’11
of beginning, containing seven acres, u
Dated this first dav of Mav. \ D I'.'imi
A. II
M A YO. \dmi ii'i

'\ilson

<
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CARTER'S FOR DIZZINESS.
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Price

j 125
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Men.

Tin*: .Ini knai. : Following is a recent ruling of the hoard of
supervising inspectors of steam vessels:
Ami no original license as master or
mate of ocean steamers, or of coastwise
steamers, plying upon waters of the ocean
or high seas) of ocean or coastwise steam
ers shall be issued to any person who has
not had three years’ experience on steam or
sail vessels proceeding the application, one
year of slid experience t<> be as chief mate
No original license as
of steam vessels.
(diief mate of ocean or coastwise steam vessels shall be issued to any person who
has not had three years' experience on
steam or sail
vessels, and must have
served one year as second mate of steam
vessels, such service to be immediately
No original
proceeding the application.
license shall be issued to second mate of
ocean or coastwise steam vessels who has
not had three years' experience in the deck
department of steam or sail vessels immediately proceeding the applicath n, one year
of such service to be oh steam vessels.
This ruling of the inspectors myself, and
maritime men that 1
a great number of
have conversed with, all concur with their
protest and say that it is a monstrous shame
and nothing less than an arrant humbug.
To elucidate, acaptain of the right calibre
who has become famous for making quick
passages, noted for his ability and judgment,
must now ship in the forecastle and serve
at least one year in a steam vessel before he

c

■
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.John C Smith, Kneoland, sailed from New
York April 28 for Brunswick.
Mary A Hall. Haskell,sailed from Jacksonville, April 22. for Boston.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Pascagoula April 18 for New York.
R W Hopkins, llichborn, sailed from Pensacola April 1(» from Vera Cruzfoi A pa la- I
chieola.
R F Pettigrew. Morse, arrived at Haiti- !
more April 20 from Turk’s Island.
Sallie I’Oii. W 1! West, arrived at A palachicola April i7 from Ponce.
Tola, A S Wilson, cleared from New York
April 21 for Eemandina.
Willie L Newton. E Coombs, arrived at I
Pensacola Ap. il 2(5 from Tampa.

Tin:

■.

The army bill will be amended to make
General Miles a Lieutenant General and
General Corbin a Major General.

nanus.

To

uvstrm.
It is a- •;
character, as \v. i! :<s stimulating: its a
the scalp and h id is truly w.u.d ful.
as it has nevr b.
n i:u
vn in a sing.e in
fail to cure s< i'o b .senses ;»'id to cicai-- a
growth ofb.ml "v. beautiful hai-. it
falling wi*hi t-.v -.*% four h-mo .mri »••!••
the nanir.il color t
hair ,;i tie iri
gra
instance It is not a fb. e; it is not sticky
on the nntr.in it nines die h *ir soft,
beautiful and glossy ; keep, it in curl.
It
feet hair dressing, and tan be us**d by
gentlemen or chiidre-i ns a d ole toilet iIts i rtluence is deiighttni-y
"thing.
AM Dealers sell it. ;i per b>n •. Mail
may be sent direct to the n: inul.iciurer,
MADAML YALE,
189 Michigan Bl<vJ., C

in 1M1 and 1K44. He lias been Selectman,
Tow n Clerk, Superintendent of Schools, and
has held other offices, lie taught thirteen
terms of school in Lincolnville, Vinalhaven,
North Haven, Ijucksport, Hope, Appleton
and Bradford. Although he has alwa\ s
lived on the same farm he has been in two
States, Massachusetts and Maine, and in
three counties, Lincoln, Waldo and Knox.
He was in early life a shoe-maker by trade.
He has two sons, Abner F. of Hope and
Aubrey W. of Melrose, Mass. Abner and
Selden were noted as the originators and
publishers of the Duntonian system of penmanship, which some of the younger generation remember through the copy books
of Payson, Dunton A Scribner.

It ARKS.

2o

vigora.ingi.se

Legislature two terms, representing tin*
tow'n of Hope, 'Applet-on and Washington
the

Alice Reed. Alanson Ford arrived at New
York April 1(5 from Turk’s Island.
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
April 2(5 for Honolulu.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Philadelphia April 21 from Buenos \yres.
Ethel, Dodge, arrived at Philadelphia
April 2(5 from Rosario.
Evie Reed. A T Whittier, sailed from New
York Nov 25 for Bahia.
Herbert Black. W 11 Blanchard, arrived
at Boston May 1 from Philadelphia.
Iolani, McClure, at Hilo April 14th, to sail
15th for San Francisco.
Mabel I Meyers, C N .Meyers, arrived at
Boston April lb from Rosario.
Matanzas, sailed from New York April 24
for Havana.
Olive Tliurlow, .1 O Hayes, cleared from
New Y ork March 12 for Paramaribo, Surinam, etc.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Boston March 28 for Buenos A vi es.
Rebecca Crowell, M (7 Dow, at Trapani
April 18 for Bath.
Rose I unis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from
Newr York April 20 for Mauritius.
Sachem, Nichols, from New York for Hong
Kong: sailed from St Thomas March 8.
Thomas A Goddard, .1 H Park, arrived at
Rosario March 81 from Boston via Buenos
A vi es.
Willard Mudgett. A C Colcord, arrived at
Pensacola April 21 from Bathurst.

%

Cents

BILIOUSNESS.
TORPID LIVER.
CONSTIPATION.
SALLOW SKIN.
THE COMPLEXION
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Searsport Savings

cure.

The True “L. F.”
wood's

oi

At-

Bitters restore

digestive

the
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quick relief.
All dealers have them.
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most able steamship captains formerly walked the poop in
charge of a sailing ship. A greater imposition was never offered to the American ship
master.
A well known noted firm are now building four 10,000 tons steamships, having disposed of their large sailing fleet, and have
selected four masters that were in their employ to have charge of the steamships.
These captains are known to have a ripe
experience and are skillful managers to
look after their valuable property. Have
these captains got to serve on board some
tramp steamer three years before they are
eligible to take charge of these steamships?
Is this justice to the maritime ship master?
This is not onh absurd, but it is preposterour

TANGIN is for women. It won't cure consumption or
yellow fever, but it will absolutely and unfailingly help
all forms of womanly disease.
It is just the medicine

,/

\

Nature intended woman to take when nervous, run
down, weak, suffering or when she needed a tonic
You owe it to yourself to know about this medicine
Send us a postal and we will send you a l'ret
Sample, together with a valuable medical treatise
on the diseases of women.
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ous.

The government should scrutinize

care-

fully the fitness of the supervising inspectors chosen to the
understanding of privileges and responsibilities. When the right
men are in
the right place we shall have
just cause for glorifying our country and exulting that our flag floats over no arbitary
or tyrannical laws.
John I*. Farrow.
Recent Charters.
Schr. Carrie A. Bucknam, Jacksonville to
Demerara, lumber $10.
Schr. Aetna, Jacksonville to Demerara,
lumber $9.50, 35 M. per day.
Brig Caroline Gray, New York to Sidney,
C. B., brick and clay $2 net.
Schr. Willie L. Newton, Pensacola to Bos-

ton, lumber $9.
Schr. Gen. A. Ames (previously) Jacksonville to New Y ork, lumber $6.50.
Schr. Eliza J. Pendleton (previously)
Brunswick to Philadelphia, lumber $6.
Schr. John C. Smith, Brunswick to New
York, lumber, p. t.
Schr. Almeda Willey, same.
Sclir. Methebesec,Savannah to New Y ork,
lumber $5.75.
Schr. Carrie A. Bucknam, New Y ork to
Mayport, stone 90 cents.
Sclir. Austin I). Knight, same.
Schr. D. H. Rivers, Fernandia to Philadelphia, lumber, p. t.
Schr. Nimbus, St. Simons to Bath, lumber

$5.75.

X
A. M. BININGF.R & CO.’S Successors,
New York
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and vitality

DR. MOTT'S
NERVBRIJTB RIUT.e
The great remedy for nervous prostration and all diseases of tho
goner
organs of either sex. such as Nervous Prostration, Failing or Lost Man1.
Impotency, Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors, Mental Worry, excess! v
of lobacco or Opium. which lead to Consumption and
Insanity. With e\
95 order we guarantee to cure or refund the money. Sold at $1.00 per
*
6 boxes for 95.00. DH. MOTT’S ( HL TIK AL
CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Maine.

news of the week.
,i(iu: Matters. Regarding a renal tlie trustees of the University
M in at (Mono were going to ask
Agnation of Pres. A.W. Harris,
mind that he was receiving too
ary, and also that additions
ng made to the faculty from
a
University, the president's
:d that the university was bea denominational institution.
n Lord of Bangor, president
alii of trustees, said: “The

...lately without foundation,
ver even tliought of getting

m

and salmon are being made. Tbe ice
has gone out of Grand Lake,
Leroy’s
and Big lakes.The ice left Lake
Auburn, April 26th, and the lake
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I will guarantee
that my Hheumatiam
Cure will relieve lumsciatica and all
rheumatic pains in
tw^> or three hours,
and cure in a few
davs.
M UN YON.

open to

fishing......Notwithstanding

NEWS NQTES.
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A Michigan fanner was attacked and
painfully injured by a thousand crows.
Automobiles valued at $50,000 were
shipped to the Hawaiian Islands from
Chicago.
The Hoods in Mississippi and Louisiana have caused damage estimated at
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the farmer advances with one of the
poles used in
propping up the clothes-line in the back
and
the
rest go back a short disyard,
tance. There is a minute or two of
breathless suspense, and then he hits
the limb with the pole, and turns and

the extremely cold weather several salI
mon were taken at Greene lake
April
(
26th by Bangor fishermen....The Winruns.
throp chain of lakes, Cobbosseeconte,
This is the signal for all to run in vaand
rious directions.
MaranacQok
Anabesacook are open
The cluster falls in a
tor fishing.A letter from the lion. L.
solid
mass, but almost immediately
$3,000,000.
1'. Carleton, chairman of the fish and
about
half
the bees rise into the air,
j
The will of the late Rufus AY right,
game commission, from
Sebago, states shot to death at Chicago, bequeaths making a cloud of bees all the way from
At all druggists,
the fishing there is of the best.
the
hive
salto
the
Sixty
limb, on which some set2ac. a vial
$1,000,000 to his family.
k
(luide
mon were
tle. A few go into the
caught April 2:Sd, one of nearly
hive, but often
to Health and mediwhich weighed is pounds....Sea salmon
The Nevada Republican Convention nearly all go back on the limb and the
cal advice free.
may now be taken with single hook and indorsed President McKinley and elect- process of knocking the limb and run1505 Arch st., Phila.
line, until September 15.The .Maine ed six delegates to Philadelphia.
ning away may be repeated several
Sportsman for April devotes considertimes. It the bees like the hive, fewer
A Buffalo banker’s canvass shows a
able space to an article favoring the esgo back to the limb each time, and tintablishment of fishways in Union river. possible increase of $121,788,858 in bank ally the few on the limb leave of their
notes under the new currency law.
own accord and go into the hive with
!..... At a recent meeting of the Camden
l'ish and Game Association, J. H. GlovTreaties with Nicaragua and Costa the others.
turn, and Senator Lodge the permanent er was chosen
president, C. K. Miller, Rica for the construction of the interchairman.
The convention will l>e resecretary and treasurer. C. P. Brown, oceanic canal are being negotiated.
markable in having two such
A New and Commodious Plant.
"
F. Bisbee and W. R. Gill were
graceful
and finished orators as its
The attempts of the Australian aupresiding offi- chosen committee to procure fish and
cers
and two speeches far above
the stock the lake. F. M. Richards, F. ,1. thorities to stamp out the plague at The J. C. Ayer & Co. Celebrate the Comusual order and of substantial
literarv M iley and C. K. Miller were chosen Sidney have so far proved ineffectual.
pletion of Extensive Improvements.
quality may be expected. As there is a committee to prevent
illegal fishing in
little good-natured
the siege of Ladysmith 4,000
The J. C. Ayer & Co. of Lowell celebratDuring
between
the
rivalry
brooks.F. Albee landed a 15-pound
two senators they will doubtless
horses of the cavalry brigade were con- ed, last week, the completion of extensive
try to salmon at Long Pond, Sanford, May
its great plant. Over 150
or sausages in a
outdo each other in their
single improvements tobusiness
oratorical 1st, which measured 31 inches in length. verted into soup
men of
guests, leading
Boston,
month.
efforts....The Kansas Populist State con- II was the first salmon
New York and other cities, were present,
taken in this
vention called at ( lav
Centre. Kail., lake this season.Some fine trout and
Because he threatened to leave her, and after a thorough inspection of the buildApril 25th, to select sq delegates to the salmon
is being enjoyed at Tunk Mrs. Lucy Christy fatally wounded her ings there was served an elaborate banquet,
national convention at Sioux Falls, in- pond onfishing
tbe line of the Washington husband and killed herself at Youngs- followed by speeches from General Manager
structed tlie delegation to vote
Rose, Mayor Crowley of Lowell, Hon. Geo.
solidly < ounty railroad....The fourth salmon of town, O.
A. Marden, Stephen O'Meara of the Boston
tor Win. .1. Bryan for President.
The the season was landed at the Bangor
X.
The house at Tappan,
A'., in which Journal, and other prominent men. It was
Republicans of Massachusetts met in pool May 2nd by .lames Cowan. It was
a happy occasion and shows not
only the
convention in Music Ilall,
Maj. Andre, the British spy, was con- progressive
Boston. a good sized one, weighing 20 pounds.
of this famous old firm
lined during the revolution is to be turn- but also thespirit
-April gtitli, and adopted a platform in
public esteem in which it is
ed into a soap factory.
held. “The House of Ayer” is prosperous
harmony with the policy of the national
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE.
and deserves its prosperity. Its remedies
administration, endorsed President McIt is stated m Washington that Adare as reliable as their fajne is wide.
The
for
re-election
and
Kinley
launched the
The catalogue of the University of miral Dewey, failing to get the Kansas growth of the business has been enormous
boom of Secretary of the Navy .John
nomination, would retire and not and no doubt the present great plant, so
City
Maine
for
the
current
is
just out.
year
J>. Long for the vice-presidential nomirun as an independent candidate.
superbly equipped, will see another enlargenation. The following were elected del- U shows a total enrollment of 335 stument before many years.
an increase of 31 over last year.
dents,
An amendment to the naval approegates-nt-large to the Hepubliean na- 1 hey are classified as follows: Graduate
tional convention to beheld in Philadelpriation bill authorizing the President
students, eight: School of Law, 42: to purchase from Spain the steel Moatphia "ii .June li» next: Senator Henry seniors,
Spring.
33; juniors, 50; sophomores.
faliot Lodge. Congressman Samuel W.
ing dry dock i .is been reported to the
73; freshmen. 114; specials, live: short senate.
The breath of spring is in the air,
McCall, lion. William I!. Plunkett and
These students
Hon. Walter Clifford: and the altcr- agricultural, seven.
(Just now the wind’s northeast),
A novel and interesting sight at Lake
States, besides the Provrepresent
The trees are budding everywhere,
natcs-at-largc selected are hr. Samuel inces of eight
Erie harbor is the mammoth car dumpNew
Brunswick
and
Nova
(In sunny spots, at least.)
I-.. ( ourtney ol Boston, * olonel
!
(leorge Scotia.
ing machines in operation. With these
The crocuses are coming up,
R- "lewett ol Salem, ex Mayor
are
Henry
lifted bodily,
(Thanks to the neighbors’ hens),
Among the more important new pro- machines cars of coal
P. Field of Northampton and Alfred
The happy birds are building nests,
fessors and instructors are Howard emptied into the hold of a vessel anil
Bose of Lowell.\ personal friend Scott
(And women houses cleanse).
Webb, M. E., E. E., professor of replaced on the tracks in four minutes.
ol (leneral Wheeler is authority for the
electrical engineering; Karl Pomeroy
The hyacinths are growing fast,
The State of Beorgia is coming to the
statement that l leneral Wheeler will be
Harrington, M. A., professor of Latin; front
(But they can't beat the weeds),
a candidate to succeed bimsuif as conrapidly. Not only are cotton mills
Homer llnddilston, Ph. 1)., proIt’s time for planting gardens now,
in the State, but gold digpressman Ironi tin* Mightli congressional •john
multiplying
fessor of Greek, and William Emanuel
(The cats will scratch the seeds).
district.\dmiral Dcwev has decided \\ alt/., M. A„ LL. 15.. instructor
ging has become a lucrative business.
The peach trees all are clothed with pink,
in law.
It is said sir,.000.000 has been invested
not to accept tin invitation extended ’!
soon the buds will blight!)
(How
here is a noteworthy increase in the
in the enterprise in the state within the
hint by a dele-ration ot‘ representative
The boys find dog-tooth violets,
number of tutors and assistants.
it’s spring all right!)
mst
months.
((>,
Canadians to visit Canada in July.
yes,
eighteen
The total number of undergraduate ]
In istM) the Prohibition Presidential
rSomerville Journal.
courses is 254, an increase of 30 over
Recent sanitary reports give the popnominations were made on May 27. the last
year. Thirty-one courses are given ulation of Boston as 55.5, ono; Baltimore.
Republican nominations on June is. in the School
of Law.
Among the 541,000; st. Louis, 02:1.000; Minneapolis,
the Socialist nominations on July 4, more
!
important additions are compara- 225,000; st. Paul. 200,000; Cleveland.
the I )emt>crat iv nominations on Septemtive psychology, one of the newer 005.000; Philadelphia, l.goo.sno; Pitts-

Harris, and on the other
arc only two members on
board besides tlie president,
consists of more than r>o
and instructors, who are
of
nWesleyan University.
iiM-rsity is strictly a nonsec1 am at a loss
uistitution.
hew such a story started.”
Easter
offering at
St.
Episcopal church in Bangor was
rh the Commercial says was
-t ever taken in that city with
■•eption of a collection of $5,500
late l)r. Eield once gathered
t hird Parish Congregational
Prof, (leorge C. Purington,
of tlie Farmington Normal
is heeu presented with a check
hy his graduates from the
let the purpose of making a
the Paris Exposition. Prof,
will probably leave about the
t of .Inly and return in season
ipening of the fall term.Dr.
already planning on his Old
meetings and says lie is going
's
biggest collection yet. He
■■pcs to live to take up a eollecrail million.They have had
up the school in .Jiulson Cliapriel in Nobleboro because bis
e moved out of
town. They
ed to Bath. There are seven
the family and they eomaIiuIc school.Marshal SylDeputies Frith and Cheney
bottling works in Portland
and seized liquors worth at
ictween iSg..too and s:i,no(i.
Millay of Bowdoinham has
pounds of sugar from liis
hard this year at fifteen cents
iid a large quantity of syrup,
ree quarts on one
day. lie
; ween live and six hundred
\ rumor has reached Bar 11 a rI
Maine Central Railroad
recognizing the great increase
in Bar Harbor, has decided to
mu boat le be used on the
hay
place of the Sebenoa. It is
".I that work will begin at
At the shipyard of Arthur
ui Bath. preparations aie
e fur
building two steel ships,
ui m> this limi has ever enuber
This. \ car there are t wo Socialist
branches of philosophy; pedagogy, in- burg. 320.ih.io; Albany, loo.ooo: Rochesrin' material is being loaded I
parties and then are to be two Populist tended to give
prospective teachers in ter. iso.Ooo; Buffalo, 370,000.
phla now and as soon as it national conventions.The members
Maine schools a knowledge of the
1 h the keels will be laid. !
The receipts at mints, assay oiliees,
of the Maim* delegation to the Republiscience and art of teaching: electrical
ell i; ranite Works will ship 1 can
National Convention met in Port- measurements and
private refineries and smelters for the
next week about go carloads
alternating
testing
calendar year lsoo from the Northwest
land May 1st. Sidney M. Bird of Rockcurrents; a number of additions in
stom
which will enter into land was
elected chairman. Jos. II.
Pal in: and tie• G reek department is new Territory the Klondike) were 815,pxu,.
.n'tion of a building in New Manle\
027 gold and 8207.300 silver, a total of
was selected to represent Maine
.throughout. Thirty-three courses are
U mil has been received that
on tin*
national committee, and P. C.
offered in Greek and Pat-in, including 810,254,107. This shows a marked adsi
1 bugle v-11 adlcy of I .os 1
vance in output for the Klondike held.
of Portland was designated to such
subjects as Homan topography and
ill I'ornia.formerly of Aulni rn, Payson
art as a coinmitteeon transportation.
and
Greek
M. l.egaui. in getting up the fallen
epigraphy
granted a divorce from her It
sculpture.
has been practically agreed that allot
Announcement is made that the regu- columns of Karnak, Egypt, recently
E. Hadley ol San Diego, Maine's
Democratic district conven- lar course in the School of Paw will discovered a
i is. I Ieien ( ollin Beeilv will
city gate, it is the first
tions shall he held on the same day. hereafter cover three
goi in .1 one for a t rip to Engyears, although found in Egypt, is of great height, and
some time during tin* latter part of
college graduates may be able to com- bears the date of the eighteen
scotland. she will go there
May. The third district seems to pre- plete it in two years. Graduates of A second important discovery atdynasty.
Thebes
"Tests ol the Dorothea Dix sent a
of timber, with Amos
multiplicity
Bates, Bowdoin. Biown, Colby, Uni- is a large tomb of the eleventh dynasty,
Vssociat ion.and will endeavor P.
Cera Id of Pairlield. recently boomed 1
of
and
.Maine,
3re
at
in
versity
perfect preservation.
amis for the erection of the
Wesleyan
for gubernatorial nominee, the most
present in the school.
in memory of this woman
The receipts of Alaska gold at mints,
likely aspirant for delegate at large. }
I unis have been made tor a general
M.
Bird
i'.leii.lion. Sidney
Pied W. Plaisted <>t Augusta. William
reunion ot the alumni of the 1'niver- assay oHices, retineries, smelters, etc.,
the Rockland A Rockport
for the calendar year 1800, were 85,002,R. Ilunnewell of
Pittsfield and ex- sity of Maine at tlie
i lie new combination of the
coming commenceAttorney (ieneral McLellan of Belfast ment. .June !>-!:!. Keplies already re- 012. and the silver 8220,343, a total of
e-ts ..I Knox county, is getare in the race for district
ceived by file secretary of the associa- 8.5,831,355. or 83,100,844 more than in the
delegate.
11 > into working order, and
Of this increase it is estition indicate that the attendance will year 1808.
"miks, be a good thing for the
mated that 82,400,000 came from the
Washington
Whisi-khings.
be
Bethan
it
lias
been
at
larger
pre11 the end.
any
The company has
sides tlie six uiembers of the Maine ceding reunion. Seven hundred notices new placer camp at Cape Nome.
ml: only since the first of
live natives of Maine are of the reunion were sent out. .SomeAaron Burton, who was the slave of
hut already has nearly all delegation,
j representing other states in Congress; thing over 200 replies have
already been Col. Moseby, the guerrilla, during the
uarry properties in its control. : one in the Senate and four in the
House.
and
received,
more than half of these
civil war. is now 80 years old. and is
<.
a ha m of the Boston At liletAllot' these are Republicans. The sen- are favorable.
Every class from 1*72 living with one of his daughters in
ion, has begun the training atnr is
( alifornia,
Perkins
of
tn ls'.i'.i is to be represented.
1
(ieorge
wloin ( Allege t rack athletes.
Brooklyn. Col. Moseby’s mother got
a
native of Kennelumkport, and the
The contract for the foundation for Aaron as a present from
on
the meet at W.orcester,
herfather, and
are
Loren Fletcher of the drill hall and gymnasium for the when the war
representatives
"
one point.Mnine’s lionbegan the Colonel took
a native of
ML Vernon; I’niversitv of Maine lias been awarded him with him. 41 is sole
Minneapolis,
1 Im
has
ernor, Sidney Perliam,
duty was to
of st, Paul, a native to Davis and (Daily of liangor.
Work look after his masters' horses.
ed his eighly-lirst anniversary, Frank ('. Stevens
ot Bangor; I). s. Alexander of BulTalo,
it
lias already been begun, and it
upon
■■me
in
Wasliiugton. A very a native of Richmond; and Ernest
There will be more hemp raised in
W. is expected that this will be completed
mher of Maine men and their
Roberts
of
Chelsea.
a
native
the
of
end
of the month. The bids for Kentucky this year than has been raisMass.,
by
■■re in attendance at the
rrcep- Madison.The Nalional
society of Co- tDt* superstructure will lie opened May ed in a great many years. There was a
mug linn,
i-.. aim vi is.
lonial Karnes met in biennial council 2s. The corner stone will be laid .Dine time when hemp was the main product
anil I Imi. T1.ii>. 1'. and M rs.
at the Arlington hotel.
Mrs.
12. and it is hoped that the building will of Kentucky, but in late years it has beTin’ 1 Intel Rluffs, at Mount April goth
•lustin Van Rensselaer Townsend, the be ready for occupancy by the opening come such an expensive article to raise
which
last
was
rony.
year
that the farmers gave it up. Now the
of the societ y. presided. The of the fall term.
1
uddy At lleniis. will 1 his president
price of hemp is high and tin1 farmers
ol' Mrs. .lackson. the treasurer,
iiiilueted by P. .1. Cuddy id reports
are taking advantage of it.
and Mrs. Reed the secretary, were read.
mil "ill he opened rather,
Who was the Heroine?
.William 11. King, who served in the
m
Kansas farmers have paid off 8150,usual- mi .1 line go, when
Pitt\-lifth Congress from I'tali. was
"iooo.ooo indebtedness in the past year.
Main sidiedule on the Maine
One woman bravely went afar
id! take effect.Ilishop ('od- sworn in as representative from that
Bond
To lands made desolate b> war:
crops are responsible. The last
to succeed Brigham
rs
She eared for wounded, sick and dead.
must have burned on the Mate, April gotH,
yield of corn amounted to 250,000,000
who was denied a seat....The
The naked clothed, the hungry fed.
"I the meeting of the Sons and , II. Roberts,
bushels.
The wheat crop was about
Senate committee on appropriations,
i-'i'l Maim* in liroekton. Mass.. |
04.000. 000 bushels. Each of these proAnother spent the whole of life
27th.
consideration
of
completed
ducts netted the State about 850,000,000.
His repurted remarks about April
Eullilling duties of a wife
tlie Eortifeations bill.
Among tlie adThe value of the other farm produce
ot Maine were discussed in I
And mother—making home a bright
ditions to tlie bill are $270,000 for the
and live stock makes the total about
Chaste spot of love and sweet delight.
Fnglish.The Washington j
of land on Cushing's Island,
rand jury has reported three, purchase
82511.000. 000.
The first one died—whole columns told
Portland
on which to
harbor.
Maine,
ms for murder against
Fred- j
Her virtues and her deeds of gold.
mold.-, of Red Reach, who on erect additional batteries and buildings
IN SWARMING TIME.
The other one day gently slept—
The additions made by the
killed his wife and two cliil- j for troops.
Her children and her husband wept.
committee
aggregate $040,140, bringing
-ct tire to his house. Later lie
How the Bees are Persuaded to Take
the total appropriation made by the [Kathleen Kavanagh.
Up
a t" jail, a
raving maniac. bill
Tlieir Lodgings in a Hive.
to
M.oaa.ogs.The President
up
n
R. Koardman of Hallowed,
tlie Hawaiian bill.By a
“At the Bee-keeper’s in Swarming"1 Rangor and a graduate of has signed
Time” is the title of the following acvote of tw enty to twenty-nine the Senversify of Maine and of the ate.
count in the May St. Nicholas of the
April hdth, refused to consider a
seminary, has been called to the resolution
of sympathy for the Boers....
means employed to lure swarming bees
of the West Knd Congregainto a hive.
lias
issued a proclamach in Portlandaml will accept, The President
Let us imagine ourselves at a farmtion extending for six months from
ml his resignation in his pulhouse far back in the country, where
South Congregational church April 11. the time allowed Spanish suhhoney-bees are kept and cared for by
■"i'll April -j'.ith.Rests & Tal- jects in the Philippines to designate
the old-fashioned method. It is a pleasNm York have been selected as their allegiance in accordance with the
ant forenoon in the latter part of May.
treaty.
Reds for the new library build
The barefooted boy that Whittier told
Rates College.State School
In Ruikk.
An Ottawa, Canada, desus about rushes across the yard from
undent Stetson has received inof April 27th says:
At .'i a. m„
patch
the old apple-tree under which he and
to lecture in Iowa, Vermont the
lire which had raged here and in
his friends have been playing, dashes
"
Hampshire, lie is also en- Hull, since ll o’clock yesterday morninto the house, breathless in his eager
speak at the annual banquet ing, was under control, the total numexcitement, and loudly shouts:
iliam Normal School alumni ber of
dest
will
buildings
royed
probably
“Mother, mother, the bees are swarmcl Rrunswick in Huston early
aggregate 2300. entailing a loss of from
ing!”
Four natives of Maine arc
to S17.0O0.II00, and between
$i:i.oou.ooo
Now, just why he should be in such
'I in connection with the viee12,000 and l.'i.oon men, women and chilhaste is not easily explained; probably
"■>
Frye, Washlmrii. Perkins dren are homeless, and four lives were
the boy himself could not tell; but true
Mr. and Mrs. Renjamin lost.The Fifth-avenue Hotel and the
it is that the swarming of bees causes
"I Rath celebrated the ilflli
the boy and all others to rush around as
Madison-sipiare Theatre building adv of their
marriage May 1st, joining. in .New York city, were sold in
nothing else would do hut an alarm that
1 In* oldest married couple reone parcel at public auction April goth
the house or ham was on lire.
Is played with, various degrees of
I Lit Ii.David F. Smith, d:l, for
$4,22.7,1100 the purchaser being \Y. P.
The mother needs no second sum.
"■nl.v from heart trouble foi- Eno, son of the original owner.Genskill, but all players agree that it is mons. She
drops the work in hand,
Deceased was a native of eral
l'd'.
essential
to
a
S. Grant’s birthday was
have
Ulysses
rushes
absolutely
good
out, and shading her eyes with
11"11 and had resided in Ruckobserved at Galena, III., April 27th,
one
the
takes
a hasty look at the
little
of
sand
mound
“tee,”
hand,
upon
us.
He served in the dth and with Governor Roosevelt of New York
cloud of bees hovering over and around
which the ball is placed before the
i.o regiments, and was a mrmas the
one side of the old apple-tree, and exprincipal orator.Admiral
l.dwiu Lihhy Post. He is surdrive. Start right. The result will
Dewey’s late flagship, the Olympia, w as
citedly exclaims:
a wife and
four children.
the
at
into
the
floated
pains.
successfully
drydock
"res, Ned; they re swarming, sure
n. Richards lias issued
general Boston April 28th.
She will have a
So it is with your table.
enough! You must run to the barn-lot
Fischarging without honor from thorough overhauling.The Prince of
corn-held
and call your father and
"Ual guard of Maine gd Lieut.
Supply it with the light sort of John.”
Wales acknowledges the sympathy and
IF I.apham of Co. 15, gd infana good tea, the best that
can
tea,
you
from all parts of the
And away goes Ned, with his playhoard of inquiry having found congratulations
world on his recent escape from assassibuy.
mates trying in vain to keep up with
has neglected and refused to
If you get Chase & Sanborn’s
nation. in a letter, just made public.
him.
"d execute the lawful orders of
Wm. F. Miller, manager of tlie FrankMother goes back into the kitchen,
"
">r officers.The
package teas, you may be sure or. and
passenger lin syndicate, New York, has been senmakes a mixture of vinegar, molasthis point.
Farmington occupied \>f the tenced to ten years’ imprisonment on
ses and water, with which she is soon
Fentral and Sandy liiver railTheir famous Orloff is noted for
charge of swindling Mrs. Catherine
scrubbing the inside of an empty hive;
«as burned
May 1st. A brisk Moeser out of $1,000. There are now
its lilac flavor, the Kohinoor, an
to “make the new home sweet and
is
blowing and fora time a num- twenty indictments against him...Queen
English Breakfast Tea, and the clean for the bees.” in
'loden buildings were in danger. Victoria lias returned to Windsor castle
the air settles
The cloud of bees
is attributed to a spark from a
Pekoe, a Ceylon and India lower
Orange
from her visit to Ireland. The royal
and seems smaller as a cluster
" "live
of a freight train. The loss
famous on account of its rich
tea,
detrain
received
enthusiastic
one
on
of the lower
to
form
begins
nt $1,500, with no Insurance. The special
wine-like body, are all equally popmonstrations along the route.The
limbs of the tree. By this time Farmer
was owned
the
Maine
CentVal
by
amount of lumber destroyed in
Hood and his “hired man” John have
ular. They are the best of their
1,1.I he directors of the Somer- large
the Ottawa fire is likely to increase tlie
arrived. He first spreads on the ground
kind.
!|oad have decided to call a meeta sheet that Ned has brought from the
price of white pine and also cripple tlie
1 the
These teas come only in pound
stockholders of the road for
,,
from that sechouse. A small stone is placed on each
llh to see if the stockholders will foreign shipments usual
and
is
leaded
lumber
and
tion of Canada. Canadian
corner to keep it smooth and fiat. John
half-pound
forms,
issue $450,000 of consolidated
the
to
South
are
America,
largely shipped
brings the hive from the back of the
grown in tea gardens situated in
j'K and give a mortgage for the same. West Indies and England. Until those
house, where it has been turned bottom
which
is
an
imall
altitudes,
high
probably means extension north yards that were wiped out of their stock
1
upwards toward tbe sun to “dry out a
mis the Canadian Pacific.
factor
in
the
of
portant
production
can be recuperated the foreign demand
little.” It must be just.riglit—not comwill be met from this country.
high grade leaves.
pletely dried out, yet not wet. A rail
1,1 ih ai.
Points. It has been defifrom the neighboring fence holds the
One pound makes over 200 cups.
decided that Senator Wolcott of
;
Fish and Gamk. The lishing season
hive in a slanting position so that the
wi"
'oe
the
well
in
chairhas
raised open edge is directly under the
opened
Washington county
*i?
temporary
1 of
the national Republican conven- and many handsome catches of trout
cluster.
In.
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All the News

TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE
i«ooTITi!Lrm nU,Vb,;r

or

TRUST)

NEW-YORK

3 Tifnes

a

Week

<>f T1IK TKMYKKKLY TKIHI NK was
published November 2>,
welcome aeeonled it from i-:.t>t.*rn and Western States

,! unexampled
n,nt,(llat;‘t-ordml
success.

hVoi
insmed

an

I'uWished on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and eacli number is a complete,
„„
up-to-date
daily paper, with all important news of the world up to hour of going to press
of TIIK DAIRY Till Ilf NK. Special War l)is„ltrntl,'!is all striking'I news features
'W»‘!.w,i Correspondence, Short Stories. Humorous Illustrations,
V>nl?f
eMi ( .,"iiestlC i1"','
I optical
aitoons. Industrial lulorniation. Fashion Notes, Agricultural Ma'tcrs
1
le
s’ (,,noirehenstve and Reliable Financial and .Market
Reports.
"'til lmlf-tones and portraits of
prominent people. Regular
s„Wv?,f!’-'Sely
l.llustl,'at,‘‘1
subsetiption
price

The

year, but

per

we

furnish it and

Republican Journal

I Year for $2.50.

K"r '"•Ilrl-V .six,>
the leading \:it inual -family
witvk>
rmiiUSh.
newspaper for progressive farm-rs and villagers.
'cultural Department is unexcelled, and Market Reports an autlnnitv for the

'tb^

WKKKt
V
\v Kh fv.jY

all tin*

of flu- Nation and \\ arid, witli interest! ng and iustnu-i ive ivadevery family on evert farm and in ever> village in the Doited

news

States

>1.00

per tear, liul

no

Republican Journal

fmnisli it ami

I Year for $2,00.

FRED ATWOOD,

Bread
or Cake

Winterport,

f^e.

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,
Representing

Over

Twenty

Million Assets

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE GLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
5fir*STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.^ Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contract*
ors, Administrators and Trustees. | Correspondence solicited,
i Real estate bought and sold.

IT PAYS TO USE

Edison’s Phonograph

Rob

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Pox, fnr it sings and talks as well as
plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—I .and
nrorehe-tia—ti IU
stories and sings—the old familiarhymns as well as the popular songs—it is
always ready.
Prices, $7.50 to $100.00. See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine Catalogues of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOURAPH CO., 135 Fifth Avi., New York.

Roy

I

FlourSold

everywhere.

WM. A. COOMBS MILLING COMPANY,
COLDWATEK, MICH.
League.

On ami after Dec. 1,1 SO!).trains connect ing a
Burnham and Waterv ille with through trains lor
and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Bos
will

on

run

as

FROM

AM

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no othe. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do.the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no

I'M

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the most complete satisfaction
in every instance. 1 relieve hunreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further
All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a pri vateor delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, 32.00. Dr. E. M.TOLMAN CO., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.

Off Your Guard
The mild

of

days

early spring make

you careless and then you take cold.

Pike’s Toothache

E- D.
w D.

more

Drops Cure in One Minute.

Established In 1836.

DEPOSITS SOLICITED

Our

rent at

a

$3, $5 $6.50 and

year.

vault is

unequaled in Eastern Maine
and UNEXCELLED in security against fire
new

9 20

B 20
7 15

Burnham, depart....1020
Unity. 10 55

Thorndike
11 20
Knox..til 35
Brooks. 12 12
Waldo.II2 30
City Point. tl2 50
105
Belfast, arrive

AM

850
9 09
9 19
19 25
9 41
t9 52
110 04
10 10

tFlag station.

Limited tickets for Boston

are

now

sold

at

i

CXAIM,

and burglary in the country.
Those renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes ito and from the
aults.

FEED,

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CURE OF...

SEEDS and

RUPTURES
...

BY THE

E.

L.

GROCERIES
ImportorN

-.

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD.
STEVENS,

M.

dealers in the finest

|3P“Office hours from 1

to

4, and 7

to

8

<>l

Salt.

quality|of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

13.,

Offce, National Bank Building, Belfast, Me.

OROERS PROMPTLY PILLED

p.

33,35,37 Front. St... Belfast, He

Dr. John 5tevens,
OPERA

11

to

2 to

Itf

FOR RENT.

12 A. H.

4. 7 to 8 P. M.

Special attention given to EYE, EAR .NOSE
and

TELEPHONE 4-2.

HOUSE BLOCK.

HOURS:

$33,000

•8

A M

AM

STOCK, $150,000

deposit boxes for

AM

Bangor.

OFFICE

Safe

11 00

Waterville.

seri-

Refuse substitutes.

SURPLUS,

7 45
I* M

...

ilfliflill
CAPITAL

j

Portland.

50$, $1.00
largest size cheapest.

per bottle; the
At all druggists.

I

notIce!

and Tar
your cold before
2 5^,
trouble ensues.

It)

west, via all routes, for sale bv L. W. George
CEO. F. bVANS.
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager.
F. E. Booth by. GenU Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Nov. 21,1899.

Honey of
Horehound
cure

3

5 35
0 05

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West ami North

Hale’s

ous

4 35

M
0 08
i* M

I* M

_

will

2 10
2 40

TO BELFAST.

Boston
Boston,

ynii h fy re.liev if find

330
i yathie Fein tie Sfie37
ri firs.
52
4 25 i which r. nstitutc a
practically infallible line of
14 43' treatment in all diseases ami diseased
conditions
5 31
of the female organs. These remedies give
speedy
0 00
relief. Parties have recently been cured <d uter(*> 30
ine. ovarian, menstrual and other diseased states
who have vainly tried the ->ther advertised remedies and used ail the known methods and means
7 20
generally resorted t< in such cases and where danAM
gerous and expensive surgical operations have
1 25
been advertised'by eminent specialists. The dis5 57 eased state of the system common at the
change
j of life cured, and complications ami serious results prevented. Send for symptom blank, special
circulars and lectures. Treatment by the month
is reasonable rates. Consultation free.
CorreA M
9 00 spondence strictly private. The Multiphatie Fe8 30 male Specific N<> 2, or 1 rerineand Ovarian Tonic
and
Restorative sent by mail or express tor 7 V.
P M
1 20 j and $1.00. In pill or tablet form, mail. 50c. and
SI 00. Send for particulars concerning other
4 30 specifics. Address.
I)r. C. H. Mitchell, medical office 21S Tremont
1 35
Sr. Union Savings Hank Huilding, m*\- Hotel
PM
505 Touraine, Hoston, Mass. Laboratory. H Howard
ImU*
5 22 place, Uoxbury. Mass.
5 31
15 38
...THK...
5 52
to 03
tti 14 |
8 20

2 2o

Portland
12 15
4 no
Boston » E D.
Boston,
| w D. 4 10

guaranteed

particulars.

..

finite

13
13

a

a

tin

/»<• rm 'iunitlij cn reft
by die (irent Mu'ti-

PM

1 25
2:1
37
l 4*5
(2 00

u
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Waldo
+7 30
Brooks.
7 41
Knox ..17 53
Thorndike.. s no
Unity. Slo
Burnham, arrive. 8 35
Bangor.11 40
Waterville.

;

BELFAST.

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.17 20

For Women.

Hot?* <*f

an.ft chronic nature

follows

Members of Anti-adulteration

■

1

IT IS THE BEST MADE.
2d. IT IS MADE BY UNION LABOR.
3d. IT IS NOT MADE BY A TRUST.

The

1

■

■ n-

v.

Send ill! orders to

■

■

■

i-

why it sells better than any other Plug for
Smoking, and why you should use it.

eountr
( on tains
CVeI'

>

Ancient and Royal
Game et Gelt

1

-i 1

reasons

Regular subscription price

j

■

..

It Has Stood the Test of Time !

■

■

-t*

THROAT.Iyr34

CEO. F. EABES, M.D..D.D..S,
The Nose and Throat.
No. 940 Newbury Street
(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
MASS.

BOSTON,

Hours, 12 to 2. Othor hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.—Iy46.

Tin* store and office
recently occupied by the
•( ondon
Manufacturing Company” and -Banner
Shoe Store.”
c. O. POOR.
Belfast, March 29, iyno.--l.itf

NOTICE
IX BOAKD

op AliDKKMEN,
Belfast, March 10, loon.
Ordered, that all bills against the city shall lie
itemized and shall be approved bv the
proper
committee before placed in the bumfs of the audi-

,,

tor. Also that all said bills MUST be in the hands
of the auditor ON OK BEFORE THE FRIDAY
next preceding the lirst
Monday in each month,
or they will lie over until the next
month.
13

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

BURN.
Black. In Sunshine, Deer Isle, April 2.*), to Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus E. Black, a son.
Cotton. In Orland, April 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harry 8. Cotton, a daughter.
Cousins. In Brooksville, April 10, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert F. Cousins, a son, Herman R.
Gray. In Brooklin, April 23, to Mr. and Mrs.
<>. C. Cray, a son.
Lymburner. In Brooksville. April 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Myrl Lymburner, a son.
McDonald. In Stonington, April-24, to Mr.
and Mrs. Billings P. McDonald, a son.
Sthout. In Little Deer Isle, April 29, to Mr.

Mrs. A. II. Nichols returned from Boston

by steamer Saturday.
Photographer Tuttle will 6pen his studio
May 14th for five days.
A. E. Nickerson is loading sell. A. Hayford with hay for Boston.

CLEVELANDS

Miss L. W. Edwards returned from a busi
trip to Boston Tuesday.

ness

apt. J. N. Pendleton arrived from New
York by rail Tuesday evening.
(

The spool mill recently received some
large orders, ami more crew will be added,

F. E. Whitcomb bad his first lot of strawberries Saturday, and now strawberry short
cake is in order for tea.

Scb.

Rightaway, ( apt. Horace Smith, arSunday from Perth Amboy with a

cargo of coal for The

Searsport

Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clement and Mrs.
Prudence Johnson left Daytona, Fla., May
r»th and will arrive home to-day, Thursday
Rev. (i. (J. Winslow, financial agent of the
M. C. Seminary, preached a very interesting sermon in the M. E. Church last Sunday

morning,

son

food.

In Bucksport, April 28. George W.
Miles, aged 09 years. 1 month and 2:5 days.
Montgomery. In Penobscot. April 27. Mrs.
Alice Montgomery, aged 875 years, 9 months and 2
days.
Morse. In Belfast, May :>, Joanna 15. Morse of
Searsport, aged 74 years and 2 months.
Patten. In Lincolnville. April 22, Elisha 15.
Patten, aged 70 years, 9 months and 7 days.
Richards, in Belfast, May 7. Agnes C. Richards, aged 82 years, 4 months ami 9 days.
Saunders. In Castine, April 28, Thomas G.
Saunders, aged 85 years.
Saunders. In Deer Isle. April 23. Mrs. Lovinia
Saunders, aged 92 years, 3 months and 19 days.
Sleeper. In Boston, Mass., April 27, living
R. Sleeper of Chelsea, Mass., a native of Rockland. aged 59 years. 4 months and 12 days.
Smith. In Rockland. April 30, David F. Smith,
a native of Mt. Vernon, aged 03 years, 8 months
and 24 days.
Waterman, in Northport, May 3, Capt. Henry
P. Waterman, aged 87 years and 10 days.
Whalen. In Leadville, Colo., April 24. Mrs.
John Whalen, formerly of Bangor.

Baking Powder used
always in making the biscuit and
cake saves both health and money.

The remains of Mrs. Nellie Wilson, eldest
daughter of Robert and Ann Gilmore, who
died in Roslindale, Mass., Sunday, were i
brought here for interment Wednesday

morning.
You cannot, if you value good health, afford

and after the Kith of May the steamers
an ill torch here from
Boston Wednesday
and Saturday a. m., returning will leave
.Searsport for Boston Monday and Friday at
2 o'clock P. M.
>n

Mrs. E. 1*. Alexander of Belfast wishes to
the children and young people of this
place between the ages of f> and 20 years, in
the M. E. vestry, May 12tli, at 2 p. in.
All
adults interested in the training of children
ii. temperance and morals are invited to
meet with the young people.

_

....

CLEVELAND BAKING POWDER CO.,
NEW YORK.

cheap, low-grade, alum baking powders. They are apt to spoil the food ; they
do endanger the health. All physicians will
tell you that alum in food is poisonous.
to

Indicator,

asbestos lined oven,

Cooking Easy.

GLENWOOD
M. L.

Mitchell, Belfast,

Me.

of Mr. and Mrs. Rufus K. Black.

Critchett. In Belfast. May 9, Frank O.
Critchett, aged 42 yaars.
Elwell. In Rockland, May 1. Lucy Frances
(Mason), widow of Iddo K. Elwell, a native of
Brooksville, aged 05 years, 9 months and i:i days.
Delano. In Vinalhaven. April :.50, Mrs. Patience L. Delano, aged 78 years and 8 months.
Grindle. In Blueliill, April 29, Miss Mariam
Grindle, aged 75 years.
Glynn. In Leadville, Colo., April 10, Joseph
Glynn, formerly of Bangor.
Haskell. In Garland, April 28, Andrew M.
Haskell, aged 81 years and 24 days.
Hopkins. In Vinalhaven, April 29, Dora Hopkins, aged 12 years, 10 months and 2 days.
Jackson. In Searsmont, April 29, Sirs. Abbie

Cleveland’s

Tax payers were agreeably
surprised
when informed by the Selectmen that the
14
this
would
be
rate
year
mills, one mill
less than last year.

ent Heat

and two oven shelves Makes

Burrell. In Bucksport, April 20, Augustus
Burrell, aged 0:5 years, 0 months and 10 days.
Black. In Sunshine. Deer Isle, April 25, infant

Jackson.
Miles.

The household goods of Frank Decrow
have arrived and the family is expected
soon.
They will occupy the Tyler Crockett
homestead.

<

used to be a tiresome day, but now the
Glenwood Home Grand range with Pat-

A.

it goes further in leavening
and never spoils the food.

E.

a sou.

DIED.

In fact, it is more
economical in the end, because
some

Coal Co.

Easy.

Bridges-Redman. In Bucksport, April 28,
Jeremiah B. Bridges and Miss Bertha A. Redman,
both of Bucksport.
Porter-Ivnigiith. In South Hope, April 25,
Ross Porter of Camden and Miss Ritta Knights
of South Hope.
Whitcomr-Harding. In Hampden, April 11,
Augustus W. Whitcomb of Newburgh and Miss
Lulu M. Harding of Hampden.
Young-Fletcher. In Rockland. April .'50. by
J. T. Berry, 2d, J. P., Arthur (i. Young and Mamie
S. Fletcher, both of Lincolnville.

may cost a little more per can,
but it insures perfect, whole-

Harry Coleman, who is fishing the island
weirs this year, has taken several salmon,
and finds them running small.

Cooking

MARRIED.

s^Baking Bawder

shortly.
Searsport Chapter conferred the Royal
Arch degree on several candidates Wednesday evening.

rived

and Mrs. Frank S. Strout.

Makes

use

1? CARLE & JONES.

To Wide Awake Customers

|
f

This ad. is only intended for up-to-date buytrs. Our goods are tearranted to be as represented and saving yon at least 15 to 50 per retd
('insult your own interest and look our stock over.
Our store is packed

5

^

PAPER HANGINGS at Cut Prices.

j

0

4c.

\

2000 Rolls Nice White Back Paper only
18 Inch Border to Match per yard only

•

4000 Rolls 8c. Papers

6c,

^

3000 Rolls 12c.

■

CURTAINS

t

close;

to

Papers

arrangements for Memorial day. In honor
of
cl. Harry Weissenger, the Confederate
4
who is to deliver the oration, it is
make the exercises this year as
\e av
impi
possible. Suggestions will be
gladly received from any of our citizens in
J'elai icn c, additicns to the usual program.

>*r 'posed

}•

>

to

Monday <veiling destroyed

a

large

the casks and sheds of the New
Jersey Sfuage Company connected with
he standard «>il Company 's < 'onstable llook
AN c
ausinga property l«>s> of >.*»ou.om.
Th' ship .Josephus. Capt.
Phillip R. Gilkey,
was destr 'yed.
sin- had been loading with
vase
osi for Hong
Kong, and the flames
spread over her so rapidly that she could
not be saved.
Capt. Gilkey had his wife
and daughte: with him. but they were living
ashore at the time of the lire.
>

f.cn cf

Sunday evening. May l.ith, Rev. T.

F.
of Rockland Dist..

Jones. Presiding Hldci
"J I conduct the First
(Quarterly Meeting
sei vice at the M. E. church.
This will he
All. Jone.-f list otlicial visit to this place,

at

Secret Societies.
The regular meeting of Phoenix Lodge, F.
A A. M., will be held next Monday evening.
Enterprise Lodge, A. O. U. W.^ will have
a smoke-talk in the near future, to be addressed by one or more Grand Lodge officers.

Grand Master Workman Leigh of the A.
0. U. W. has appointed Louis C. Davis of
Bangor assistant supervisor of the eastern
Maine district; Alvah B. Ames of Bucksport assistant supervisor of the southeastern district, and D. ('. Parker of Danforth,
assistant supervisor of the northern Maine
district. The order is booming in Bangor,
the two lodges having a membership of sgp.
The *JHth annual convention of the Grand
Lodge of Maine, Knights of Pythias, will
beheld at Pythian Hall, Portland, Wednesday, May Pith, at P) a. m. Reduced rates
have been secured on all railroads and a
large attendance is expected at the meeting.
The annual election of officers is to be an
event of interest, particularly on the position of grand vice chancellor, for which
office there are two candidates—Messrs. F.
L. Tower of Portland and Henry Merrill of
Hiram. The election of Mr. Whitehead of
Orono to the office of grand chancellor is

predicted.
Portland May l\1 the Grand Lodge of
Masons elected officers as follows: Grand
Master, Winlield s. Choate, Augusta: Deputy Grand Master. Alfred S. Kimball, Norway: Senior Grand Warden, Jas. E. Parsons, Ellsworth; Junior Grand
Warden,
John 11. McGorrill, Clinton; Grand TreasAt

.Marquis

rortiand; Grand
Penobscot Engine Co. at it regular month
Secretary, Stephen Berry, Portland. The
i> meeting passed the following resolutions same day the Grand Royal Arch Chapter
elected the following officers: Grand High
on the death of Win. I>.
Trundy:
Whereas, God in 11 is ommipotence has re- Priest, Wimield S. Hinckley, Lisbon; Depmoved from our midst our friend and fellow uty Grand High Priest, Frederick W. Plaismember. Past Commander William Barnev ted,
Augusta; Grand King, Howard D.
'I rundy, be it
I
Res(»lved, l hat we, members of Penobscot Smith, Norway: Grand Scribe, William N.
Engine < o. No. 7, extend our heartfelt sym- Howe, Portland: Grand Treasurer, Leanpathy to the bereaved family and be it der W. Fobes, Portland; Grand Secretary,
further
committee of finance, Jos.
Resolved, rl hat these resolutions be in- Stephen Berry;
A. Locke, Portland: Horace II. Burbank,
scribed "ii the records of the
Company,
printed n 'I he Republican Journal, and that Saco; Marquis F. King, Portland. Among
a copy be sent to his mother.
the appointments made by the Grand
Frank C. AVhitcomh, ) r
Lodge May 3d are the following: District
com.
Frank Mokkow,
[
Deputies, Adelbert Millett, Searsmont; S.
ClIKsTKH BAILKY.
1
,VH.
“esAVkrstkr Stari.ks,
Augustus Parker, Belfast:
Stewards,
< b(l home
week, which is now :i settled Win. A. Remick, Buck sport; Albert M.
tiling, and is to come off Aug. litli to Kith, is Ames, Stockton Springs.
The Grand Commandery of Knights Temrapidly approaching us, and our people
must distinctly understand that it will not plar for Maine met in 4tith annual conclave in
run itself.
Some preparation must be made Portland May 3d. The Grand Commander in
by tiic people here at home, and from nu- his address paid a tribute to the dead of the
merous letters reeeiveu v? are well assured
year, lie reported the order in excellent
that our friends abroad are more than
ready condition. The following were elected grand
to do their share in
Grand Commander, Albert II.
booming the even* and officers:
are coining in great numbers.
Every one Spear,Gardiner; Deputy Grand Commander,
must consider that he has a share in the work Clayton J. Harrington, Auburn; Grand
o‘ getting ready.
The surest waytoaecom- Generalissimo, Fred’k W. Plaisted,Augusta;
pli.-di this is by organization, and It has been Grand (
apt. General, Fred'k C. Thayer,
proposed that our citizens in Sear sport, men
Grand Senior Warden, Frmon
and women, assemble in a mass
meeting at Waterville;
A. h\ ball Thursday afternoon,Mav 17tli.
D. Kastman, Portland; Grand Junior Warforget the date, and don't forget that den, Geo. C.
Purington, Farmington; Grand
your absence from the meeting may be the
Prelate, Rev. Samuel Worcester, Portland;
cause of an invitation to some one abroad
being missent, or not sent at all.
Grand Treasurer, Leander W. Fobes, Portland : Grand Recorder, Stephen Berry, Port"mu ahv.
Died in Belfast Tliursdav, land.
The following appointments were
Mu\ .<1. -Ioanna
(Sargent) Morse, aged 74 made: Grand Standard Bearer. James II.
Mrs. Morse was the daughter of the Howes,
years
Belfast; Grand Sword Bearer, Danlate .John Sargent and his second
wife, iel A. Robinson, Bangor; Grand Warder,
<
harity Low, and was the eldest of four Frank Keiser, Rockland; Grand Captain
children- three daughters anil one son. One Guards, Warren <>.
Carney, Portland. The
<>t the daughters, Margaret
Logan of Phila- returns showed 3,471 members: 1K4 knightdelphia, with a half brother, Samuel \\\ ed ; 57 died.
Sargent of Searsport, are the only survivors.
>ne married
.Joseph Morse .vj years ago. by
whom .'•lie had one son and two
SHIP NEWS.
daughters,
Mrs. Lizzie (bunion of Belfast and
V]Mi'.whom
I .alii n of .Jerse\ Cite are
living. \ov.
PORT OF BELFAST.
she joined the M. E. church in
Seat >port and foi more than no vears she
AHKIVKI).
11.'- " )n harmony with the doctrine and disMay 2. .Sch. 1‘. M. Bonney, Burgess,
ijiiinr* ol that church, of a retiring nature Viuaihaven.
>he was not demonstrative in church
work,
May 4. Sells. Electa Bailey, Norfolk:
hut the evidences of vital
p.iety, and a be: A. I Iayford, Ryan, Boston.
"evole-it spirit characterized her whole life,
May 7. Sell. Henry Whitney, Welch, Banand her de\ otion as a Christian mother
was
gor.
-'tioii_;.
Her faithfulness in attendance on
May s. Schs. II. Rogers, Lynam, Seal
a
the means of grace was an
inspiration to Harbor; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
all true
worshippers, and in her departure
SAILED.
we realize more ami more
fully that “The
memory of the just is blessed.” The fuMay o. Sch. 11. S. Boynton, Cooper,
neral took place from the 31. E. church SunBucksport.
IK'011 and were conducted
May 7. Sell. Sarah E. Davis, Ryder, New
li‘irltel
by Rev.
11. W. Norton.
York.
urer.

McCann, Gates, Jacksonville: 4, ar, sch.
Mary L. Crosby, Trim, Darien: 5, ar, sch.
liumarock, Campbell, Savannah.
Baltimore, May 4. Sld, sch. Gov. Ames,

Payson

Tucker’s Will.

The will of the late Payson Tucker, after
for members of his famiand friends, gives the bulk of his estate
ly
May 5. Sld, sell. Pendleton to the same
persons who are named as exeBrothers, Small, Brunswick, Ga.
cutors, as trustees for his wife during her life,
Perth Amboy, May 7. Sld, sch. Herbert and
at her death, divides the residue among
E., Shute, Salem.
0
his relatives in the proportion in which
Apalachicola, Fla., May 5. Cld, sch. al-1 the specific bequests are
given to them. The
lie l’On, Boston.
will
makes no public bequest s. It nominates
Maud
sch.
Briggs,
Bangor, Max 2. Sld,
•Joseph W. fSrmonds and Charles Tucker
New York : 3, ar. schs. Norombega, Port Gardner
as executors and trustees and reReading: sld. sch. Pohasset, New A ork ; 5, quires no bonds.
ork
W
eb\
Nexv
;
sld, schs. Grace Webster.
ster Barnard, do.: •>, ar, sch. Melissa Trask,
BELFAST PRICK CURRENT.
Port Reading: 7. ar. sclis. Henry Clauson,
Jr., Savannah; Delaware, Boston; Hannah
[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.]
schs.
Castine;
sld,
do.;
Lillian,
Coomer,
Produce Market.
/‘rices Paid Producer.
Nightingale. Salem, for orders; Eagle
75 H.iv p ton,
10.00(212.50
Wing, Hurricane Island, to load tor Nexv Apples p bu.,
lb.
dried. I? lb, 4«5 Hides
02(>£
York ; s, ar, schs. Annie R. Lewis, Eliza12
Beans, pea,
2.25 Lamb p lb.
beth] iort George B. Ferguson. Belfast. G.
2.25 Lanil) Skins,
medium,
25(235
Annie
Sld.
sell.
1.
Bucksport, May
Mutton p lb.
0
2.25
yellow
eyes,
(Hiiner, St. Peters and Grand Banks:
Blitter
lb.
10 « 20 Oats p bll.. 32 lb, 25(235
Beet i' It.,
(Coil Potatoes p bn.,
sld, sch, Irving Leslie, Grand Banks.
35(240
5A
4o«45 bound llog,
Wilmington. N. ('., May L C Id, sell. Bariev .p bu.,
Cheese
0.0027.00
lb,
15 Straw p ton,
Henry R. Tilt-on, Boston.
Chieken
in
lb.
lb.
lOa.17
p
p
Turkey
sclis,
Metliehesec,
Savannah, May*J. Ar,
Calf
1A a 3
50,0.75 Tallow p lt>.
Snow. Nexv York: Win. I*.. Downes, Rich- DuckSkins,
7
14 a.15 Veal p lb.
D It.,
ardson, do
Wool,
17
11
unwashed,
Eggs 1> doz.,
Ai. sch. J.
Charleston. S. C.. May 2.
Fowl 1> It..
3.00174.00
log 11 Wood, bard,
3.50 a 4.00
Geese l> lb,
15a 15 Wood, soft,
Manchester Hantes. Boston.
Sld, sell. A. W.
Perth Amboy, May
lief ail Market.
retail rnee
Me.
Camden.
Ellis, Ryder.
Heef. corned,
OO'al.OO
8(Sl<> Lime |> bbl.,
Max 4.
Ar, sell, Hotter Salt. 14plb.lb. 18{a‘j0 Oat Meal
Washington. D.
p lt>.
par,
Corn p bu.,
5
.”4 Onions
Young Brothers, Snoxv. Kennebec.
lb,
Sld, sell. Lucy E. Cracked Corn p bo.. "4 Oil, Kerosene, gal.,14'al5
Wiscasset. Me.. Max
Corn Meal p bo.,
54 Pollock |> It).
4a4.1
Friend. Fort Monroe.
to
lb.alT Pork t> lb.
CM, sell. Carrie E. Look. Cln ese p lb,
Darien. Max
( otton Seed p cwt.. 1.55 Plaster $) bbl..
1.1.5
Yeazie. Rockland:
ar, brig Jennie Hul- (
5as Kye Meal p lb.
odlisli.
p
lb,
dry,
bert. Nexv York : sell. J. V\ Balano, Rock- Cranberries p qt.,
17 Shorts p ewt..
1.05
land.
Clover Seed.
It'.
5.1 ati
Wall Sugar
".*55
Fernandina. May 4, Sld. sch. S. G. Has- Floor p bbl.. 4.50a 4.75 Salt. T. I., p l)U.,
0
1.50 Sweet Potatoes,
kell. Marshall, Leith Amboy; ar, sell. Tola, (I.II.Seed pbo..
hard p lb.
in Wheat Meal,
Wilson. Nexv York.
Bath. Max 4. Ar, sell. -Maggie S. Hart.
Portland: 7. ar. sch. Daylight, Boston: sld
sell. Wm. II. (Her. Baltimore.
Jacksonville, Max 7. Ar, schs. Gen. Adelbert Ames and Hattie C. Luce, Nexx \ ork.
Brunsxvick. Ga., May 4. Ar, sclis. John
C. .Smith. Nexv York : Welllieet. do.
In port sch. Paul
Hallowell, May
Neavey, xvaiting charter.

^Portland,

r.

King.

providing legacies

Grai^l

AMERICAN PORTS.

New Y'ork, May 2. Ar, sch. F. C. Pendleton, Burgess, Brunswick ; cld, sch. Austin
1). Knight, Mayport; sld, bark Puritan,
Amsbury, Shanghai; 3, sld, brig Telos, Heagan, Point-a-Pitre; 4, ar, sch. Grace Davis,
Dodge, Jacksonville; sld, schs. Nimrod, Bar
Harbor; Carrie A. Bucknam, Mayport; 5,
ar, schs. Florence Leland, Satilla River;
Maud Snare, Charleston via Bridgeport; 7,
ar, schs Flora Condon, Sellers, Bangor;
Lucia Porter, Pascagoula; cld, sch D. II.
Rivers, Fernandina.
Boston, May 2. Ar, sch. Daylight, Baltimore; 4, ar, schs. Mary A. Hall, Jacksonville; Winslow Morse, Winterport; sld,
schs. Wm. A. Palmer and Mary E. Palmer,
Louisburg, C. B.; Susan N. Pickering, Fernandina; 6, ar, sch. Frank A. Palmer, Norfolk.
Philadelphia, May 3. Ar, sch. Mary Ann

__

■
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FORFION

..SHEEP..

were

itching
Itching piles means
An

Eczema

just

as

1

10c.

Mounted on Patent Spring Fixtur?s

on,y

I
1 2c

means

Mr. Walter Coombs of 7C> Main street, says: ‘‘I
troubled for seven or eight years with itching
piles. 1 guess I used a hundred salves and ointwas

ments during that time, but I received little or no
benefit from them. A friend gave me a box of
Doan’s Ointment. He got it at Edmund Wilson's
drug store. I used the box and it cured me. Other

preparations gave

me >ome relief, but it took
Doan's Ointment to cure."
Doan's Ointment sold for .to cents per box by nil
dealers. Mailed on receipt of price by FosterMilburn Co.. Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the

United States.
Remember the

name-

DOAN'S—and take

A, A. Howes & Co.
AGENTS.
REPORT OF THE CONDITION

The
at

Peoples National Bank,

Belfast, in the State of Maine, at the close of
business, April 26, 1900.
RESOURCES.

Loans and

discounts.§128,885

Overdrafts, secured and unsecured..

81
85 75

to secure circulation....
securities, etc.

12,600 00
87,325 OO

17. S. Bonds

Stocks,
Banking-house,

furniture, and fix

Hires. :.
Due from approved reserve agents...
Internal-Revenue stamps.
Checks and other cash items.
Notes of other National Banks.
Fractional paper currency, nickels,
and cents..
Lawful Money Reserve in Rank, viz:
Specie.. 12,760 00
Legal-tender notes. 10,008 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer, 5 per cent, of circulation.

Total.

4,500 00
22,907 74
239 32
271 92
910 00
1115

28,758 00
625 00

This is a line of
make a

.§287,019 69
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock paid in..§ 60,000 00
Surplus fund. ..'.
8,600 00
Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.
4.708 24
National Bank notes outstanding....
12,497 50
Dividends unpaid..
12 50
Individual <l< posits subject to check. 209,935 50
Demand certificates of deposit.
1,365 96
Total.§287,019 69
State of Maine, County of Waldo, ss.
I, FRANK R. WIGG1N, Cashier of the above
named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
FRANK R WIGGIN, Cashier.

Subscribed and
day of May, 1900.
,

-—

{1 L.s.

*—

sworn to

J. S.

,
>

Correct.

before

me

goods

specialty of.

You

have

to look them over to lie convinced that we have the finest line

Carle & Jones’ New

et

al.

city

Store,

STORE.

vs.

Lunches at short notice.
GEORGE C.

Belfast, May 7,1900.—19tf

STATE OF MAINE.
Si dkkmk Ji n. Corin’,

10c.

|

1

Pans, 6 qut, 6c.

$1 per do/

A

Pans, 10 qut 8c. | Pans, 10 qut. 10c.
12 inch Collanders only 10c. Biscuit Cutters, 2 tor 5c.

9

Handled Graduated Measuring Quart only Sc.

J

1 Asst. Glass Ware, worth from 15 to 20 ots., your choice for lOc.

5

LOOK—at

our two tables

f
f

•

*

|f

I

|
I

f

of—USEFUL

5 AND 10 CENT GOODS
5 doz. Sets Carving Knives and Forks, black
warranted steel blades, onlv per set

ebony

handles and

|

,_

JSC

*

---;
LAMPS 20C. to $10.00.
|
1 week

500 Elegantly

we \\ ill tleiluet
j»«-r eenl.
«>i sj.nti or over per lamp.

50 Clothes
LOO 1C

fwr

0,lr

nil nil

$
I

Edges
only 10c. each.

to $2 10.

\

Marki ii ilown from s.'.'Ht,in,|

I

Wringers, SI.35

°th«-r ads. in this paper. \\V shall have

CARLE & JONES,

5

tli-eouiil

Decorated China Elates with Stippled (iilt

A

^

|

Basins 5c. to 10c.

TW0

17 to 21 Main

I..

something

!<>

say

i;.-m

stores,

Street, Belfast,

He.

j

»

i

I
«
«

The

Dinsmore Store, i

«

!

1=500
1

I

PAIRS OF-—-

...SAHPLE

5

j
SHOES...

| HATHAWAY,
1
J
«

SOULE & HARRINGTON
Make and one or

the firm’s best production

*

$*

|

r

:

*

S

j

j

It is a well known fact that sample shoes are the
best product of a factory, as special stock is used and
great care taken in manufacturing. This line com

j

prises everything desirable in Men’s footwear. All
COLOllS and SHAPES, $5.00 and $0.00 shoes for

!

!

s

*
«
*
«

1 The

in Entity,
*
April Term, lfioo.
foregoing petition Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to nil persons and corpora- j
tions interested of the pendency thereof by vans- j
ing an attested copy thereof and of this order
thereon to he
three weeks successively
published
in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed
at Bellas!, in the County of Waldo, the last publication thereof to he seven days, at least, before

Dinsmore

Store.

l poll the

the June Rules of said Court next to he holdcn at
Belfast, within and for the County of Waldo, on
tin* first Tuesday of June next, that all persons
and corporations interested may then and there
appear and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of the petitioner should not be granted.
AttestTILESTON WADLIN. Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order of Court thereon.
Attest:—TILESTON WADLIN. Clerk.

Remington Standard Bicycles,
“Better pay for a n.n
than to pay for repairs

Fifteen varieties, good plants, at a reasonable
price. All the best kinds. Also 50 bushels of
seed buckwheat.
M. O. WILSON,
3W17*
Searsmont, Me.

\
*

\V e have sold Beinimr
live
ye.-n
Have used them o’iim
and found them alw a
satisfactory and will gua
antee them to you.

J

CALL AND SEE THEM

I

Bicycles for

FOR SALE.

SEAVEY.

to

Publishing Co.

of the S upre?ne Judi-

fifty

)

Removed—Enlarged

BEST AND LARGEST LINE IN TOWN

Baking Tins 5c.

County.
Equit}

Frank I. Wilson, the duly appointed receiver in
tile case, respectfully represents: That Edgar F.
Hanson. Fred (1. White. Charles N. Black. Franklin A. (Jreer. Elmer Small and Charles Baker, all
of Belfast, in said County, and Joseph Wyshal of
Woodford's, in the County of Cumberland, duly
subscribed for certain shares of the capital stock
of said corporation of the par value of one hundred dollars each, to wit: the said Hanson for
two hundred and fifty shares; the said Baker for
one share; the said* White for two shares; the
said Wyshal for two shares; the said Black for
four shares; the said (Jreer for five shares; and
the said Small for two shares; and according t<>
the best knowledge and belief of your petitioner,
said subscribers or any of them have not paid
said corporation or any one in its behalf Hie par
value of said shares bona fide in cash, nor in any
other matter or thing at a bona tide and fair valuation thereof.
That at the February Buies of this Court for
said County, his report as receiver showing a complete administration of the assets of said corporation by their reduction to cash, excepting said
liabilities of said subscribers; that nothing but
said liabilities remained for the payment of creditors, whose claims, duly proved and allowed,
amounted to $10,t)2f>.Sf>, was duly accepted, approved, and ordered to become a part of the
record of said case.
That at the last March Bides of this Court, leave
was granted to your petitioner to commence actions
on the case in his own name, as such receiver,
against said Hanson, White. Black, Wyshal,(Jreer
anil Small, and the executor of said Baker, who is
deceased, or any or either of them, to recover the
amount of said capital stock subscribed as aforesaid, remaining unpaid, not exceeding the deficiof the assets of said corporation.
ency
That the claims against said stockholders are
disputed and doubtful, and that it is for the interest of the creditors and of all concerned to compromise the same upon payment of the sum of
dollars for each of thorn.
Wherefore he prays that after such notice as
the Court may direct, he may be authorized to
compromise any or all of sain claims upon payment of the s;iid percentage, within thirty days
after such notice is complied with, and lo release
the stockholders so paying the same from all liability to said corporation or to its receiver.
Dated this twenty-first day of April. A. I). woo.
FRANK I. WILSON.

ss.

—•

Furnishings.

Waldo

HARR1MAN,
Notary Public.

III have lately removed my restaurant from Custom House Square to the Stlckney Building, opposite Ginn & Field, Church street, and liave
greatly enlarged and improved it. Everything
fully up-to-date. Meals furnished singly or by
the week.

shall

this 4th

[ Directors.
HAZELTINE,)

Restaurant

we

of FANCY HOSIERY in the

Tin Ware and Kitchen

t

heavy weight.

■

?

Attest:

R. F. DUNTON.
JAMES PATTEE,
CHA8. P.

f

»

only

Waldo

^9

75,

1.00 and $1.25 to

sales
fl'i»r

t HOSIERY, t

The Cream

Powder,

•

P
9

J

In

*

no

substitute.

To the Honorable Justices
cial Court.:

Dipping

cure.

|

These are first quality warranted goods and extra
ONLY ONE OF EACH TO A (TSTOMKK.

P

had to

as

Copper

SO Copper Nickel Plated Tea Kettles, marked down from

?i>

it.

bad, and just

100

9

this.

Nickel Plated Tea Coffee and Pots were 75c., now 5(k

25c.,

above,

NICKEL PLATED WARE.

^

<

j
ji

^
•

J

35c. to 50c.

as

•

But Doan's Ointment relieves at once, and cures
all itchiness of the skin.
A Blessing to a suffering public.
Here’s Belfast proof to back our statement.

Edgar F. Hanson

asked for.

Vineyard Haven, May 4. Captain Ott of
sell. Woodbury M. Snow, from Kondout for
Camden, Me.,"wished to correct the report
that his vessel arrived leaking badly. The
vessel had a leak around one of her hawse
pipes, which leaked very slightly when the
vessel was forging ahead, and was easily
remedied when the vessel came to anchor
here.
Ship William H. Macy, Broth, from Vancouver, before reported ashore at Cock burn
Shoal, Delagoa Bay, and to whose assistance
the British war ship Forte was sent, has
been floated and has entered Louronzo
Marquez harbor. The Macy is of 2,002 tons,
hails from San Francisco and is owned by
.1. C. Kstlion A Co. She was built at Rockport, Me., in 1K83.
Bucksport, May 5. Schooner Prince
Leboo, Bangor for" Portland, with lumber,
was on Odom’s Ledge in a bail position at
last accounts and likely to prove a total loss.
Wreckers were at work on her all day, Saturday and Sunday, but as she went on the
ledge at high water, with considerable force,
The
it may be impossible to move her.
cause of the disaster was the parting of the
schooner’s main sheet.
Yarmouth, N. S., May 4. Word was received here to-day that the American fishing
schooner Annie"O. Quiner of Bucksport,
Me., struck on Breen Island yesterday morning and went to pieces. She was bound to
the Banks and would have completed her
All hands were saved,
crew at Lunenburg.
with dories, sails and provisions. During
vesterdav and to-da\. a heavy sea broke the
vessel to pieces and I apt. Brush on the tug
Freddie V.. who went down to the island
this morning, says that now there is hardly
enough left to pick your teeth with.
Notice is given by the lighthouse board
that on or about .I line 1 the color of Long
ledge beacon, on the southerly part of the
ledge at the easterly entrance to Deer Island thoroughfare from Jericho Bay, Me.,
About
w ill be changed from white to red.
the same date the color of Halibut rocks
beacon, on the northerly of the three rocks
in the southeasterly part of Jericho bay,
and about lg miles southwesterly from West
point, Swan Island, will be changed from
white to red. The structure know n as the
Sisters beacon, on the easterly of the three
ledges, in the southwesterly part of Slieepscot bay, will be changed on June 1 from
white to black.
Boston, May (S. Among the passengers of
the steamer Prince Arthur which arrived
here from Yarmouth, N. S., to-day were
six members of the crew of the sell. Annie G. Quiner, which was wrecked on Green
Island, on Thursday, May X The vessel
was bound from Bucksport, Me., where she
belongs, to the Grand Banks, on a fishing
trii).
The vessel was wrecked during a
dense fog while .she was out of her course
The crew suc20 miles to the northward.
ceeded in saving their personal effects and
some of the vessel’s sails and gear.
Capt.
Dorr, who commanded the schooner, remained at the scene of the wreck in the
The vessel was
interests of the owners.
valued at $2800; partially insured.

skin disease

Supreme Jud. Court.

Spoken.

to

Appreciate.

NEXT DOOR TO CROCKERY

ISCE LI. A X V.

Ship Roanoke, Amsbury, Haitimore for San Francisco, April 12, lat. 7 S.,
Ion. 34 W. Ship Manuel Llaguno, Small,
New York for Hong Kong, April 12, lat 34
N, Ion. 39 W.
Boston, May 4. A private cablegram received in this city to-day stated that bark
Rebecca Crowell, salt laden from Trapani
for Bath, Maine, has been towed into Oran,
Algeria, dismasted. No particulars were
given, but instructions regarding a survey

Learlng

Belfast

What a blessing it is.
Sought after by thousands
Belfast is finding it out.
Many a miserable man is happy now,
Nights of unrest, days of trouble.

PORTS.

lliogo, March 31. In port ship Aimer Co-1
burn for Moji, etc.
|
Ponce, P. R., April IS. Sld, sell. Susie P. |
Haven.
Nexv
Oliver, Mitchell,
M ARIN E M

in

Many People

•-

house.

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as
they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease,
and m order to cure it
you must take fnternal remedies. Half's Catarrh Cure is taken
internally ami acts directly on the blood
a-iuj mucous surfaces. Hall’s Catarrh Cure
is not a quack medicine.
It was prescribed
by one of the best physicians in this counfor
try
years, and is a regular prescription.
It is composed of the best tonics
known,
combined with the best blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingredients
is what produces such wonderful results in
curing Catarrh. Send for testimonials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, Price 75c.
Hairs Family Pills are the best.

•

with border, 15c

an<] it is

Imped he may be greeted with a full
The service will begin promptly at
7 p. m.. standard, and the sacrament of the
Cord-' Supper will he administered at the
close of the service.
Monday evening, May
14th, the first Quarterly Conference, business meeting will be held in the
vestry of
the AH E. < hurch at 7 o'clock,
Presiding
Elder Jones will preside.

i

f

3c.

at

meet

Freeman McGilvery Post at its meeting
this. Thursday evening will conclude the

|

Our stock this year is selected from the best American manufacturers, and »re,
the greatest variety and choicest patterns that we have ever shown. If In m
papers or curtains please give us a call as we shall make some low prices.

W

f

$
t
I
•

with goods and toe shall make some extra low prices for this month.
Only a trial purchase will convincr you what a saving institution the
firm of Carle <fc Jones will be to you (in either or both of our 2 stores).

m

2

t

Only

;
»

»
*

*
*

NOTICE.
Any persons having bills against sch. Fannie &
Edith, remaining unpaid, will please have such
properly approved and presented before June 1st
next. The ownership of the vessel lias changed
and

no bills will be paid after that date.
<5. W. FREDERICK, Agent.
Belfast, May 10,1900.—3wl9*

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler.

•

